American Fulbright Scholars, 1985-86

Each year nearly 1,000 Americans are awarded Fulbright grants to lecture or conduct research abroad. Most Fulbright grants are for the academic year of the host institution or country, but grants for shorter periods are also awarded in a number of countries. Except for specified programs, however, summer grants and grants for attendance at international conferences are not available.

About 60 percent of the awards are for university lecturing, usually in a field of importance to the host institution. Many lectureships allow opportunity for research, and research scholars may undertake occasional lecturing. Terms of awards vary from country to country, but generally include round-trip travel, basic health insurance, maintenance allowances, and supplemental allowances.

Most awards require a doctorate and appropriate professional experience. While English is acceptable for many assignments, fluency in the language of the host country is sometimes required. All applicants must be U.S. citizens.

The National Competition

American scholars and other professionals interested in university lecturing and advanced research abroad should request information and application forms from CIES. An announcement of Fulbright scholar awards to begin 12-18 months later is published each spring. The general competition for Australia, New Zealand, India, and Latin America closes June 15. For countries in Africa, Asia (except India), Europe, and the Middle East, the competition closes September 15.

The Directory

This directory lists over 800 American scholars who recently received Fulbright awards for university lecturing and advanced research abroad. They will hold various appointments in approximately 100 countries during the 1985-86 academic year. The dates that appear at the end of most entries indicate when each scholar will be overseas. A few of the dates may have changed, however, since in many cases specific information was not available when the directory was printed. Names of scholars whose awards were confirmed after August 1985 will appear in next year's directory.

The descriptive information on each scholar is arranged according to academic discipline. Scholars are also listed in alphabetical order, by host country, and by home state in the indices.

Scholars awarded grants through the Indo-American Fellowship Program are listed with other scholars in the discipline section, with a notation following each participant's entry. At the end of the discipline section, participants in these special short-term programs are listed: South America Today, two German/Fulbright seminars, and the research program sponsored by the Agreement on Friendship, Defense, and Cooperation Between the United States and Spain.
Scholars by Academic Field
1985-86 Directory of American Scholars

Agriculture

Ahmed, Saleem
Research Associate, Resource Systems Institute, East-West Center, Honolulu, HI 96848
Lecturing in Agriculture and Rural Development
Bharatiya Agro-Industries Foundation, Poona, India
Two months, July 1985—August 1985

Thompson, Michael L.
Assistant Professor, Department of Agronomy, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011
Lecturing in Soil Science
Institut National Agronomique, Paris, France
Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

American History

Bell, Leland V.
Professor, Department of History, Central State University, Wilberforce, OH 45384
Lecturing in History
University of Sierra Leone, Freetown, Sierra Leone
Ten months, September 1985—June 1986

Berman, Hyman
Professor, Department of History, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455
Lecturing in History
University of Munich, Amerika Institut, Munich, Germany
Three and one-half months, September 1985—December 1985

Burke, Martin J.
Lecturer, Department of History, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109
Lecturing in American Studies
University of Florence, Florence, Italy
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Campbell, Penelope
Professor, History, Agnes Scott College, Decatur, GA 30030
Lecturing in American History
SNDT Women's University, Bombay, India
Three months, July 1985—September 1985

Conlin, Joseph R.
Professor, Department of History, California State University, Chico, CA 95929
Lecturing in American History
University of Salzburg, Salzburg, Austria
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Crosby, Alfred W.
Professor, Department of American Studies, University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712
Lecturing in American Studies (Bicentennial Chair in American Studies)
University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland
Nine months, September 1985—May 1986

Dean, David M.
Professor, Department of History, Frostburg State College, Frostburg, MD 21532
Lecturing in American History
National University of Lesotho, Roma, Lesotho
Ten months, August 1985—June 1986

Diggins, John P.
Professor, Department of History, University of California, Irvine, CA 92717
Lecturing in American History
Central University, Caracas, Venezuela
One week, June 1985

Foster, Lawrence
Associate Professor, School of Social Sciences, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332
Lecturing in American History
University of Sydney, Sidney, Australia
Nine months, February 1985—November 1985

Gabaccia, Donna R.
Assistant Professor, History and Political Science, Mercy College, Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522
Lecturing in American History
University of Bremen, Bremen, Germany
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Hess, Gary B.
Professor, Department of History, Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, OH 43403
Lecturing and Consulting in History
American Studies Research Centre, Hyderabad, India
Three months, January 1986—March 1986

Jackson, Carlton
Professor, Department of History, Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, KY 42101
Lecturing in History
University of Dhaka, Dhaka, Bangladesh
Four months, August 1985—December 1985

Jaher, Frederic C.
Professor, Department of History, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801
Lecturing in American History
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Israel
Nine months, October 1985—July 1986
Lockridge, Kenneth A.
Professor, Department of History, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1045
Research in American History
University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia
Twelve months, January 1985—January 1986

Mandle, Jay R.
Professor, Department of Economics, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA 19122
Lecturing in Economic History
Nankai University, Tianjin, China
Eleven months, September 1985—August 1986

Miller, Sally M.
Professor, History, University of the Pacific, Stockton, CA 95211
Lecturing in American History
University of Otago, Otago, New Zealand
Six months, February 1986—August 1986

Orsi, Robert A.
Assistant Professor, Humanities Division, Fordham University, New York, NY 10023
Lecturing in American Studies
University of Rome, Rome, Italy
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Ratcliffe, Sam D.
Assistant Instructor, Department of American Studies, University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712
Lecturing in American Studies
University of Wurzburg, Wurzburg, Germany
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Rockland, Michael
Professor and Chair, American Studies Department, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ 08903
Lecturing in Inter-American Studies
Multiple affiliations, Peru
Two weeks, August 1985—September 1985

Rydell, Robert W.
Associate Professor, Department of History, Montana State University, Bozeman, MT 59717
Lecturing in American Studies
University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Netherlands
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Seadron, Arlene R.
Programs Coordinator, Newsletter Editor, American Medical Women's Association, Professional Resources Research Center, Tucson, AZ 85719-4794
Lecturing in American History
Bangalore University, Bangalore, India
Seven months, July 1985—January 1986

Schneirov, Richard S.
Research Associate, Family and Community History, Newberry Library, Chicago, IL 60610
Lecturing in American History
University of Frankfurt, Frankfurt, Germany
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Szasz, Ferenc M.
Professor, Department of History, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131
Lecturing in American Studies
University of Exeter, Exeter, United Kingdom
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Theisen, Gerald A.
Assistant Professor, Department of History and Education, Eastern New Mexico University, Portales, NM 88130
Lecturing in American History
University of Monterrey, Monterrey, Mexico
Twelve months, August 1985—August 1986

Vittoz, Stanley H.
Assistant Professor, Department of History, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104
Lecturing in American History
Beijing University, Beijing, China
Eleven months, September 1985—August 1986

Vogel, Lester I.
Librarian, Processing Services, Library of Congress, Washington, DC 20540
Research in American History
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Israel
Nine months, October 1985—June 1986

Wilz, John E.
Professor, Department of History, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405
Lecturing and Research in American History
Busan National University, Busan, Korea
Five months, February 1986—June 1986

Wollons, Roberta L.
Assistant Professor, Department of American Studies, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH 44106
Lecturing in American Studies: Women's Studies
Tohoku University, Tohoku, Japan
Ten months, April 1986—January 1987

Adams, Donald K.
Professor, Department of English, Occidental College, Los Angeles, CA 90041
Lecturing in American Studies
Gadjah Mada University, Yogyakarta, Indonesia
Twelve months, August 1985—August 1986

Alexander, William R.H.
Professor, Department of English, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109
Lecturing in Film and American Literature and Translating Peruvian Literature
University of Lima, Lima, Peru
Seven months
Allen, David B.
   Lecturer, Department of English, Boston University, Boston, MA 02215
   Lecturing in American Studies
   Universidad de Murcia, Murcia, Spain
   Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

Allen, Philip M.
   Professor, Department of Humanities, Johnson State College, Johnson, VT 05656
   Lecturing in American Studies
   University of Constantine, Constantine, Algeria
   Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Anderson, Barbara J.
   Associate Professor, Department of English, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32911
   Research in Children’s Literature
   Spain, Portugal, United Kingdom
   Nine months, August 1985—May 1986

Auchard, John F.
   Assistant Professor, Department of English, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742
   Lecturing in American Studies
   University of Milan, Milan, Italy
   Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Barlow, Aaron J.
   Teaching Assistant, Department of English, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242
   Lecturing in American Literature
   University of Ouagadougou, Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso
   Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Barnard Hall, Caroline K.
   Assistant Professor, Department of English, Newcomb College, Tulane University, New Orleans, LA 70125
   Lecturing in Modern American Literature
   University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark
   Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Bartlett, Jeffrey M.
   Copy Editor, PC World Magazine, San Francisco, CA 94103
   Lecturing in American Studies
   Universidad de Deusto, Bilbao, Spain
   Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

Beam, Patricia Simila
   Coordinator, General Educational Tests, South Carolina Department of Education, Columbia, SC 29201
   Lecturing in English
   Sanaa University, Sanaa, Yemen
   Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Benson, Peter E.
   Independent Scholar, Flushing, NY 11367
   Lecturing in American Literature
   Kenyatta University College, Nairobi, Kenya
   Ten months, September 1985—June 1986

Berry, Ralph M.
   Teaching Assistant, Department of English, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242
   Lecturing in American Literature
   University of Tours, Tours, France
   Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

Bolsterli, Margaret J.
   Professor of English, Director of Graduate Studies, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72701
   Lecturing in American Literature
   University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal
   Six months, January 1986—July 1986

Boos, Florence S.
   Professor, English, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242
   Lecturing in American Literature
   University of Iceland, Reykjavik, Iceland
   Four months, September 1985—December 1985

Bray, William R.
   Assistant Professor, Department of English, East Tennessee State University, Johnson City, TN 37614
   Lecturing in American Literature
   University of Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
   Ten months, March 1985—December 1985

Brown, Suzanne H.
   Assistant Professor, Department of English, Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH 03755
   Lecturing in American Literature
   University of Manheim, Manheim, Germany
   Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Butters, Ronald R.
   Associate Professor, Department of English, Duke University, Durham, NC 27706
   Lecturing in American/English Linguistics
   University of Bamberg, Bamberg, Germany
   Three months, May 1986—July 1986

Byerman, Keith E.
   Assistant Professor, Department of English, University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712
   Lecturing in American Literature
   University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria
   Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Caesar, Judith C.
   Assistant Professor, English Department, Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Indiana, PA 15705
   Lecturing in American Literature
   Mansoura University, Egypt
   Nine months, October 1985—June 1986

Carrillo, Loretta
   Assistant Professor, English, Clemson University, Clemson, SC 29631
   Lecturing in American History and Chicano Literature
   University of Canterbury, Canterbury, New Zealand
   Six months, March 1985—September 1985

Cioffi, Frank L.
   Assistant Professor of English, Department of Languages and Literature, Eastern New Mexico University, Portales, NM 88130
   Lecturing in American Literature
   Gdansk University, Gdansk, Poland
   Ten months, September 1985—June 1986
American Literature

Cochran, Robert B.
Professor of English, Department of English and Drama, Winthrop College, Rock Hill, SC 29733
Lecturing in English and American Literature
Aleppo University, Aleppo, Syria
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Coelho, Stephane B.
Associate Professor, Department of English, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72701
Lecturing in American Literature
Beauvoir University, Bordeaux, France
Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

Dagel, Gena E.
Independent Scholar, Austin, TX 78712
Lecturing in American Studies
Universidad Central de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain
Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

Daher, Michael A.
Professor, Department of English, Henry Ford Community College, Dearborn, MI 48128
Lecturing in English and American Literature
Damascus University, Damascus, Syria
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Davis, Charles N.
Assistant Professor of Comparative Literature, Department of African Studies, California State University, Los Angeles, CA 90032
Lecturing in Afro-American Literature
University of Haiti, Port au Prince, Haiti
Four and one-half months, September 1985—January 1986

Dixon, Melvin W.
Associate Professor, Department of English, Queens College, Flushing, NY 11367
Lecturing in American Literature/Studies
University of Dakar, Dakar, Senegal
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Dowdall, Stephen B.
Director, Department of English, Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff, AZ 86011
Lecturing in English/Creative Writing
University of Ife, Ile-Ife, Nigeria
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

DuPlessis, Rachel B.
Associate Professor, Department of English, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA 19122
Lecturing and Research in 20th Century American Literature
Catholic University, Nijmegen, Netherlands
Four and one-half months, August 1985—January 1986

Ebrecht, Ann B.
Project Director, Louisiana Committee for the Humanities, New Orleans, LA 70118
Lecturing in American Literature
University of Osijek, Osijek, Yugoslavia
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Edelstein, Arnold S.
Chairman, Department of English, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822
Lecturing in American Literature
Shandong University, Jinan, China
Eleven months, September 1985—August 1986

Elam, Helen R.
Associate Professor, Department of English, State University of New York at Albany, Albany, NY 12222
Lecturing in Literature
Multiple affiliations, Buenos Aires, Argentina; Catholic University, Montevideo, Uruguay
Six weeks, June 1985—July 1985

Endres, Clifford W.
Lecturer, Department of English, University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712
Lecturing in American and Comparative Literature
Ege University, Izmir, Turkey
Nine months, September 1985—May 1986

Engels, John D.
Professor, Department of English, St. Michael’s College, Winookski, VT 05404
Lecturing in Poetry
Yugoslav Union of Writers, Yugoslavia
Three months, September 1985—December 1985

Evans, J. Dennis
Assistant Professor, Department of English, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 97331
Lecturing in American Literature
Beijing Teachers College, Beijing, China
Eleven months, September 1985—August 1986

Falk, Armand E.
Professor of English, Department of English, St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud, MN 56301
Lecturing in American Literature
University of Abidjan, Abidjan, Ivory Coast
Ten months, August 1985—May 1986

Fine, David M.
Professor, English/American Studies, California State University, Long Beach, CA 90840
Lecturing in American Literature
University of Waikato, Waikato, New Zealand
Six months, May 1985—November 1985

Fleming, Bruce E.
Lecturer, Englisches Seminar I, Institute fuer Englische Literatur, Albert-Ludwigs Universitaet, Freiburg, Germany (MD)
Lecturing in American Literature
National University of Rwanda, Ruhengeri, Rwanda
Ten months, September 1985—June 1985

Foster, Edward H.
Associate Professor, Department of Humanities, Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, NJ 07030
Lecturing in American Literature
Istanbul University, Istanbul, Turkey
Nine months, September 1985—May 1986
American Literature

Freedman, Sanford A.
Assistant Professor, Department of English, Bates College, Lewiston, ME 04240
Lecturing in English Literature, Renaissance Literature
National Central University, Taipei, Taiwan
Ten months, August 1985—June 1986

Gillespie, Angus K.
Associate Professor, Department of American Studies, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ 08903
Lecturing in American Literature/American History
University of the Philippines, Diliman, Philippines
Ten months, June 1985—May 1986

Goodman, Jeffrey A.
Writer and Scholar-in-Residence, Department of Arts and Letters, Western New Mexico University, Silver City, NM 88062
Lecturing in English and American Literature
Omar Bongo University, Libreville, Gabon
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Goodman-Gould, Jill M.
Instructor, Department of English, Stetson University, DeLand, FL 32720
Lecturing in American Literature
University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy
Six months, January 1986—June 1986

Hafner, John H.
Professor, Department of English, Spring Hill College, Mobile, AL 36608
Lecturing in American Literature
University of Indonesia, Jakarta, Indonesia
Twelve months, September 1985—September 1986

Hansen, Arlen J.
Professor, Department of English, University of the Pacific, Stockton, CA 95211
Lecturing in American Literature
Technische Hochschule Aachen, Aachen, Germany
Ten months, September 1985—June 1986

Hartman, Geoffrey H.
Professor, Department of English, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520
Lecturing in Literary Theory
Instituto Nacional de Docencia, Centro II, Montevideo, Uruguay
Two weeks, December 1985

Hay, James W.
Lecturer, Department of English, University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712
Lecturing in American Literature
University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy
Six months, January 1986—June 1986

Hazlett, John D.
Instructor, Communication Arts, Contra Costa College, San Pablo, CA 94806
Lecturing in American Literature
Complutense University of Madrid, Madrid, Spain
Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

Helfand, Michael S.
Associate Professor, Department of English, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15208
Lecturing in American Literature
Fudan University, Shanghai, China
Eleven months, September 1985—August 1986

Hewitt, Elizabeth K.
Associate Professor, English, State University of New York at Binghamton, Binghamton, NY 13901
Lecturing in American Literature and Language
Mangalore University, Mangalore, India
Six months, July 1985—December 1985

Hoilman, Dennis R.
Professor, Department of English, Ball State University, Muncie, IN 47306
Lecturing in American Literature
University of Joensuu, Joensuu, Finland
Five months, January 1986—May 1986

Hull, Gloria
Associate Professor, Department of English, University of Delaware, Newark, DE 19711
Lecturing in English
University of the West Indies, Kingston, Jamaica
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Hunter, Carol A.
Assistant Professor, Department of English, University of Oklahoma, Norman, OK 73019
Lecturing in American Literature
University of Limoges, Limoges, France
Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

Hutner, Gordon N.
Assistant Professor, Department of English, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706
Lecturing in American Literature
Three Belgian universities, Brussels, Belgium
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Jackson, Richard
Associate Professor, Department of English, University of Tennessee, Chattanooga, TN 37402
Lecturing in Creative Writing: Poetry
Yugoslav Union of Writers, Belgrade, Yugoslavia
Three months, April 1986—June 1986

Kahn, Sy M.
Professor, Department of English, University of the Pacific, Stockton, CA 95211
Lecturing in American Studies
University of Porto, Porto, Portugal
Eight months, November 1985—June 1986

Kaledin, Eugenia
Assistant Professor, Department of American Studies, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520
Lecturing in American Literature
Beijing University, Beijing, China
Eleven months, September 1985—August 1986
American Literature

Klein, Marcus N.
Professor, Department of English, State University of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, NY 14260
Lecturing in American Literature
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Israel
Five months, February 1986—July 1986

Krim, Seymour
Lecturer, Writing Program, Columbia University, New York, NY 10027
Writer-in-Residence, Lecturing in Creative Writing
University of Haifa, Haifa, Israel
Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

Krueger, Terry K.
Teaching Assistant, English, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242
Lecturing in English
National University, Catamarca, Argentina
Four months, August 1985—December 1985

Lavers, Norman
Professor, Department of English, Arkansas State University, Jonesboro, AR 72401
Lecturing in American Literature
Srinakarinwirote University, Prasarnmitr, Thailand
Nine months, June 1985—March 1986

Levine, Susan
Assistant to the Dean of the Graduate School, University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66904
Lecturing in English as a Second Language and American Literature
Catholic University, Asuncion, Paraguay
Six months, September 1985—March 1986

Lilly, Paul R.
Associate Professor, Department of English, State University College, Oneonta, NY 13820
Lecturing in American Literature
Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Universite Libre de Bruxelles, and Rijksuniversiteit te Gent, Belgium
Ten months, October 1985—July 1986

Linn, William J.
Assistant Professor, Department of Humanities, University of Niamey, Niamey, Niger (GA)
Lecturing in American Literature
University of Khartoum, Khartoum, Sudan
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Lisca, Peter
Professor, Department of English, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611
Lecturing in American Literature
National University of Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires, Argentina
Three months, August 1985—October 1985

Love, Glen A.
Professor, Department of English, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403
Lecturing in American Literature
University of Tubingen, Tubingen, Germany
Four months, March 1986—July 1986

McCay, Mary A.
Associate Professor, Department of English, Emmanuel College, Boston, MA 02115
Lecturing in 20th Century American Literature
University of Keele, Keele, United Kingdom
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

McCullough, Joseph B.
Professor, Department of English, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, NV 89154
Lecturing in American Literature
University of Athens, Athens, Greece
Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

McGaughey, Russell W.
Professor, Department of English, Humboldt State University, Arcata, CA 95521
Lecturing in English and American Literature
University of Lattakia, Lattakia, Syria
Nine months, August 1985—May 1986

McIver, Bruce J.S.
Lecturer, Department of English, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106
Lecturing in American Literature
University of Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

McPherson, David C.
Professor, Department of English, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131
Lecturing in English and American Literature
University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany
Five months, September 1985—February 1986

Mersmann, James F.
Associate Professor, Department of English, University of Alabama, Birmingham, AL 35294
Lecturing in American Literature
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Ten months, February 1985—December 1985

Middleton, Phillip B.
Assistant Professor, Department of English, University of Niamey, Niamey, Niger (GA)
Lecturing in American Literature
University of Khartoum, Khartoum, Sudan
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Miller, J. Hills
Professor, Department of English, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520
Lecturing in Literary Theory
Instituto Nacional do Docencia, Centro II, Montevideo, Uruguay
Two weeks, December 1985

Miner, Earl R.
Professor, Department of English and Comparative Literature, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08540
Lecturing in American and Comparative Literature
Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Four months, September 1985—December 1985
American Literature

Morace, Robert A.
Associate Professor, Department of English, Daemen College, Amherst, NY 14226
Lecturing in American Literature
University of Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland
Eleven months, September 1985—July 1986

Moss, Leonard J.
Professor, Department of English, State University of New York, Geneseo, NY 14454
Lecturing in American Literature
Beijing Foreign Languages Institute, Beijing, China
Eleven months, September 1985—August 1986

Murray, Donald M.
Professor, Department of English, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL 60115
Lecturing in American Literature
Hasanuddin University, Sulawesi Selatan, Indonesia
Twelve months, September 1985—September 1986

Neinstein, Raymond L.
Adjunct Assistant Professor, Department of English, Thomas College, Waterville, ME 04901
Lecturing in American Literature
Jagiellonian University, Krakow, Poland
Ten months, September 1985—June 1986

Nichols, Charles H.
Professor, Department of English, Brown University, Providence, RI 02912
Lecturing in English
University of Bamberg, Bamberg, Germany
Four and one-half months, March 1986—July 1986

Ober, Kenneth H.
Independent Scholar, Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Research in Bibliography
Denmark, United Kingdom
Nine months, August 1985—May 1986

Olpin, Larry
Professor and Head, Department of English, Central Missouri State University, Warrensburg, MO 64093
Lecturing in American Literature
Bogazici University, Istanbul, Turkey
Twelve months, June 1985—June 1986

Petry, Alice
Assistant Professor, Department of English, Rhode Island School of Design, Providence, RI 02903
Lecturing and Research in 20th Century American Literature
Federal University of Para, Curitiba, Brazil
Five months, July 1985—December 1985

Pollitt, Katha
Fellow, Council of the Humanities, Creative Writing Program, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544
Lecturing in Creative Writing: Poetry
Yugoslav Union of Writers, Belgrade, Yugoslavia
Three months, August 1985—November 1985

Ratner, Marc
Professor, English Department, California State University, Hayward, CA 94542
Lecturing in American Literature
University of Bucharest, Bucharest, Romania
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Rioux, Robert
Professor, Department of Foreign Languages and Classics, University of Maine, Orono, ME 04469
Lecturing in American Studies
Marien Ngouabi University, Brazzaville, Congo
Twelve months, September 1985—September 1986

Robinson, Forrest G.
Professor, Department of Literature, University of California, Santa Cruz, CA 95064
Lecturing in American Literature
Kyushu University, Seinan Gakuin University, Japan
Ten months, April 1986—January 1987

Rovit, Earl H.
Professor, Department of English, City College of New York, New York, NY 10031
Lecturing in American Literature
Shanghai Foreign Languages Institute, Shanghai, China
Eleven months, September 1985—August 1986

Rubinstein, Leonard S.
Professor, Department of English, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16801
Lecturing in American Literature
University of Veliko, Turnovo, Veliko Turnovo, Bulgaria
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Sands, Kathleen M.
Associate Professor, Department of English, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85281
Lecturing in American Literature
University of Thessaloniki, Thessaloniki, Greece
Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

Sarracino, Carmine T.
Associate Professor, Department of English, Elizabeth-town College, Elizabethtown, PA 17022
Lecturing in American Literature
University of Peradeniya, Peradeniya, Sri Lanka
Ten months, October 1985—August 1986

Scharnhorst, Gary F.
Associate Professor, Department of Humanities, University of Texas, Richardson, TX 75080
Lecturing in American Studies
University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Shaughnessy, Mary Rose
Professor, Department of English, Chicago State University, Chicago, IL 60628
Lecturing in American Literature
Nanjing University, Nanjing, China
Eleven months, September 1985—August 1986

Sklepovich, Edward A.
Faculty Member, Literature and Drama, New School for Social Research, New York, NY 10011
Lecturing in American Studies
University of Algiers, Algiers, Algeria
Five months, February 1986—June 1986

Smith, David R.
Professor of Literature, Department of Humanities and Social Sciences, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125
Lecturing in American Literature
University of Nice, Nice, France
Five months, September 1985—April 1986
Springer, Haskell
Professor of English, University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66045
Lecturing in American Literature
University of Paris IV, Paris, France
Ten months, September 1985—June 1986

Steier, Saul
Associate Professor, Department of Humanities, San Francisco State University, San Francisco, CA 94132
Lecturing in American Studies
University of Benin, Lome, Togo
Twelve months, September 1985—September 1986

Szporer, Michael
Assistant Professor, Department of English, Ohio State University, Mansfield, OH 32410
Lecturing in American Literature
University of Skopje, Skopje, Yugoslavia
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Taylor, Carole A.
Assistant Professor, Department of English, Bates College, Lewiston, ME 04240
Lecturing in American Literature: Poetry and Drama
National Taiwan University, Taiwan
Ten months, August 1985—June 1986

Tharaud, Barry C.
Associate Professor of English, Department of Humanities, Mesa College, Grand Junction, CO 81503
Lecturing in American Studies
Gazi University and Ankara University, Ankara, Turkey
Twelve months, June 1985—June 1986

Thomas, Franklin R.
Professor, American Thought and Language, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824
Lecturing in American Studies
Engelsk Institut, Odense University, Odense, Denmark
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Thompson, James B.
Professor, Department of English, Ohio University, Athens, OH 45701
Lecturing in American Literature
University of Graz, Graz, Austria
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Thorson, James L.
Professor, Department of English, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131
Lecturing in English and American Literature
Westfalische Wilhelms University, Munster, Germany
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Ward, Robert J.
Professor, English Language and Literature, University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, IA 50614
Lecturing in American Literature
University of Timisoara, Timisoara, Romania
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Warren, Kenneth W.
Instructor, Department of English, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305
Lecturing in American Literature
New University of Lisbon, Lisbon, Portugal
Six months, January 1986—June 1986

Weir, Sybil B.
Professor, Department of English, San Jose State University, San Jose, CA 95192
Lecturing in American Literature
University of Dusseldorf, Dusseldorf, Germany
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

West, James L.W., III
Professor, Department of English, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA 24061
Research in the Cross Influences Between British and American Publishers
Cambridge University, Cambridge, United Kingdom
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Wiersma, Stanley M.
Professor, English, Calvin College, Grand Rapids, MI 49506
Research in American Literature
University of New England, Armidale, Australia
Six months, July 1985—December 1985

Yee, Carole Z.
Associate Professor, Department of Humanities, New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, Socorro, NM 87801
Lecturing in American Literature and Civilization
University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway
Four and one-half months, between September 1985—June 1986

Anderson, Douglas D.
Professor, Department of Anthropology, Brown University, Providence, RI 02912
Lecturing in Archaeology and Anthropology
Silapakorn University, Bangkok, Thailand
Nine months, June 1985—May 1986

Barnes, Sandra T.
Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104
Research in Anthropology
University of Ibadan, Lagos, Nigeria
Nine months, January 1986—September 1986

American Literature

Anthropology and Archaeology
Anthropology and Archaeology

Barton, Josef J.
Associate Professor, Department of History, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL 60201
Research in History
Instituto Nacional de Antropologia e Historia, Mexico City, Mexico
Six months, August 1985—January 1986

Beaudry, Marilyn P.
Postdoctoral Fellow, Conservation Analytical Lab, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC 20560
Research in Anthropology and Archaeology
Honduran Institute of History and Anthropology, Tegucigalpa, Honduras
Six months, November 1985—May 1986

Beeman, William
Associate Professor, Anthropology, Brown University, Providence, RI 02912
Research in Preliminary Training and Survey for Investigation of Communicative Aspects of Traditional Indian Improvisatory Theatre
University of Delhi, Delhi, India
Ten months, May 1986—March 1987 (Indo-American Fellowship Program)

Cheek, Charles D.
Principal Archaeologist, Cultural Services, John Milner Associates, West Chester, PA 19380
Research in Anthropology
Honduran Institute of History and Anthropology, Tegucigalpa, Honduras
Three months, March 1985—June 1985

Cleveland, David A.
Co-Director, Center for People, Food, and Environment, Tucson, AZ 85701
Research in Anthropology of Food System
Minya University and Institute for Food and Environment, Cairo, Egypt
Four months, February 1986—May 1986

Creamer, Winifred M.
Research Associate, Department of Archaeology, School of American Research, Santa Fe, NM 87504
Research in Anthropology and Archaeology
Honduran Institute of History and Anthropology, Tegucigalpa, Honduras
Six months, September 1985—March 1986

Early, Daniel
Assistant Professor, Department of Social Science, Central Oregon Community College, Bend, OR 97701
Lecturing and Research in Anthropology
Multiple university affiliations, Peru
Five months, August 1985—December 1985

Fakhouri, Hani I.
Professor, Sociology and Anthropology, University of Michigan, Flint, MI 48502
Research in Sociology and Anthropology
Cairo, Egypt
Six months, January 1986—June 1986

Fisher, James F.
Associate Professor, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Carleton College, Northfield, MN 55057
Lecturing in Anthropology
Triibhuvan University, Kathmandu, Nepal
Ten months, August 1985—June 1986

Fitzgerald, Thomas K.
Professor, Anthropology, University of North Carolina, Greensboro, NC 27412-5001
Research in the Urbanization of Cultural Minorities
Victoria University, Wellington, New Zealand
Twelve months, August 1985—August 1986

Flint, Marcha P.
Professor, Department of Anthropology, Montclair State College, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
Research in Anthropology
University of Indonesia, Jakarta, Indonesia
Ten months, September 1985—June 1986

Gaber-Saletan, Pamela
Assistant Professor, Department of Art History, Merrimack Valley College, Manchester, NH 03102
Lecturing and Research in Archaeology
Cyprus-American Archaeological Research Institute, Nicosia, Cyprus
Ten months, October 1985—August 1986

Hirth, Kenneth C.
Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506
Research in Anthropology
Honduran Institute of History and Anthropology, Tegucigalpa, Honduras
Six months, June 1985—December 1985

Hollos, Marida C.
Assistant Professor, Department of Anthropology, Brown University, Providence, RI 02915
Lecturing in Anthropology
University of Benin, Benin City, Nigeria
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Kirsch, Anthony T.
Professor, Department of Anthropology, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853
Research in Field of Social Science Research Methods
Khon Kaen University, Khon Kaen, Thailand
Nine months, July 1985—April 1986

Lambert, Donald H.
Teaching Associate, School of Social Sciences, University of Texas, Richardson, TX 75080
Lecturing in Anthropology
Universiti Sains Malaysia, Penang, Malaysia
Nine months, December 1985—September 1986

Logan, Kathleen
Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology, University of Alabama, Birmingham, AL 35294
Research in Anthropology
University of the Yucatan, Merida, Mexico
Six months, January 1986—June 1986
London, Gloria
Instructor, Henry Jackson School of International Studies, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195
Research in Cypriot Ceramics
Cyprus American Archaeological Research Institute, Nicosia, Cyprus
Six months, March 1986—September 1986

Maxwell, Allen R.
Assistant Professor, Department of Anthropology, University of Alabama, University, AL 35486
Research in Annotated Romanized Edition of the Sarawak Cetera Syaikth Uthman, Sarawak, Malaysia
Three months, May 1985—August 1985

McClellan, Murray C.
Teaching Assistant, Department of Classical Archaeology, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104
Research in Classical Archaeology
Cyprus American Archaeological Research Institute, Nicosia, Cyprus
Six months, January 1986—June 1986

Midgett, Douglas K.
Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242
Research in Anthropology
University of the West Indies, Cave Hill, Barbados
Six months, September 1985—February 1986

Miller, Robert L.
Independent Scholar, Amman, Jordan
Research in Near Eastern Archaeology
American Center of Oriental Research, Amman, Jordan
Nine months, April 1985—January 1986

Oakes, Elizabeth H.
Independent Scholar, Roxbury, MA 02120
Research in Anthropology
Grenada
Six months, July 1985—January 1986

Olszewski, Deborah L.
Research Associate, Department of Anthropology, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721
Research in Archaeology and History
Department of Antiquities, Damascus/Aleppo, Syria
Four months, December 1985—April 1986

Poirier, Frank E.
Professor, Anthropology, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43210
Research in Adaptability of Indian Monkeys
University of Delhi, University of Rajasthan, India
Two months, June 1986—August 1986
(Indo-American Fellowship Program)

Qualls, Corethia
Independent Scholar, West Chester, PA 19380
Lecturing in Archaeology
National Museum, Manama, Bahrain
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Rabinow, Paul M.
Professor, Department of Anthropology, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720
Lecturing in Anthropology
Museu Nacional, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Six months, January 1987—June 1987

Rovner, Irwin
Associate Professor, Sociology and Anthropology, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC 27695-8107
Research in Anthropology
Instituto Investigaciones Anthropologicas, UNAM, Mexico City, Mexico
Six months, June 1985—December 1985

Schmidt, Peter R.
Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology, Brown University, Providence, RI 02912
Lecturing in Anthropology
University of Dar es Salaam, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
Twelve months, July 1985—July 1986

Schwerin, Karl H.
Professor, Department of Anthropology, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131
Research in History of Anthropology
Musee National d'Histoire Naturelle, Paris, France
Nine months, January 1985—September 1986

Spink, Mary L.
Instructor, Anthropology, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802
Research in Anthropology
Honduran Institute of History and Anthropology, Tegucigalpa, Honduras
Six months, May 1985—November 1986

Stothert, Karen E.
Faculty Associate, Center for Archaeological Research, University of Texas, San Antonio, TX 78285
Lecturing in Archaeology
ESPOL, Guayaquil, Ecuador
Five months, May 1985—October 1985

Tedlock, Dennis
Professor, Anthropology and Religion, Boston University, Boston, MA 02215
Lecturing and Research in Anthropological Linguistics and Cultural Anthropology
University of Campinas, Campinas, Brazil
Five months, July 1985—December 1985

Traweek, Sharon
Assistant Professor, Department of Anthropology, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139
Research in Ethnography of U.S.-Japanese Physics Collaboration
Affiliation to be determined, Japan
Seven months, January 1986—August 1986

Waldron, Sidney R.
Professor, Sociology and Anthropology, State University of New York College at Cortland, Cortland, NY 13045
Research in the Somali Refugee Experience and Future Strategies
Queen Elizabeth House, Oxford University, Oxford, United Kingdom
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Welch, David J.
Ph.D. Candidate, Department of Anthropology, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822
Lecturing in Archaeology
Prince of Songkhla University, Pattani, Thailand
Nine months, July 1985—April 1986
Anthropology and Archaeology

Wesler, Kit W.
Director, Wickliffe Mounds Research Center, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071
Lecturing in Anthropology
University of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria
Ten months, September 1985—June 1986

Wheatley, Bruce P.
Assistant Professor, Department of Anthropology, University of Alabama, Birmingham, AL 35294
Lecturing and Research in Anthropology
University of Indonesia, Jakarta, Indonesia
Twelve months, August 1985—August 1986

Winzeler, Robert L.
Professor, Department of Anthropology, University of Nevada, Reno, NV 89557
Research in Anthropology
University of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Eight months, September 1985—April 1986

Wolcott, Harry F.
Professor, College of Education, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403
Lecturing and Research in Education and Anthropology
Kasetsart University, Bangkok, and Chiang Mai University, Chiang Mai, Thailand
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Wright, James C.
Assistant Professor, Classics and Near East Archaeology, Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, PA 19010
Research in the History of Mycenaean Architecture
American School of Classical Studies, Athens, Greece
Nine months, October 1985—June 1986

Wright, Robin M.
Library Assistant, Tozzer Library, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138
Lecturing in Anthropology, Brazilian Ethnology
University of Campinas, Campinas, Brazil
Five months, February 1985—July 1985

Zamora, Mario D.
Professor, Department of Anthropology, College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, VA 23185
Lecturing and Research in Social Anthropology
University of Trondheim, Trondheim, Norway
Three months, between September 1985—June 1986

Architecture and Urban Planning

Bergman, Edward M.
Associate Professor, City and Regional Planning, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27514
Lecturing and Research in Urban Development
Vienna University of Economics, Vienna, Austria
Four months, September 1985—January 1986

Bergman, Christian O.
Assistant Professor, Department of Architecture, Montana State University, Bozeman, MT 59717
Lecturing in Architecture
Birzeit University, Birzeit, West Bank
Four and one-half months, January 1986—April 1986

Blakely, Edward J.
Professor, City and Regional Planning, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720
Research in Industrial Policy Development
Gothenburg University, Stockholm University, Sweden
Three months, between September 1985—June 1986

Chapman, William R.
Architectural Historian, National Park Service, Office of Cultural Programs, Philadelphia, PA 19106
Research in Urban Conservation
University affiliation to be determined, Italy
Six months, between September 1985—June 1986

Ellison, Charles E.
Associate Professor, School of Planning, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 45221
Research in Urban Planning
University Institute of Architecture, Venice, Italy
Four months, September 1985—June 1986

Fabos, Julius G.
Professor, Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003
Lecturing and Research in Establishment of Land Use Data Bank
Ministry for Quality of Life, Lisbon, Portugal
Three months, April 1986—June 1986

Forgey, Benjamin F.
Research in Japanese Space and Built Environments
Multiple affiliations, Japan
Nine months, August 1985—May 1986

Glasser, David E.
Associate Professor, Architecture, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WI 53201
Lecturing and Research in Architecture
Central University, Quito, Ecuador
Three months, May 1985—August 1985
Golany, Gideon S.
Professor, Department of Architecture, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802
Lecturing in Architecture
Middle East Technical University, Ankara, Turkey
Four months, February 1986—June 1986

Kamara, Jemadari
Director, African and Afro-American Studies, University of Michigan, Flint, MI 48503
Lecturing in Urban Planning and American Studies
National University of Benin, Cotonou, Benin
Ten months, September 1985—June 1986

Kass, Thomas B.
Professor, Graduate School of Architecture, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84112
Lecturing and Research in Tan Chong Painting and Design
Kookmin University, Seoul, Korea
Ten months, August 1985—June 1986

Mammen, David
Senior Staff, Institute of Public Administration, New York, NY 10036
Research in Intergovernmental Issues in Planning Metro Tokyo
Tokyo Institute for Municipal Research, Tokyo, Japan
Nine months, January 1986—October 1986

Mullin, John R.
Associate Professor, Department of Regional Planning, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01373
Research in the Marques de Pombal as City Planner
Independent Research, Lisbon, Portugal
Eight months, October 1985—June 1986

Pincetl, Stephanie S.
Ph.D. Candidate, Department of Urban Planning, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024
Lecturing in Urban Planning
University of Paris XII, Paris, France
Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

Wells, John R.
Associate Professor, Department of Architecture, Ball State University, Muncie, IN 47306
Lecturing and Research in Markets and Town Squares
University affiliation to be determined, Peru
Five months, June 1985—October 1985

Adelman, Charles M.
Assistant Professor, Department of Art, University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, IA 50614
Research in Archaeology
Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden
Three months, between September 1985—June 1986

Antreasian, Caro A.
Professor, Art and Art History, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131
Lecturing in Fine Arts
University of Sao Paulo, Armando Alvares Penteado Foundation, Sao Paulo, Brazil
Two and one-half months, August 1985—November 1985

Beede, Elizabeth R.
Artist, Northampton, MA 01060
Research in Hungarian Feltmaking
Neprajzi Museum, Budapest, Hungary

Bishop, Michael E.
Associate Professor, Department of Art, California State University, Chico, CA 95929
Lecturing in Sculpture
Hacettepe University, Ankara, Turkey
Nine months, September 1985—May 1986

Blier, Suzanne P.
Assistant Professor, Art History and Archaeology, Columbia University, New York, NY 10025
Research in Art History
University of Benin, Cotonou, Benin
Nine months, September 1985—May 1986

Browne, Sean K.L.
Lecturer, Department of Art, University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, HI 96822
Research in Art: Stone Sculpture
Multiple affiliations, Japan
Five months, June 1985—October 1985

Bruzelius, Caroline A.
Assistant Professor, Department of Art, Duke University, Durham, NC 27708
Research in Art History
University of Naples, Naples, Italy
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Canning, Susan M.
Assistant Professor, Department of Art, University of North Carolina, Greensboro, NC 27412
Research in Art History
Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten, Antwerp, Belgium
Five months, January 1985—May 1985
Art and Art History

Carpenter, Arthur E.
Designer and Craftsman, Bolinas, CA 94924
Lecturing in Furniture Making
Crafts Council of New Zealand, Wellington, New Zealand
One and one-half months

Chuang, Che
Associate Professor, Department of Fine Art, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109
Lecturing in Fine Art: Theory and Technique
National Institute of the Arts, Taipei, Taiwan
Ten months, August 1985—June 1986

Cooper, Donald
Independent Artist, Atlanta, GA 30306
Arts Fellowship
United Kingdom
Nine months, June 1985—February 1986

Gunderman, Karen M.
Associate Professor, Department of Art, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WI 53201
Lecturing and Research in Ceramics Curriculum and Preparation of Technical Manual
University affiliation to be determined, Lima, Peru
Eight months, May 1985—December 1985

Hernandez, Sam
Associate Professor and Chairman, Department of Art, University of Santa Clara, Santa Clara, CA 95053
Artist-in-Residence, Lecturing in Sculpture
University of Belgrade, Belgrade, Yugoslavia
Four months, March 1986—July 1986

Nesom, Marcella B.
Art Historian, Sonora, CA 95370
Research in Modern Painting in Pakistan
National College of the Arts, Lahore, Pakistan
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Orentlicher, John
Chairman, Art Media Studies, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY 13210
Lecturing in Communications
Javeriana University, Bogota, Colombia
Three months, July 1985—September 1985

Pacileo, Dolores M.
Research in Educational Design for Children
University of Trondheim, Norwegian Center for Child Research, Trondheim, Norway
Five months, between September 1985—June 1986

Parker, Anthony C.
Art Instructor, Mt. Hood Community College, Gresham, OR 97030
Research in Art: Glasspainting on Three-Dimensional Crystal Objects
University of Bucharest, Bucharest, Romania
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Rajer, Anton W.
Fine Arts Conservator, Texas Conservation Center, Canyon, TX 79016
Lecturing in Museology
Multiple affiliations, Salvador, Recife, Brasilia, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Four months, June 1985—October 1985

Roberts, Ann M.
Assistant Professor, School of Art and Art History, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242
Research in History of Art
Belgium, France, Austria
Six months, January 1986—July 1986

Romer, Grant
Conservator, George Eastman House, Rochester, NY 14609
Lecturing and Consulting at the International Photographic Preservation Seminar
National Institute of Photography and National Library, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Two weeks, March 1985

Rossi, Barbara A.
Visiting Faculty Artist, Painting and Drawing, School of the Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60603
Research in the Indian Painting Tradition
Crafts Museum, New Delhi, India
Six Months, January 1986—June 1986
(Indo-American Fellowship Program)

Tobin, Farley
Independent Artist, New York, NY 10011
Research in Jali Work, as Found in Mughal Architecture and Related Jain and Hindu Buildings
National Institute of Design, Ahmedabad, India
Nine months, October 1985—June 1986
(Indo-American Fellowship Program)

Vergara, Lisa
Associate Professor, Department of Art, Hunter College, CUNY, New York, NY 10021
Research in Art History
University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Netherlands
Five and one-half months, September 1985—January 1986

Watrous, Livingston V.
Associate Professor, Department of Art History, State University of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, NY 14260
Research in Anatolia and Crete in the Bronze Age
Istanbul, Turkey
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986
Bartlett, Grant R.
 Director, Laboratory for Comparative Biochemistry, San Diego, CA 92019
 Research in Fish Hematology
 University of Sao Carlos, Sao Paulo, Brazil
 Three and one-half months, May 1985—September 1985

Braddock, William E.
 Professor, Department of Biology, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403
 Research in Biology
 Imperial College, Silwood Park, Ascot and Berks, United Kingdom
 Eight months, January 1986—August 1986

Christensen, A. Kent
 Professor, Anatomy and Cell Biology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48103
 Research in Cell Biology
 Institut Pasteur, Paris, France
 Nine months, October 1985—June 1986

Cooper, Edwin L.
 Professor, Department of Anatomy, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024
 Research in Comparative Immunology
 Cairo University, Cairo, Egypt
 Nine months, October 1985—June 1986

Crippen, Gordon M.
 Associate Professor, Chemistry, Texas A & M University, College Station, TX 77843
 Research in Pharmacology
 La Trobe University, Victorian College of Pharmacy, Melbourne, Australia
 Nine months, January 1985—September 1985

Davis, Donald D.
 Professor, Plant Pathology, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802
 Research in Plant Pathology
 State Pollution Control Commission, Sydney, Australia
 Eight months, September 1985—May 1985

Diener, Urban L.
 Professor of Mycotoxicology, Department of Botany, Plant Pathology, and Microbiology, Auburn University, Auburn, AL 36849
 Lecturing and Research in Mycotoxins in Food Technology
 University of Campinas, Campinas, Brazil
 Four months, August 1985—December 1985

Fisher, William S.
 Research Associate, Horn Point Environmental Laboratories, University of Maryland, Cambridge, MD 21613
 Research in Pathology of Aquatic Invertebrates
 Laboratoire d'Anatomie Pathologique, Brest, France
 Nine months, October 1985—June 1986

Fox, Stanley F.
 Associate Professor, Department of Zoology, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK 74078
 Lecturing and Research in Zoology
 Catholic University, Santiago, Chile
 Five months, August 1985—January 1986

Frazier, John G.
 Research Associate, Zoological Research, National Zoological Park, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC 20008
 Research in the Biology and Conservation of Indian Turtles and Tortoises
 Bombay Natural History Society, Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta, India
 Ten months, May 1985—March 1986
 (Indo-American Fellowship Program)

Frey, David G.
 Professor, Department of Biology, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405
 Lecturing in Limnology, Paleolimnology, Ecology
 University College, Dublin, Ireland
 Four months, September 1985—December 1985

Friar, Robert E.
 Professor, Department of Biological Sciences, Ferris State College, Big Rapids, MI 49307
 Lecturing in Physiology
 University of Khartoum, Khartoum, Sudan
 Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

Friedmann, Herbert C.
 Associate Professor, Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637
 Research in Biochemistry
 Philipps University, Marburg, Germany
 Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Fugler, Charles M.
 Professor, Biological Sciences, University of North Carolina, Wilmington, NC 28403-3297
 Lecturing in Biological Sciences
 University of Yaounde, Yaounde, Cameroon
 Ten months, October 1985—August 1986

Geer, Billy W.
 Professor, Department of Biology, Knox College, Galesburg, IL 61401
 Research in Genetics
 Monash University, Melbourne, Australia
 Three and one-half months, September 1985—December 1985

Green, Michael H.
 Assistant Professor, Nutrition Program, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16502
 Research in Nutrition
 University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway
 Six months, between September 1985—June 1986

Gregory, Eileen
 Associate Professor, Department of Biology, Rollins College, Winter Park, FL 32789
 Lecturing in Biology
 University of Jordan, Amman, Jordan
 Nine months, September 1985—June 1986
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Hafez, Youssef S.        | Associate Professor, Department of Human Ecology | University of Maryland—Eastern Shore, Princess Anne, MD 21853 |  | Lecturing in Human Ecology
|                          |                                            | Yarmouk University, Irbid, Jordan                 | Nine months, September 1985—June 1986 |
| Harris, Edward D.        | Associate Professor, Biochemistry and Biophysics, Texas A & M University, College Station, TX 77843 | Research in Biochemistry
|                          |                                            | Royal Children’s Hospital Research Foundation, Melbourne, Australia | Nine months, January 1985—October 1985 |
| Hayes, Robert E.         | Professor, Biological Sciences, Olivet Nazarene College, Kankakee, IL 60901 | Research in Food Science/Nutrition
| Hazelwood, Robert L.     | Professor of Physiology, Department of Biology, University of Houston, Houston, TX 77004 | Research in Physiology
|                          |                                            | University of Calcutta, University of Rajasthan, University of Garhiwal, University of Marathwada, and University of Banaras, India | One and one-half months, July 1985—September 1985 |
| Hinds, David S.          | Professor, Biology, California State College, Bakersfield, CA 93311 | Research in Physiological Ecology
|                          |                                            | Flinders University of South Australia, Adelaide, Australia | Twelve months, July 1985—July 1986 |
| Holmquist, Gerald        | Associate Professor, Department of Biology, Beckman Research Institute—City of Hope, Duarte, CA 91010 | Lecturing in Human Cytogenetics
|                          |                                            | University of the Republic, School of Medicine, Montevideo, Uruguay | Two weeks, September 1985 |
| Jacobson, Harry A.       | Professor, Wildlife and Fisheries, Mississippi State University, Mississippi State, MS 39762 | Lecturing in Biology/Ecology
|                          |                                            | Tribhuvan University, Institute of Science and Technology, Kirtipur, Nepal | Ten months, August 1985—June 1986 |
| Kayne, Frederick J.      | Associate Professor, Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, Hahnemann University, Philadelphia, PA 19102 | Research in Biophysics
|                          |                                            | Max Planck Institute for Biophysics, Frankfurt, Germany | Ten months, September 1985—July 1986 |
| Kayne, Marlene E.        | Assistant Professor, Department of Biology, Trenton State College, Trenton, NJ 08625 | Lecturing and Research in Biology
|                          |                                            | Goethe University, Frankfurt am Main, Germany | Ten months, September 1985—July 1986 |
| Kirschner, Leonard B.    | Professor, Department of Zoology, Washington State University, Pullman, WA 99164-4220 | Research in the Mechanism of Sodium-Hydrogen Exchange in Frog Skin
|                          |                                            | August Krogh Institute, University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark | Nine months, September 1985—June 1986 |
| Lambe, Robert C.         | Associate Professor, Plant Pathology, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA 24061 | Lecturing in Plant Pathology
|                          |                                            | ITESM-Monterrey, Monterrey, Mexico | Eleven months, September 1985—July 1986 |
| Lank, David B.           | Postdoctoral Fellow, Department of Biology, Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada | Research in Biology
|                          |                                            | University of Oulu, Oulu, Finland | Four months, March 1986—June 1986 |
| Lewis, Alan J.           | Associate Professor, Science and Mathematics, University of Maine, Machias, ME 04654 | Lecturing in Biology
|                          |                                            | University of Papua New Guinea, Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea | Five months, February 1985—July 1985 |
| Lipsius, Stephen L.      | Associate Professor, Department of Physiology, Loyola University, Chicago, IL 60611 | Research in Physiology
|                          |                                            | Katholieke Universiteit, Leuven, Belgium | Five months, July 1985—December 1985 |
| Lynch, John D.           | Professor, Biological Sciences, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 68588-0118 | Lecturing in Biological Sciences
|                          |                                            | National University, Bogota, Colombia | Three months, August 1985—October 1985 |
| Mendicino, Joseph F.     | Professor, Biochemistry, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602 | Research in Identification of the Surface Antigens of Filarial Parasites
|                          |                                            | Central Drug Research Institute (CORI), Lucknow, India | Three months, November 1985—December 1985, February 1986—March 1986 (Indo-American Fellowship Program) |
| Merritt, Richard W.      | Professor, Department of Entomology, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824 | Research in the Ecology of Larval Black Flies at a Lake Outlet
|                          |                                            | University of London, Goldsmith College, London, United Kingdom | Six months, February 1986—July 1986 |
Moermond, Timothy C.  
Associate Professor, Department of Zoology, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706  
Lecturing and Research in Zoology  
National University of Rwanda, Butare Campus, Rwanda  
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Molles, Manuel C.  
Associate Professor, Department of Biology, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131  
Research in Convergence and Caddisfly Assemblages  
Ministry of Agriculture, Lisbon, Portugal  
Eight months, September 1985—June 1986

Norris, Daniel H.  
Professor, Department of Biology, Humboldt State University, Arcata, CA 95521  
Research in Botany  
University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland  
Four months, September 1985—June 1986

Phleger, Charles F.  
Professor, Natural Science, San Diego State University, San Diego, CA 92182  
Lecturing in Zoology  
University of the West Indies, Kingston, Jamaica  
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Powers, John J.  
Professor, Department of Food Science, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602  
Research in Food Technology  
University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland  
Two months, April 1986—May 1986

Reid, Charles P.P.  
Professor, Forest and Wood Sciences, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO 80523  
Lecturing in Microbiology/Mycology  
University of Innsbruck, Innsbruck, Austria  
Four months, September 1985—January 1986

Rickson, Fred R.  
Professor, Botany and Plant Pathology, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 97331  
Lecturing in Botany  
Karnataka University, Dharwad, India  
Six months, July 1985—December 1985

Roberts, Donald W.  
Insect Pathologist, Biological Control, Boyce Thompson Institute, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853  
Research in Insect Pathology  
University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia  
Three months, June 1985—September 1985

Roberts, Tyson R.  
Research Biologist, Department of Ichthyology, California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco, CA 94118  
Lecturing in Biology  
University of Abidjan, Abidjan, Ivory Coast  
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Rosenthal, Gerald A.  
Professor, Department of Biological Sciences, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506  
Research in Biology: Plant-Insect Interaction  
Universite Louis Pasteur, Strasbourg, France  
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Rubinstein, Bernard  
Associate Professor, Botany, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003  
Research in Botany  
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel  
Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

Tengerdy, Robert P.  
Professor, Department of Microbiology, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO 80523  
Lecturing and Research in Microbial Fermentations  
National Agrarian University, Lima, Peru  
Five months, August 1985—December 1985

Tunnell, John  
Professor, Department of Biology, Corpus Christi State University, Corpus Christi, TX 78412  
Lecturing in Biology  
CINVESTAV-MERIDA, Merida, Mexico  
Ten months, July 1985—May 1986

VanDemark, Paul J.  
Professor, Department of Microbiology, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853  
Lecturing in Microbiology  
University College Cork, Cork, Ireland  
Four and one-half months, August 1985—December 1985

Bartenstein, Edwin  
Professor, Accounting and Management Information Systems, California State University, Northridge, CA 91330  
Lecturing in Accountancy  
University of Zambia, Kitwe, Zambia  
Five months, September 1985—February 1986

Boulton, William R.  
Associate Professor, Department of Management, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602  
Research in Strategies to Transfer Robotics Technologies  
Keio University, Tokyo, Japan  
Seven months, January 1986—August 1986

Business Administration
Business Administration

Brockhaus, Robert H.
Professor, Management Sciences, St. Louis University, St. Louis, MO 63128
Lecturing and Research in Business Management; Assist with Development of Entrepreneurship Education Program
University of Waikato, Waikato, New Zealand
Six months, August 1985—February 1986

Dandridge, Thomas C.
Associate Professor, Human Resources, State University of New York at Albany, Albany, NY 12222
Lecturing and Research in Cultural and Entrepreneurial Behavior in New Zealand
University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand
Six months, February 1986—August 1986

Dixon, Heriberto R.
Associate Professor, Human Resources Management, Graduate School of Management/New School, New York, NY 10003
Lecturing in Education
Central University, Caracas, Venezuela
Twelve months, October 1985—October 1986

Freedman, Martin
Associate Professor, School of Management, State University of New York at Binghamton, Binghamton, NY 13901
Lecturing in Accounting
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Israel
Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

Jaeger, Alfred M.
Associate Professor, Faculty of Management, McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Lecturing in Management Policy and Strategy
Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre, Brazil
Four months, August 1985—December 1985

Lundquist, Richard O.
Professor, Department of Business Administration, State University of New York at Fredonia, NY 14063
Lecturing in Business Administration
University of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
Six months, June 1985—November 1985

Moskowitz, Herbert
Professor, Department of Management, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907
Research in Management Science/Decision Analysis
Finland, United Kingdom
Six months, August 1985—February 1986

Peterson, Mark F.
Professor, College of Business, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX 79409
Lecturing in Business Administration: Organizational Behavior
Osaka University, Osaka, Japan
Ten months, April 1986—January 1987

Phatak, Arvind V.
Professor, Management, School of Business Administration, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA 19122
Research in Performance of Joint Ventures Between U.S. and Indian Firms
Jamnalal Bajaj Institute of Management Studies, Indian Institute of Management, Bombay and Bangalore, India
Six months, January 1986—June 1986

Psimitis, Van D.
Associate Professor, Department of Marketing, Southeast Missouri State University, Cape Girardeau, MO 63701
Lecturing in Marketing
University of Malta, Valletta, Malta
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Samli, A. Coskun
Professor, Department of Marketing, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA 24061
Lecturing in International Marketing
Bogazici University, Istanbul, Turkey
One month, December 1985—January 1986

Schulz, Rockwell I.
Professor, Preventive Medicine, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706
Research in Medicine and Sociology
Justus-Liebig University, Giessen, Germany
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Shivaswamy, Melkote K.
Associate Professor, Department of Accounting, Ball State University, Muncie, IN 47306
Lecturing in Accounting
Sri Sathya Sai Institute of Higher Learning, Prasanthi Nilayam, India
Two months, June 1985—August 1985

Swierczek, Fredric W.
Associate Professor, Public Administration, University of South Florida, Tampa, FL 33620
Lecturing in Business Organization and Administration
Thammasat University, Bangkok, Thailand
Nine months, August 1985—May 1986

Turner, Arthur N.
Professor, Organizational Behavior, Business School, Harvard University, Boston, MA 02163
Lecturing and Research in Management of Change
Victoria University of Wellington, Wellington, New Zealand
Six months, February 1985—August 1985

Weeks, Richard R.
Dean, College of Business Administration, University of Rhode Island, Kingston, RI 02881
Lecturing and Research in Marketing; Assisting in Development of MBA Program
University of Lisbon, Lisbon, Portugal
Three months, between September 1985—June 1986

Whisler, William D.
Chairman, Management Sciences, California State University, Hayward, CA 94542
Lecturing and Consulting on Graduate Program in Management
National Polytechnic School, Quito, Ecuador
Three months, March 1986—June 1986
Wolf, Jack S.
Associate Dean, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003
Lecturing in Marketing
University of Maribor, Maribor, Yugoslavia
Five months, January 1986—June 1986

Woollridge, Blue M.
Extension Professor, International Institute of Public Service, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06268
Lecturing in Public Administration
University of Dar es Salaam, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
Four months, May 1986—August 1986

Anderson, Stanley E.
Professor, Department of Chemistry, Westmont College, Santa Barbara, CA 93108
Lecturing in Chemistry
University of Khartoum, Khartoum, Sudan
Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

Barisas, B. George
Associate Professor, Department of Chemistry, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO 80523
Research in Biophysical Chemistry
Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry, Gottingen, Germany
Seven months, January 1986—July 1986

Buettner, Garry R.
Senior Expert, Laboratory of Molecular Biophysics, National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
Research in Biophysics
Gesellschaft fur Straten und Umwelt Forschung, Munich, Germany
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Crandall, Jack
Professor of Chemistry, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405
Research in Organic Chemistry
University of Paris VI, Paris, France
Twelve months, July 1985—July 1986

Deniro, Michael J.
Associate Professor, Earth and Space Sciences, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024
Research in Chemistry
Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel
Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

Ford, Warren T.
Professor, Department of Chemistry, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK 74078
Lecturing in Chemistry
Max Planck Institute for Polymer Research, Mainz, Germany
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Gupta, Bhupender S.
Professor, Textile Materials and Management, North Carolina State University, School of Textiles, Raleigh, NC 27695-8301
Lecturing in Textile and Polymer Science
University of Baroda, Baroda, India
Three months, July 1985—September 1985

Hudlicky, Tomas
Associate Professor, Department of Chemistry, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA 24061
Research in Chemistry
University of the Republic, Montevideo, Uruguay
One and one-half months, August 1985—September 1985

Janda, Kenneth C.
Assistant Professor, Department of Chemistry, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125
Research in Chemical Physics
Universite de Paris-Sud, Paris, France
Four months, September 1985—January 1986

Kwart, Lawrence D.
Visiting Assistant Professor, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA 24061
Research in Chemistry
University of the Republic, Montevideo, Uruguay
Six weeks, September 1985—October 1985

Lavallee, David K.
Professor, Department of Chemistry, Hunter College, CUNY, New York, NY 10021
Research in Inorganic Biochemistry
Ecole Normale Superieure, Paris, France
Nine months, December 1985—August 1986

Marino, Joseph P.
Professor, Department of Chemistry, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Lecturing and Research in Organic Chemistry
University of Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brazil
Three months, March 1985—June 1985

May, Sheldon W.
Professor, Department of Chemistry, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332
Research in Chemistry
Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

McChesney, James D.
Chairman, Department of Pharmacognosy, University of Mississippi, University, MS 38677
Lecturing in Organic Chemistry
Federal University of Ceara, Fortaleza, Brazil
Seven months, February 1985—October 1985
Chemistry

Meiser, John H.
Professor, Department of Chemistry, Ball State University, Muncie, IN 47306
Lecturing in Physical Chemistry
De La Salle University, Manila, Philippines
Ten months, September 1985—June 1986

Meyer, Richard
Staff Member, Nuclear Chemistry Division, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA 94550
Lecturing in Symmetries in Nuclei
University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Yugoslavia
One month, May 1986—June 1986

Nakamaye, Kay L.
Professor, Department of Chemistry, Gonzaga University, Spokane, WA 99258
Research in Chemistry
Max Planck Institute for Experimental Medicine, Goettingen, Germany
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Nauman, Robert V.
Professor, Chemistry, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA 70803
Lecturing and Research in Chemistry
University of Chile, Santiago, and University of Santa Maria, Valparaiso, Chile
Four months, August 1985—December 1985

Osteryoung, Janet C.
Professor, Department of Chemistry, State University of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, NY 14214
Lecturing and Research in Voltammetry
Universidade do Porto, Porto, Portugal
Three months, February 1986—June 1986

Palmer, James K.
Associate Professor, Department of Food Science and Technology, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA 24061
Lecturing and Research in Postharvest Physiology and Biochemistry, Banana Carbohydrates
Faculdade de Ciencias Farmaceuticas, University of Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brazil
Two months, October 1985—November 1985

Shiner, Vernon J.
Professor and Chairman, Department of Chemistry, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405
Lecturing in Organic Chemistry
University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Yugoslavia
One month, October 1985—November 1985

Vondreele, Robert B.
Professor, Department of Chemistry, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85287
Research in High Resolution Neutron Powder Diffraction
Rutherford-Appleton Laboratory, Oxford, United Kingdom
Nine months, May 1986—February 1987

Whitaker, John R.
Professor and Biochemist, Department of Food Science and Technology, University of California, Davis, CA 95616
Lecturing and Research in Proteins
Faculdade de Ciencias Farmaceuticas, University of Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brazil
Three months, July 1985—September 1985

Willeford, Bennett R.
Professor, Chemistry, Bucknell University, Lewisburg, PA 17837
Lecturing in Chemistry
University of Poona, Pune, India
Six months, December 1985—May 1986

Wood, Kurt A.
Maitre de Conference, Department of Chemistry, Hassan II University, Casablanca, Morocco (CA)
Lecturing in Chemistry
Hassan II University, Casablanca, Morocco
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Communications and Journalism

Atwood, Joyce
Senior Editor, Southern Illinois University Press, Carbondale, IL 62901
Lecturing in Communications
Universiti Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Ten months, July 1985—May 1986

Damon, George H., Jr.
Assistant Professor, Department of Media Communications, Framingham State College, Framingham, MA 01701
Lecturing in Information Sciences
School of Information Sciences, Rabat, Morocco
Twelve months, June 1985—June 1986

Dordick, Herbert S.
Lecturer, Annenberg School of Communications, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90093-0281
Research in the Implementation of a Videotex System in New Zealand
Victoria University of Wellington, Institute of Policy Studies, Wellington, New Zealand
Nine months, January 1985—October 1985

Dunn, Jon R.J.
Visiting Professor, Fine Arts, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506
Lecturing in Communications and Journalism
Rafael Landivar University, Guatemala City, Guatemala
Twelve months, December 1985—December 1986

Communications and Journalism
Communications and Journalism

Foote, Joe S.
Visiting Assistant Professor, Communications Arts, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14850
Lecturing and Research in Mass Communications
University of Dhaka, Dhaka, Bangladesh
Four months, August 1985—December 1985

Gup, Theodore S.
Lecturer, Department of English, Georgetown University, and Journalist, The Washington Post, Washington, DC 20057
Lecturing in Journalism
Chinese Academy of Social Science, Beijing, China
Eleven months, September 1985—August 1986

Jones, Harold Y.
Lecturer, Journalism, California State University, Northridge, CA 91330
Lecturing in Journalism
University of Lima, Lima, Peru
Five months, April 1985—September 1985

Kennedy, George P.
Associate Professor, School of Journalism, University of Missouri, Columbia, MO 65205
Lecturing in Journalism
University of Canterbury, Canterbury, New Zealand
Six months, May 1985—November 1985

Larson, James F.
Assistant Professor, School of Communications, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195
Lecturing and Research in Mass Communications
Yonsei University, Seoul, Korea
Ten months, August 1985—June 1986

Liebes, Bernard H.
Professor, Department of Journalism, San Francisco State University, San Francisco, CA 94132
Lecturing in Journalism
Shanghai Foreign Language Institute, Shanghai, China
Eleven months, September 1985—August 1986

Maunez-Cuadra, Jose M.S.
Associate Professor, School of Public Communications, University of Puerto Rico, San Juan, PR 00931
Lecturing in Communications
University of the Republic, Montevideo, Uruguay
Three months, May 1985—August 1985

Parker, Elliott S.
Associate Professor, Department of Journalism, Central Michigan University, Mt. Pleasant, MI 48859
Lecturing in Communications
Universiti Kebangsaan, Malaysia
Ten months, July 1985—May 1986

Pratt, James
Associate Professor, Department of Journalism, University of Mississippi, University, MS 38677
Lecturing in Broadcast Journalism
University of Liberia, Monrovia, Liberia
Twelve months, July 1985—July 1986

Rada, Stephen E.
Associate Professor, Center for Communication Arts, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, TX 75275
Lecturing in Communications
Ecole Superieure des Sciences et Techniques d'Information, Yaounde, Cameroon
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Roberts, Ted E.
Associate Professor, Radio, TV, and Film, Howard University, Washington, DC 20059
Lecturing in Communications
University of Maiduguri, Maiduguri, Nigeria
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Scotton, James F.
Associate Professor, Department of Journalism, Marquette University, Milwaukee, WI 53233
Lecturing in Journalism
University of Nairobi, Nairobi, Kenya
Ten months, August 1985—June 1986

Stanaway, B. Anne
Executive Producer/Writer, Television Documentaries, Sunlight Productions, Inc., Lebanon, PA 17042
Research in Aging and the Very Old in Japan
Multiple affiliations, Japan
Seven months, August 1985—March 1986

Stevenson, Robert L.
Professor, School of Journalism, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27514
Research in Communications
University of Mainz, Mainz, Germany
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Trachinger, Robert
Vice President, Broadcast Operations, American Broadcasting Company, Los Angeles, CA 90027
Lecturing in Television Broadcast Productions
Gutenberg University, Mainz, Germany
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Wiemann, John M.
Associate Professor, Communication Studies, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106
Research in Communicative Competence and the Elderly
University of Bristol, Bristol, United Kingdom
Four months, September 1985—December 1985

Williams, Donald E.
Professor, Department of Speech, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611
Lecturing in Speech Communication
University of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
Six months, January 1986—July 1986
Computer Science

Eckroad, James C.
Independent Scholar, Consultant, Ann Arbor, MI 48103
Lecturing in Computer-based Information Systems and
Microcomputer Technology
National University, Buenos Aires, Argentina
One month, February 1985—March 1985

Fitting, Majorie
Professor, Mathematics and Computer Science, San Jose
State University, San Jose, CA 95192
Lecturing, Research, and Consulting in Computer Science
Instituto Universitario da Beira Interior, Covilha, Portugal
Three months, between September 1985—June 1986

Gajjar, Jagdish T.
Professor, Department of Electrical Engineering, Union
College, Schenectady, NY 12308
Lecturing in Computer Science
National Institute for Training in Industrial Engineering,
Bombay, India
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Kaiser, Henry F.
Professor Emeritus, Department of Education, University
of California, Berkeley, CA 94720
Lecturing in Data Analysis
University of Zagreb, Computer Center, Zagreb, Yugoslavia
One month, February 1986—March 1986

Lopez, Angel A.
Professor, Computer Center, University of Minnesota,
Morris, MN 56270
Lecturing in Computer Science
National Polytechnic School, Quito, Ecuador
Six months, July 1985—January 1986

Teague, Lavette C.
Professor, Computer Information Systems, California
State Polytechnic University, Pomona, CA 91768
Lecturing in Systems Analysis and Design
University of the Republic, Montevideo, Uruguay
Two months, August 1985—October 1985

Economics

Abrams, Burton A.
Associate Professor, Department of Economics, University
of Delaware, Newark, DE 19716
Lecturing in Economics
Nankai University, Nankai, China
Eleven months, September 1985—August 1986

Baye, Michael R.
Assistant Professor, Department of Economics, University
of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506
Research in Market Structure in a Spatial Economy
Erasmus University, Rotterdam, Netherlands
Nine months, December 1985—August 1986

Blank, Frederick M.
Associate Professor, Economics, Ripon College, Ripon,
WI 54971
Lecturing in Economics
University of Papua New Guinea, Port Moresby, Papua
New Guinea
Five months, February 1985—June 1985

Brock, Philip L.
Assistant Professor, Department of Economics, Duke
University, Durham, NC 27706
Research in Economics
University of Chile, Santiago, Chile
Six months, September 1985—March 1986

Burke, Melvin
Professor, Department of Economics, University of
Maine, Orono, ME 04469
Research in Economics
National University of Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico
Five months, March 1985—August 1985

Carnoy, Martin
Professor, Department of Education, Stanford University,
Stanford, CA 94305
Lecturing and Research in Economics of Education
Federal University of Bahia, Bahia, Brazil
Three months, July 1985—October 1985

Chang, Peter T.
Associate Professor, Department of Economics, Alabama
A & M University, Normal, AL 35762
Lecturing in Economics
Shandong University, Jinan, China
Eleven months, September 1985—August 1986

Charle, Edwin G.
Professor, Economics, Ohio University, Athens, OH
45701
Lecturing in Economics
University of the South Pacific, Suva, Fiji
Eleven months, February 1985—December 1985
Connolly, Michael B.
Professor, Department of Economics, University of South Carolina, Columbia, SC 29208
Lecturing in Economics
ITAM, Mexico City, Mexico
Six months, May 1985—November 1985

Corrao, John C.
Teaching Assistant, Economics, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109
Lecturing in Economics
University of Burundi, Bujumbura, Burundi
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

da Silva, Ednaldo A.
Assistant Professor, Department of Economics, New School for Social Research, New York, NY 10003
Lecturing and Research in the Effect of Profit Cycle on Production Cycle
Federal University of Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte, Brazil
Four months, August 1985—December 1985

DeLancey, Virginia H.
Research Associate, Institute of International Studies, University of South Carolina, Columbia, SC 29208
Lecturing in Inter-American Studies
Instituto Tecnologico, Monterrey, Mexico

Elterich, G. Joachim
Professor, Department of Agricultural Economics, University of Delaware, Newark, DE 19717-1303
Research in Agricultural Economics
University of Bonn, Bonn, Germany
Five months, September 1985—February 1986

Franck, Peter G.
Independent Scholar, Plainfield, MA 01070
Lecturing in Economics/Finance
University of Sfax, Sfax, Tunisia
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Fratianni, Michele U.
Professor, Department of Business Economics, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405
Research in Economics
Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, Milan, Italy
Six months, between September 1985—June 1986

Fuller, John W.
Professor, Department of Economics, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52240
Lecturing in Economics
University of the Andes, Merida, Venezuela
Six months, January 1985—June 1985

Glade, William
Professor of Economics and Director, Institute of Latin American Studies, University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712
Lecturing in Inter-American Studies
Multiple Affiliations, Peru
Two weeks, August 1985—September 1985

Glickman, Norman J.
Hogg Professor of Urban Policy, Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs, University of Texas, Austin, TX 78713-7450
Lecturing in Econometrics/Urban Policy
Instituto Tecnologico, Monterrey, Mexico

Hahnel, Robin E.
Associate Professor, Department of Economics, American University, Washington, DC 20016
Lecturing in Economics
Ricardo Palma University, Lima, Peru
Five months, July 1985—December 1985

Hallberg, Kristin
Assistant Professor, Department of Economics, Colby College, Waterville, ME 04901
Lecturing in Economics
University of the Andes and Javeriana University, Bogota, Colombia
Two months, August 1985—October 1985

Haugton, Ronald W.
Research Associate, Graduate School of Public Administration, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195
Lecturing in Labor Economics
Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore, India
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Haulman, Clyde A.
Associate Professor, Department of Economics, College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, VA 23185
Lecturing in Economics
Wuhan University, Wuhan, China
Eleven months, September 1985—August 1986

Hope, Barney F.
Associate Professor, Department of Economics, California State University, Chico, CA 95929
Lecturing in Economics
Prince of Songkhla University, Pattani, Thailand
Nine months, July 1985—March 1986

Hope, Kempe R.
Chairman, Business Administration and Economics, Daemen College, Amherst, NY 14226
Lecturing in Economics
University of the West Indies, Kingston, Jamaica
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Hurd, John, II
Chairman, Associate Professor, Economics and Finance, Norwich University, Northfield, VT 05663
Lecturing in Economics
American Studies Research Centre, Hyderabad, India
Twelve months, August 1985—August 1986

Kamappan, Subbiah
Professor, Department of Economics, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824
Lecturing in Economics
Madras Institute of Development Studies, Madras, India
Three months, July 1985—September 1985


**Economics**

**Lee, Hong Y.**  
Professor, Agricultural Economics, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX 79413  
Lecturing and Research in Agricultural Economics and Economic Analysis of Chemical Use in Korean Agriculture  
Seoul National University, Seoul, Korea  
Ten months, August 1985—June 1986

**Lin, Kuan-Pin**  
Associate Professor, Department of Economics, Portland State University, Portland, OR 97207  
Research in Economics  
Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, Singapore  
Four months, February 1986—May 1986

**Mathur, Vijay K.**  
Chairman and Professor, Economics, Cleveland State University, Cleveland, OH 44115  
Lecturing in Economics  
Mangalore University, Jamia Millia Islamia, Mangalore, and New Delhi, India  
Five months, September 1985—January 1986

**Narasimham, Gorti V.L.**  
Director, Industry Research and Forecasting Division, U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, DC 20230  
Lecturing in Econometrics  
University of Zambia, Lusaka, Zambia  
Eight months, December 1985—June 1986

**Pugel, Thomas A.**  
Associate Professor, Economics and International Business Department, New York University, New York, NY 10006  
Lecturing in International Economics  
University affiliation to be determined, Japan  
Four months, April 1986—July 1986

**Rubin, Marc**  
Assistant Professor, Economics and Decision Sciences, Loyola College, Baltimore, MD 21210  
Lecturing in Economics  
Zhongshan University, Guangzhou, China  
Eleven months, September 1985—August 1986

**Saulniers, Alfred**  
Coordinator, Office for Public Sector Studies, Institute of Latin American Studies, University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712  
Lecturing and Research in Public Management  
Pacific University, Lima, Peru  
Six weeks, July 1985—August 1985

**Shepherd, A. Ross**  
Professor, Department of Economics, University of Missouri, Kansas City, MO 64110  
Lecturing in Economics  
Karl Marx University, Budapest, Hungary  
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

**Tabb, John R.**  
Professor, Department of Economics, Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA 23508  
Lecturing in Economics  
ESAMI, Arusha, Tanzania  
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

**Tuma, Elias H.**  
Professor, Department of Economics, University of California, Davis, CA 95616  
Lecturing in Economics  
Marmara University, Istanbul, Turkey  
Three and one-half months, March 1986—July 1986

**Vogel, Ronald J.**  
Associate Professor, Management and Policy, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721  
Research in Economics  
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Israel  
Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

**Webb, Michael A.**  
Assistant Professor of Economics, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506  
Research in Export Promotion and Diversity  
Costa Rica  
Six months, January 1985—July 1985

**Yaser, Betty S.**  
Assistant Professor, Accounting and Finance, University of Houston, Houston, TX 77008  
Lecturing in Economics  
Middle East Technical University, Ankara, Turkey  
Nine months, September 1985—May 1986

---

**Education**

**Alschuler, Alfred S.**  
Professor, School of Education, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003  
Lecturing and Research in Humanistic Education  
State Teachers College of Arts and Handicrafts, Oslo, Norway  
Three months, between September 1985—June 1986

**Apple, Michael W.**  
Professor of Curriculum and Instruction, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706  
Lecturing in Teacher Education and Teaching  
Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre, Brazil  
Two weeks, September—October 1985
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Baker, Frederick J.  
Assistant Director, Office of Teacher Education, University of California, Irvine, CA 92717  
Lecturing in Field of Teacher Education  
Teacher Education Department, Bangkok, Thailand  
Nine months, August 1985—May 1986

Barraga, Natalie C.  
Professor, Department of Special Education, University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712  
Lecturing in Education of the Handicapped  
University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Yugoslavia  
Three months, January 1986—April 1986

Beach, Robert H.  
Assistant Professor, Education Administration and Planning, University of Alabama, University, AL 35486  
Lecturing in Education Management  
University of Malawi, Zomba, Malawi  
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Benedict, Larry G.  
Associate Vice Chancellor, Department of Student Services, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003  
Research in University Administration  
University of Sussex, Brighton, United Kingdom  
Three months, April 1986—June 1986

Binder, Shirley  
Director of Admissions and Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs, University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712  
Lecturing in U.S. University Admissions Processes  
Multiple affiliations, Lima, Peru  
Two weeks, September 1985—October 1985

Blachowicz, Camille L.Z.  
Associate Director, Reading and Language, Foster McGaw Graduate School, National College of Education, Evanston, IL 60201  
Lecturing and Research in Education  
University of Rome, Rome, Italy  
Six months, between September 1985—June 1986

Bowes, Stephen G.  
Associate Professor, Educational Administration, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131  
Lecturing in Education  
University of San Carlos, Guatemala City, Guatemala  
One month, May 1985—June 1985

Bro, Ronald D.  
Professor, Industrial Technology, University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, IA 50614  
Lecturing and Research in Industrial Technology Education  
Helwan University, Egypt  
Four months, January 1986—April 1986

Cohen, Herbert G.  
Associate Professor, Elementary Education, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85287  
Lecturing in Education  
Middle East Technical University, Ankara, Turkey  
Four and one-half months, September 1985—December 1985

Cruickshank, Donald R.  
Professor, Department of Education, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43221  
Lecturing in Teacher Education and Teaching  
Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre, Brazil  
Two weeks, September 1985

Fry, Edward B.  
Professor, Reading-Educational Psychology, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ 08903  
Lecturing in Reading-Educational Psychology  
University of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe  
Four months, May 1985—September 1985

Gage, Nathaniel L.  
Margaret Jacks Professor of Education, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305  
Lecturing in Teacher Education and Teaching  
Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre, Brazil  
Two weeks, September 1985

Gaylord-Ross, Robert J.  
Professor, Department of Special Education, San Francisco State University, San Francisco, CA 94132  
Research in Special Education  
Denmark, Switzerland, United Kingdom, Germany, Italy  
Five months, February 1986—July 1986

Godsave, Bruce F.  
Assistant Professor, Special Education, State University of New York at Geneseo, Geneseo, NY 14454  
Lecturing in Special Education  
University of the West Indies, St. Augustine, Trinidad/ Tobago  
Twelve months, July 1985—July 1986

Graber, Richard A.  
Chairperson, Department of Education, Illinois College, Jacksonville, IL 62650  
Lecturing in Education/Science Education  
University of Malawi, Zomba, Malawi  
Twelve months, September 1985—September 1986

Haber-Schaim, Uri  
Project Director, Institute for Curriculum Development in Science and Mathematics, Boston University, Boston, MA 02215  
Lecturing in Curriculum Development and Methodology of Teaching in Physics  
University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Yugoslavia  
One month, October 1985—November 1985

Havlicek, Larry L.  
Professor of Educational Research, Department of Educational Psychology and Research, University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66046  
Lecturing in Educational Statistics  
National University of Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires, Argentina  
One month, August 1985—September 1985
Education

Heddens, James W.
Professor, Department of Teacher Development and Curriculum Studies, Kent State University, Kent, OH 44242
Lecturing in Education/Math Education
University of Malawi, Zomba, Malawi
Twelve months, September 1985—September 1986

Hedges, William D.
Professor, Instructional Leadership, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611
Lecturing in Role and Impact of Microprocessors in Education
Chungnam National University, Taejon, Korea
Ten months, August 1985—June 1986

Haward, William L.
Professor, Human Services Education, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43210
Lecturing and Research in Special Education
Ministry of Education, Lisbon, Portugal
Three months, January 1986—March 1986

Holsinger, Donald B.
Associate Professor, Education Administration, State University of New York at Albany, Albany, NY 12222
Research in Rural Education
Federal University of Ceara, Fortaleza, Brazil
Three months, May 1985—August 1985

Jungck, John R.
Professor, Department of Biology, Beloit College, Beloit, WI 53511
Lecturing in Education
Chiang Mai University, Chiang Mai, Thailand
Nine months, June 1985—March 1986

Kleine, Paul F.
Director, Bureau of Educational Research Services, University of Oklahoma, Norman, OK 73019
Lecturing in Evaluation and Consultative Services
Ministry of Education, Lisbon, Portugal
Three months, January 1986—March 1986

Kraft, Richard J.
Professor, School of Education, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309
Lecturing in Teacher Education and Foundations of Education
Catholic University, Quito, Ecuador
Five months, February 1985—July 1985

Lawson, Creonice
Independent Scholar, Columbia, MO 65201
Lecturing in Adult Education
National University Coordinating Council and National Council for Science and Technology, Lima, Peru
Four months, August 1985—December 1985

Letteri, Charles A.
Associate Professor, Human Development Studies, University of Vermont, Burlington, VT 05405
Research in Educational Psychology
University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland
Four months, August 1985—December 1985

Littrell, John M.
Associate Professor, Professional Studies, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011
Lecturing in Education and Counseling
Universiti Pertanian Malaysia and Institute of Technology MARA, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Ten months, July 1985—May 1986

Madden, Theodore M.
Associate Professor, Department of Psychology, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 97331
Research in Education
University of Bucharest, Bucharest, Romania
Six months, September 1985—March 1986

Maes, Wayne R.
Professor, Counselor Education, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131
Lecturing in Educational Psychology
University of San Carlos, Guatemala City, Guatemala
One month, July 1985—August 1985

McCracken, J. David
Professor, Agricultural Education, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43210
Lecturing in Education
Universiti Pertanian Malaysia, Serdang, Malaysia
Ten months, July 1985—May 1986

McIvor, Alan G. 1985–1986
Vice President for Student Affairs, Corporate Staff, Beloit College, Beloit, WI 53511
Research in University Administration
University of Glasgow, United Kingdom
Three months, September 1985—November 1985

Meyering, Ralph A.
Professor, Specialized Educational Development, Illinois State University, Normal, IL 61761
Lecturing in Education
Srinakarinwirote University, Bangkok, Thailand
Nine months, June 1985—March 1986

Moore, Kathryn M.
Professor, Center for the Study of Higher Education, University of Pennsylvania, University Park, PA 16802
Research in Leadership Development in Postsecondary Education
University of Brasilia, Brasilia, Brazil
Six months, February 1985—July 1985

Nurss, Joanne R.
Professor, Early Childhood Education, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA 30303
Lecturing and Research in Early Childhood Education
University of Trondheim, Trondheim, Norway
Six months, between September 1985—June 1986

Overly, Norman V.
Director, Curriculum and Instruction, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47406
Research in Education Communities and Curriculum Decision Making
Multiple affiliations, Japan
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986
Parker, James A.
Associate Professor, Elementary and Secondary Education, University of West Florida, Pensacola, FL 32514
Lecturing in Computer Education
Universidade do Minho, Lisbon, Portugal
Three months, April 1986—June 1986

Purves, Alan C.
Professor, Curriculum Laboratory, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801
Research in Language Education
University of Jyvaskyla, Jyvaskyla, Finland
Five months, May 1986—September 1986

Roller, Cathy M.
Assistant Professor, Psychological and Quantitative Foundations, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242
Lecturing in Education
University of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
Ten months, May 1985—March 1986

Santos, Sheryl L.
Associate Professor, Elementary Education, East Texas State University, Commerce, TX 75428
Lecturing in Education
National Pedagogical University, Bogota, Colombia
Three months, May 1985—August 1985

Schery, Terris K.
Associate Professor, Communication Studies, California State University, Los Angeles, CA 90032
Lecturing in Education and Speech Pathology
All-India Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi, India
Six months, January 1986—June 1986

Shann, Mary H.
Associate Dean, School of Education, Boston University, Boston, MA 02215
Research in Education
Federal University of Ceara, Fortaleza, Brazil
Six months, January 1986—June 1986

Sharpes, Donald K.
Professor, Department of Secondary Education, Weber State College, Ogden, UT 84408
Lecturing in Education
Ministry of Education and Turkish Office of Education, Nicosia, Cyprus
Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

Smith, Walter L.
President Emeritus, Florida A & M University, Tallahassee, FL 32307
Lecturing in Higher Education Administration
University of Malawi, Zomba, Malawi
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Stenning, Walter F.
Professor, Department of Education, Curriculum, and Instruction, Texas A & M University, College Station, TX 77843
Lecturing in Education/Teacher Education
University of Malawi, Zomba, Malawi
Twelve months, September 1985—September 1986

Swetz, Frank J.
Professor, Department of Mathematical Sciences, Pennsylvania State University, Middletown, PA 17057
Research in Education and Social Unity in Malaysia
Universiti Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Three months, May 1985—August 1985

Tait, Pearl E.
Associate Professor, Childhood, Reading, and Special Education, Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL 32306
Research in the Development of Young Blind Children
National Institute for the Visually Handicapped, Dehra Dun, India
Three months, May 1986—July 1986
(Indo-American Fellowship Program)

Thompson, Albert G.
Director, Teacher Education, School of Education, Marquette University, Milwaukee, WI 53233
Lecturing in Teacher Education
University of San Carlos, Guatemala City, Guatemala
Twelve months, August 1985—August 1986

Venable, William R.
Associate Professor, Occupational and Adult Education, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK 74078
Lecturing in Adult Education
Javeriana University, Bogota, Colombia
Three months, May 1985—August 1985

Wahle, Roy P.
Associate Professor, Doctoral Studies in Educational Leadership, School of Education, Seattle University, Seattle, WA 98122
Lecturing in Educational Leadership
Saurashtra University, Rajkot, India
Three months, August 1985—November 1985

Wiggins, Thomas W.
Professor, Education and Human Relations, University of Oklahoma, Norman, OK 73019
Lecturing in Education Administration
Federal University of Espirito Santo, Vitoria, Brazil
Two months, July 1985—September 1985

Yamamoto, Kaoru
Professor, College of Education, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85287
Lecturing in Education
University of Iceland, Reykjavik, Iceland
Four months, September 1985—December 1985
Engineering

Anderson, Timothy J.
Associate Professor, Chemical Engineering, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611
Research in Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering
Institut National Polytechnique, Grenoble, France
Ten months, between June 1985—August 1986

Azzam, Rasheed M.A.
Professor, Electrical Engineering, University of New Orleans, New Orleans, LA 70148
Research in Optics
Universite de Provence, Marseille, France
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Benjamin, Mark M.
Associate Professor, Civil Engineering, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195
Research in Civil Engineering
University of Costa Rica, San Jose, Costa Rica
Six months, July 1985—December 1985

Boczkaj, Bohdan K.
Senior Engineer, Civil Engineering, Dravo Engineers, Pittsburgh, PA 15222
Lecturing in Civil Engineering
Birzeit University, Birzeit, West Bank
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Dunn, Bruce S.
Associate Professor, Materials Science and Engineering, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024
Research in Ceramics
Ecole Nationale Superieure de Chimie, Paris, France
Five months, October 1985—February 1986

Hager, Wayne R.
Professor, Engineering Science, University of Idaho, Moscow, ID 83843
Lecturing in Engineering Science
University of Mauritius, Port Louis, Mauritius
Ten months, October 1985—August 1986

Kent, Alfred L., III
Assistant Professor, Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Ferris State College, Big Rapids, MI 49307
Lecturing in Electrical Engineering
Cadi Ayyad University, Marrakech, Morocco
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Ku, David N.
Resident, Department of Surgery, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637
Research in the Field of Bioengineering and Medicine
Fachhochschule, Munich, Germany
Eleven months, July 1985—June 1986

Kulhawy, Fred H.
Professor, Civil and Environmental Engineering, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853
Research in Mechanisms Controlling Soil-Structure Interaction
University of Cambridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom
Three months, August 1985—November 1985

LeVan, M. Douglas
Associate Professor, Chemical Engineering, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22901
Lecturing and Research in Flow System
University of Porto, Porto, Portugal
Six months, between September 1985—June 1986

Mehta, Desh P.
Professor, Mechanical Engineering, Bradley University, Peoria, IL 61625
Research in the Development of Efficient Design Strategies for Improving the Mass and Thermal Air Quality to Enhance Human Thermal Comfort in Occupied Spaces
Indian Institute of Technology, Central Building Research Institute, Roorkee, India
Eight months, December 1985—August 1986
(Indo-American Fellowship Program)

O'Grady, Emmett P.
Associate Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85287
Lecturing in Electrical Engineering
University College Cork, Cork, Ireland
Eight months, October 1985—June 1986

Polensek, Anton
Professor, Forestry Products, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 97331
Research in Structural Engineering
Institute for Testing of Materials, Belgrade, Yugoslavia
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Preis, Douglas
Associate Professor, Electrical Engineering, Tufts University, Medford, MA 02155
Lecturing in Signal Analysis
Technical University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Radin, Eric L.
Chairman, Orthopedic Surgery, School of Medicine, West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV 26505
Research in Joint Protective Mechanisms
Oxford University, Oxford, United Kingdom
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Rapp, Robert A.
Professor, Department of Metallurgical Engineering, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43210
Research in Metallurgical Engineering
Institut National Polytechnique de Toulouse, Toulouse, France
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Seifert, Richard D.
Assistant Professor, Institute of Water Resources, University of Alaska, Fairbanks, AK 99701
Research in Energy-Efficient Building
University of Trondheim, Division of Building Technology, Trondheim, Norway
Seven months, between September 1985—June 1986
Springer, Allan M.  
Associate Professor, Paper Science and Engineering,  
Miami University, Oxford, OH 45056  
Lecturing in Treatment of Industrial Waste  
Engineering School of Sao Carlos, Sao Carlos, Brazil  
Four months, April 1985—September 1985

Szebehely, Victor C.  
Professor, Aerospace Engineering, University of Texas,  
Austin, TX 78712  
Lecturing in Aerospace Engineering  
Eotvos Lorand University, Budapest, Hungary  
Two months, May 1986—June 1986

Wu, I-Pai  
Professor, Agricultural Engineering, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822  
Lecturing in Engineering  
Technion University, Haifa, Israel  
Five months, February 1986—July 1986

Gudmundson, Barbara J.R.  
Principal Ecologist, Ecosystem Research Service/Upper Midwest, Minneapolis, MN 55417  
Research in Setting Up a Diatom Herbarium  
University of Iceland, Reykjavik, Iceland  
Three months, between September 1985—July 1986

Hammit, William E.  
Associate Professor, Forestry, Wildlife, and Fisheries,  
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37901  
Lecturing and Research in Management and Use of Parks  
University affiliation to be determined, Lima, Peru  
Five months

Kellert, Stephen R.  
Associate Professor, School of Forestry and Environmental Studies, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06511  
Research in Social Ecology  
Affiliation to be determined, Japan  
Four months, April 1986—July 1986

Luxenberg, Mitchell A.  
Director, Program Coordinator, Office of Research and Development, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,  
Washington, DC 20024  
Research in Planning the Environmental Research Agenda—Japan  
Japan Environmental Agency, Tokyo, Japan  
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Martin, William E.  
Professor, Agricultural Economics, University of Arizona,  
Tucson, AZ 85721  
Research in Agricultural Economics  
Division of Groundwater Research, Perth, Australia  
Seven months, May 1985—December 1985

Poon, Calvin P.C.  
Professor, Civil and Environmental Engineering, University of Rhode Island, Kingston, RI 02881  
Lecturing and Research in Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Assiut University, Egypt  
Nine months, October 1985—June 1986

Read, Robert G.  
Professor, Department of Meteorology, San Jose State University, San Jose, CA 95192  
Lecturing and Research in Biological Meteorology  
University of Panama, Panama City, Panama  
Twelve months, January 1985—January 1986

Eichen, Marc A.  
Facilities Coordinator, Academic Computer Center,  
Queens College, Flushing, NY 11367  
Lecturing in Computer Applications in Social Science  
Sadat Academy of Business, Cairo, Egypt  
Four months, October 1985—January 1986

Gassaway, Alexander R.  
Professor, Department of Geography, Portland State University, Portland, OR 97207  
Research in Geography  
University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway  
Four months, between September 1985—June 1986

Kaups, Matti E.  
Professor, Department of Sociology, University of Minnesota, Duluth, MN 55812  
Research in Geography  
University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland  
Three months, January 1986—March 1986

Kay, Jeanne C.  
Associate Professor, Department of Geography, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84112  
Lecturing in Geography  
University of Haifa, Haifa, Israel  
Nine months, October 1985—June 1986

Environmental Sciences

Geography
Geography

Leinbach, Thomas R.
Professor, Department of Geography, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506-0027
Research in Geography
National University of Singapore, Singapore
Twelve months, August 1985—August 1986

Lind, Aulis
Associate Professor, Geography Department, University of Vermont, Burlington, VT 05405-0114
Research in Human Ecology in the Mekong Valley Through a Remote Sensing Study
Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok, Thailand
Five months, January 1986—May 1986

McKim, Wayne L.
Associate Professor, Geography and Environmental Planning, Towson State University, Towson, MD 21204
Lecturing in Geography
University of Botswana, Gaborone, Botswana
Ten months, August 1985—May 1986

Morrill, Robert W.
Assistant Professor, Department of Geography, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA 24061
Research in Geography
University of Turku, Turku, Finland
Four months, between September 1985—June 1986

Schofer, Jerry P.
Associate Professor, Urban Geography, Rutgers University, Newark, NJ 07102
Lecturing in Geography
University of Chile and Catholic University of Chile, Santiago, Chile
Five months, August 1985—December 1985

Slater, Paul B.
Research Associate, Community and Organization, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106
Research in Demography
University affiliation to be determined, Italy
Six months, between September 1985—June 1986

South, Robert B.
Associate Professor, Department of Geography, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 45221-0131
Research in Economic Geography
University of Nuevo Leon, Monterrey, Mexico
Two months, August 1985—October 1985

Stoddard, Robert H.
Professor, Department of Geography, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 68588
Lecturing in Geography
University of Colombo, Colombo, Sri Lanka
Four months, January 1986—May 1986

Storper, Michael L.
Assistant Professor, Department of Urban Planning, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024
Research in Geography
Federal University of Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte, Brazil
Six months, July 1986—December 1986

Geology

Dellwig, Louis F.
Professor, Department of Geology, University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66045
Research in Geology
University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany
Five months, January 1985—June 1986

Holst, Timothy B.
Associate Professor, Department of Geology, University of Minnesota, Duluth, MN 55812
Research in Geology
Institute of Geology, University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway
Six months, between September 1985—June 1986

Iyer, Haritharaiyer
Research in Deep Structure of the Deccan Traps Using Teleseismic P-wave Residuals
National Geophysical Research, Hyderabad, India
Ten months, July 1985—May 1986
(Indo-American Fellowship Program)

Jones, Carol C.
Collection Manager, Department of Malacology, Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA 19103
Research in Paleontology
University of Athens, Athens, Greece
Three months, June 1986—August 1986

Larson, Lawrence T.
Professor, Department of Geological Sciences, University of Nevada, Reno, NV 89557
Lecturing in Geological Sciences
Hacettepe University, Ankara, Turkey
Nine months, September 1985—May 1986

Miller, Thomas E.
Assistant Professor (Adjunct), Geology, Eastern Washington University, Cheney, WA 99004
Research in Geohydrology
Ministry of Natural Resources, Belmopan, Belize
Six months, October 1985—April 1986
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position/Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nitecki, Matthew H.</td>
<td>Curator of Invertebrate Paleontology, Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago, IL 60605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research in Marine Geology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Oslo, Institute of Geology, Oslo, Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nine months, September 1985—June 1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perry, Eugene C.</td>
<td>Professor, Department of Geology, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL 60115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research in Geology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of the Yucatan, Merida, Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Six months, January 1986—June 1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reitan, Paul H.</td>
<td>Professor, Geological Sciences, State University of New York, Amherst, NY 14226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lecturing in Geological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indian School of Mines, Dhanbad, India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Four months, January 1986—April 1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akita, George</td>
<td>Professor, Department of History, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research in Yamagata Aritomo Political Leadership in Modern Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tokyo University, Tokyo, Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nine months, August 1985—May 1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballendorf, Dirk A.</td>
<td>Director, Micronesian Area Research Center, University of Guam, Mangilao, GU 96913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lecturing in Micronesian History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Four months, July 1985—November 1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barany, George</td>
<td>Professor, History Department, University of Denver, Denver, CO 80208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research in History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hungarian Academy of Science, Historical Institute, Budapest, Hungary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Four months, June 1986—September 1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borgen, Robert</td>
<td>Associate Professor, East Asian Languages and Literatures, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research in Heian Era Sino-Japanese Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nine months, January 1986—October 1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browning, Reed S.</td>
<td>Professor, Department of History, Kenyon College, Gambier, OH 43022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research in History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Italy, Netherlands, Austria, Belgium, Germany, France, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Three months, June 1986—September 1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson, Randall</td>
<td>Associate Professor of Geosciences, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research in Geophysics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Paris-Sud, Paris, France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Twelve months, July 1985—July 1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stern, Charles R.</td>
<td>Associate Professor, Geological Sciences, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research in Geology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Chile, Santiago, Chile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Six months, June 1985—December 1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns, Thomas S.</td>
<td>Associate Professor, Department of History, Emory University, Atlanta, GA 30322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lecturing and Research in History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Augsburg, Augsburg, Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Three months, May 1986—September 1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coatsworth, John H.</td>
<td>Professor, Department of History, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lecturing in History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National University, Buenos Aires, Argentina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Six weeks, August 1985—September 1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cole, John R.</td>
<td>Assistant Professor, Department of History, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research in History/Islamic Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>American Research Center in Egypt, Cairo, Egypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nine months, September 1985—June 1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crane, Robert I.</td>
<td>Professor, Department of History, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY 43210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research in 19th Century Urban History in India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delhi University, Delhi, India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Four months, May 1985—September 1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dennerline, Jerry P.</td>
<td>Associate Professor, Department of History, Amherst College, Amherst, MA 01002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lecturing in Chinese History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>East Asian Institute, University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nine months, September 1985—June 1986</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**History (non-U.S.)**
DuPlessis, Robert S.
Associate Professor, Department of History, Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, PA 19081
Research in European History
Belgium, France, Netherlands
Six months, September 1985—June 1986

Eamon, William
Associate Professor, History, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM 88003
Research in the History of Science
University of Wurzburg, Wurzburg, Germany
Eleven months, March 1986—February 1987

Enteen, George
Associate Professor, Department of History, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802
Research in Soviet Historiography
Uppsala University, Center for Slavic Studies, Uppsala, Sweden
Three months, between September 1985—June 1986

Farah, Caesar E.
Professor, Department of History, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455
Research in Ottoman-Arab Relations
Turkey
Nine months, July 1985—April 1986

Geehr, Richard S.
Associate Professor, Department of History, Bentley College, Waltham, MA 02254
Research in History
Wissenschaftliche Kommission, Vienna, Austria
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Gluck, Carol N.
Associate Professor, Department of History, Eastern Washington University, Cheney, WA 99004
Research in European History
Max Planck Institute for History, Gottingen, Germany
Nine months, September 1985—July 1986

Hodges, Norman E.
Associate Professor, Department of History, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
Lecturing in African History
University of Benin, Benin City, Nigeria
Ten months, September 1985—June 1986

Igers, Georg G.
Distinguished Professor, Department of History, State University of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, NY 14261
Research in European History
Max Planck Institute for History, Gottingen, Germany
Nine months, September 1985—July 1986

Iverson, Barry L.
Research Assistant, Harvard Semitic Museum, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138
Research in Photography
American University, Cairo, Egypt
Nine months, September 1985—May 1986

Jones, David R.
Visiting Research Fellow, Centre for the Study of Higher Education, University of Melbourne, Parkville, Victoria, Australia (NY)
Research in Comparative History of Higher Education in the U.S. and New Zealand
Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand
Six months, February 1985—August 1985

Jones, Kristine L.
Assistant Professor, Department of History, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, ME 04011
Research in Description and Analysis of the Indian Argentine Trading Network on the Pampas from the Late 18th Century to the 1840's
Instituto Torcuato di Tella, Buenos Aires, Argentina
Four months, September 1985—December 1985

Kang, Hugh H.W.
Professor, Department of History, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822
Research in the Foundation of Korean Ruling Class, 918-1170
Yonsei University, Seoul, Korea
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Kent, George O.
Professor, Department of History, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742
Research in European History
University of Munich, Munich, Germany
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Kicza, John
Assistant Professor, Department of History, Washington State University, Pullman, WA 99164-4030
Research in History
Instituto Nacional de Antropologia e Historia, Mexico City, Mexico
Six months, February 1986—July 1986
Locke, Robert R.
Professor, Department of History, University of Hawaii
at Manoa, Honolulu, HI 96822
Research in History
France, United Kingdom
Nine months, December 1985—September 1986

Love, Joseph L.
Professor, Latin American Studies, University of Illinois,
Urbana, IL 61801
Research in Economics and History
Archives of Federation of Industries, Sao Paulo, Brazil
Two months, July 1985—September 1985

Lugar, Catherine
Assistant Professor, Department of History, University of
Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06268
Research in History
CEDEC, Sao Paulo, Brazil
Eight and one-half months, August 1985—May 1986

Maciel, David R.
Associate Professor, History, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, NM 87131
Lecturing in U.S.-Mexican Studies
ENEP/ACATLAN/CIDE, Mexico City, Mexico
Nine months, June 1985—April 1986

Marino, John A.
Assistant Professor, Department of History, University of
California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093
Research in Early Modern European History
Italy, Spain
Six months, January 1986—July 1986

Melhado, Evan M.
Associate Professor, Department of History, University of
Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801
Research in History of Science
Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden
Three months, February 1986—April 1986

Mendels, Franklin F.
Professor, Department of History, University of Maryland,
Catonsville, MD 21228
Research in Economic History
Belgium, France
Three and one-half months, May 1986—August 1986

Meriwether, Margaret L.
Assistant Professor, Department of History, Denison
University, Granville, OH 43023
Research in History
Egypt, Syria
Five months, August 1985—January 1986

Nolte, Sharon H.
Assistant Professor, Department of History, DePauw
University, Greencastle, IN 46135
Research in Women and the State in Industrializing Japan
Tokyo University, Tokyo, Japan
Eight months, January 1986—September 1986

Nosco, Peter E.
Assistant Professor, Department of Asian Studies, St.
John's University, Jamaica, NY 11439
Research in Intellectual History and Social Background of
Japanese Nativist Thought
Multiple affiliations, Japan
Seven months, January 1986—August 1986

Orlow, Dietrich O.
Professor, Department of History, Boston University,
Boston, MA 02215
Research in 20th Century European History
Germany, France, Netherlands
Five months, June 1985—October 1985

Pennington, Kenneth J.
Professor, Department of History, Syracuse University,
Syracuse, NY 13210
Research in Medieval History
Monumenta Germaniae Historica, Munich, Germany
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Perry, Duncan M.
Associate Dean for Graduate Studies, University of Mary­land, College Park, MD 20740
Research in Bulgarian History (Stefan Stambulou)
Institute for History, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences,
Sofia, Bulgaria
Two months, May 1986—June 1986

Polasky, Janet L.
Associate Professor, Department of History, University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824
Research in History
Katholieke Universiteit, Leuven, Belgium
Six months, September 1985—March 1986

Rothenberg, Gunther E.
Professor, History, Purdue University, West Lafayette,
IN 47907
Research in Military History
Royal Military College, Duntroon, Australia
Four months, May 1985—September 1985

Schuker, Stephen A.
Professor, Department of History, Brandeis University,
Waltham, MA 02254
Research in History
Germany, France, United Kingdom
Eight months, June 1985—February 1986

Siegmund, William C.
Research Associate/Guest Curator, Africa, Oceania, and
the Americas Fine Arts Museums, San Francisco, CA
Consultant
Liberian National Museum, Africana Museum, University of Liberia, Monrovia, Liberia
Twelve months, August 1985—August 1986

Skopp, Douglas R.
Professor, Department of History, State University of New York at Plattsburgh, Plattsburgh, NY 12901
Lecturing and Research in Social History
University of Hannover, Hannover, Germany
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986
History (non-U.S.)

Tardanico, Richard
Assistant Professor, Sociology and Latin American Studies, Tulane University, New Orleans, LA 70126
Lecturing in Sociology
University of Costa Rica, San Jose, Costa Rica
Twelve months, July 1985—July 1986

Witt, Ronald G.
Professor, Department of History, Duke University, Durham, NC 27708
Research in Renaissance Humanism
France, Italy
Nine months, August 1985—May 1986

Language and Literature (non-U.S.)

Dassin, Joan R.
Assistant Professor, Department of Communications, Fordham University, New York, NY 10458
Lecturing and Research in Contemporary Brazilian and American Comparative Literature
University of Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brazil
Five months, August 1985—December 1985

Dathorne, Oscar R.
Director and Professor, Department of Caribbean, African, and Afro-American Studies, University of Miami, Coral Gables, FL 33124
Research in Literature
Affiliation to be determined, Trinidad/Tobago
Four months, May 1986—September 1986

de Saint Victor, Carol
Professor, Department of English, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242
Lecturing in English Literature
University Paul Valery, Montpellier, France
Five months, September 1985—January 1986

Duclos, Gloria S.
Professor, Foreign Languages and Classics, University of Southern Maine, Portland, ME 04103
Lecturing in Classics
Chancellor College, Zomba, Malawi
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Jewell, Keala J.
Visiting Lecturer, Department of Language, University of California, Santa Cruz, CA 95064
Research in Italian Literature
University of Rome, Rome, Italy
Five months, March 1986—August 1986

Kalinke, Marianne E.
Associate Professor, Department of Germanic Languages, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801
Research in Germanic Languages and Literature
Iceland, Denmark
Seven months, September 1985—April 1986

Katz, Eli
Professor, Department of Linguistics, Sonoma State University, Rohnert Park, CA 94928
Research in Linguistics
University of Trier, Trier, Germany
Five months, February 1985—July 1986

Kwon, Yung-Hee K.
Assistant Professor, East Asian Languages and Literatures, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43210
Research in Feminist Writings in Modern Korea
Korean Women's Development Institute, Seoul, Korea
Nine months, July 1985—May 1986

Lenfest, Donald E.
Associate Professor, Modern Languages, Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, OH 43015
Lecturing in Linguistics
Catholic University, Santiago, Chile
Five months, August 1985—January 1986

Lopez, Henry P.
Professor, Department of Foreign Languages, Los Angeles Pierce College, Woodland Hills, CA 91371
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language
Institut Universitaire de Technologie, Limoges, France
Twelve months, June 1985—June 1986

McClendon, Carmen
Associate Professor, Department of Romance Languages, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602
Lecturing in Comparative Contemporary Literature and 18th Century Brazilian Literature
Catholic University of Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte, Brazil
Three months, August 1985—December 1985

Foster, David W.
Professor of Spanish, Department of Foreign Languages, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85287
Lecturing in Literary Criticism
Federal University of Parana, Curitiba, Brazil
Two months, April 1985—June 1985

Grimstad, Kaaren E.
Associate Professor, Scandinavian Department, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455
Research in Preparation of Edition of Elucidarius
University of Iceland, Reykjavik, Iceland
Three months, September 1985—November 1985
Miller, Beth
Associate Professor, Spanish and Portuguese, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089-0358
Lecturing and Research in Comparative Literature
Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Five months, July 1985—December 1985

Moelleken, Wolfgang W.
Professor, Department of German, State University of New York at Albany, Albany, NY 12222
Research in Linguistics
University of Marburg, Marburg, Germany
Four months, March 1986—June 1986

Perry, Theodore A.
Professor, Department of Romance and Classical Languages, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06268
Lecturing in Language and Literature
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Israel
Nine months, January 1986—October 1986

Pollack, David
Associate Professor, Department of Foreign Languages, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY 14627
Lecturing in Language and Literature
University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia
Three weeks, August 1985

Pope, Marvin H.
Professor, Eastern Languages and Literature, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520
Research in Semitic Languages and Literature
University of Munster, Munster, Germany
Six months, January 1986—July 1986

Rassner, Ronald M.
Assistant Professor, Department of Spanish and Portuguese, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520
Lecturing in Literary Analysis and Criticism
Federal University of Pernambuco, Recife, Brazil
Four months, March 1985—June 1985

Rodriguez-Monegal, Emir
Professor, Department of Spanish and Portuguese, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520
Lecturing in Literary Theory
Instituto Nacional do Docencia, Centro II, Montevideo, Uruguay
Two weeks, December 1985

Sadlier, Darlene J.
Assistant Professor, Spanish and Portuguese, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405
Research in Women Writers in Portugal
Lisbon, Portugal
Eight months, January 1986—August 1986

Siemens, William L.
Professor, Foreign Languages, West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV 26506
Lecturing in Foreign Languages
University of the Andes, Bogota, Colombia
Three months, May 1985—August 1985

Stam, Robert P.
Associate Professor, Cinema Studies, New York University, New York, NY 10012
Lecturing and Research in Cinema
Institute of Art and Communication, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Ten months, February 1985—December 1985

Tarrow, Susan R.
Lecturer, Department of Romance Studies, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853
Research in Comparative Literature
University of Florence, Florence, Italy
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Ward, Donald J.
Professor, Department of Germanic Languages, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024
Research in Germanic Folklore
University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Witt, Mary Ann F.
Associate Professor, Foreign Languages and Literature, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC 27695-8106
Research in Comparative Literature
France, Italy, United Kingdom
Six months, July 1985—January 1986

Charo, R. Alta
Lecturer, Law School, Columbia University, New York, NY 10027
Lecturing in American Law
University of Paris I, Paris, France
Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

Christie, George C.
Professor, School of Law, Duke University, Durham, NC 27706
Research in New Zealand's Accident Compensation Act
University of Otago, Otago, New Zealand
Five months, April 1985—September 1985

Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Cunningham, Clark  
Staff Attorney, Public Benefits Litigation, Michigan Legal Services, Detroit, MI 48226  
Research in Public Interest Litigation in the Supreme Court of India: A Study in Light of the American Experience  
Indian Law Institution, New Delhi, India  
Three months, December 1985—April 1986  
(Indo-American Fellowship Program)

Feinerman, James V.  
Administrative Director, East Asian Legal Studies, Law School, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138  
Research in Modernization of Law and U.S. Relations with Japan  
Kyoto Center for Comparative Law, Kyoto, Japan  
Nine months, May 1986—December 1986

Furnish, Dale  
Professor, College of Law, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85287  
Lecturing in Comparative Law  
Inter-American Studies Seminar, Lima, Peru  
Two weeks, September 1985

Golding, Martin P.  
Professor, Philosophy and Law, Duke University, Durham, NC 27708  
Lecturing in Law Philosophy  
University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia  
One and one-half months, June 1985—August 1985

Goldstein, Joseph  
Professor, School of Law, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520  
Lecturing and Research in Law  
Monash University, Melbourne, Australia  
Ten weeks, February 1985—April 1985

Greenberg, Leibert L.  
Senior Staff Attorney, U.S. Court of International Trade, New York, NY 10007  
Research in Law: Nonjudicial Methods for Resolving Trade Complaints  
Affiliation to be determined, Japan  
Three months, October 1985—January 1986

Jensen, Erik G.  
Associate, Securities Litigation, Drake and Rogosheske, Minneapolis, MN 55435  
Lecturing in International and Comparative Law  
University of Colombo, Colombo, Sri Lanka  
Four months, November 1985—March 1986

Kellman, Barry S.  
Associate Professor, Department of Law, Cleveland State University, Cleveland Heights, OH 44115  
Lecturing in Law  
Fudan University, Shanghai, China  
Eleven months, September 1985—August 1986

Lancaster, William W.  
Professor, School of Law, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72701  
Lecturing in Law  
Wuhan University, Wuhan, China  
Eleven months, September 1985—August 1986

Lewis, Donald J.  
Research Fellow, Centerwide Programs, East-West Center, Honolulu, HI 96848  
Lecturing in Chinese Law  
Zhongshan University, Guangzhou, Guangdong, China  
Twelve months, September 1985—September 1986

Loiseaux, Pierre R.  
Professor, Department of Law, University of California, Davis, CA 95616  
Research in Bankruptcy  
Germany, Belgium, United Kingdom  
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Matzurreff, George D.  
Assistant Professor, Business Law and Regulation, Central Michigan University, Mt. Pleasant, MI 48859  
Research in Bulgarian Joint-Venture Law and Foreign Trade  
University of Sofia, Sofia, Bulgaria  
Nine months, January 1986—October 1986

Maxwell, Elliot E.  
Director, Corporate Strategy, Pacific Telesis, San Francisco, CA 94115  
Research in Changes in Japan's Telecommunication Industry  
Multiple affiliations, Japan  
Three months, July 1985—October 1985

McCusker, Paul D.  
Independent Scholar, Pelham, NY 10863  
Research in International Law  
Rome, Italy  
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Melsaas, Hugh G.  
Director, Conciliation Court, Los Angeles County Superior Court, Los Angeles, CA 90012  
Lecturing in Law; Conduct Seminar for Judges, Social Workers, and Counselors  
New Zealand Justice Department, Wellington, New Zealand  
One month, February 1985—March 1985

Paulson, Stanley L.  
Associate Professor, Department of Philosophy, Washington University, St. Louis, MO 63130  
Lecturing in American Constitutional Law  
University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria  
Four months, September 1985—January 1986

Picker, Sidney I., Jr.  
Professor, Law, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH 44106  
Research in Law  
Monash University, Melbourne University, Melbourne, Australia  
Six months, April 1985—October 1985

Porges, Amelia B.  
Assistant General Counsel, Office of General Counsel, Office of U.S. Trade Representative, Washington, DC 20506  
Research in Japanese Economic Law and Industrial Policy  
Multiple affiliations, Japan  
Six months, July 1985—December 1985
Quint, Peter E.
Professor, School of Law, University of Maryland, Baltimore, MD 21201
Research in Law
University of Tubingen, Tubingen, Germany
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Rau, Alan S.
Professor, School of Law, University of Texas, Austin, TX 78705
Lecturing in Law
Politics and Law University, Beijing, China
Eleven months, September 1985—August 1986

Salholz, Miriam
Associate Professor, Department of Law, University of Houston, Houston, TX 77004
Lecturing in American Law
University of Paris II, Paris, France
Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

Terrell, Timothy P.
Professor, Law School, Emory University, Atlanta, GA 30322
Lecturing in Property Theory and Legal Philosophy
Newcastle-Upon-Tyne University, United Kingdom
Four months, September 1985—January 1986

Towey, Thomas F.
Director of Research, Legal Department, Company Reports International, Inc., Brooklyn, NY 11210
Lecturing and Research in Law
University College Cork, Cork, Ireland
Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

Burg, Barbara A.
Reference Librarian, Littauer Library, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138
Research in Librarianship in the United Kingdom
Oxford Philosophy Library, Oxford University, Oxford, United Kingdom
Three months, June 1985—August 1985

Ellison, John W.
Associate Professor, Library Studies, State University of New York, Buffalo, NY 14260
Lecturing in Library Science
University of the West Indies, Kingston, Jamaica
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Kimball, Jane A.
Coordinator, Social Sciences Collection Development, Shields Library, University of California, Davis, CA 95616
Lecturing in Librarianship
University of Cardiff, Cardiff, United Kingdom
Three months, May 1985—August 1985

Willborn, Steven L.
Associate Professor, Department of Law, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 68583-0902
Research in British Discrimination Laws
University of London, London, United Kingdom
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Wolk, Bruce A.
Associate Dean, School of Law, University of California, Davis, CA 95616
Research in Law
University of Munich, Munich, Germany
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Zackula, Sharon K.
Attorney, Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver, and Kampelman, Washington, DC 20037
Research in Law: Foreign Participation in Japanese Securities Market
Ministry of Finance, Tokyo, Japan
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Zoglin, Larry
Attorney, Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton, and Garrison, Washington, DC 20036
Multiple affiliations, Japan
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Neff, William B.
Monographs and Gift and Exchange Librarian, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC 20560
Research in Library Science
Library of Conservatoire National des Arts et Metiers, Paris, France
Twelve months, January 1985—January 1986

Silberger, Kathryn K.
Assistant Reference Librarian, Library, Marist College, Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
Lecturing in Library Science
Federal University of Santa Catarina, Florianopolis, Brazil
Five months, July 1985—December 1985

Swartz, Roderick G.
Washington State Librarian and Executive Officer of the Washington Library Network, Olympia, WA 98504
Lecturing in Informatics
School of Library Science, University of the Republic, and National Library, Montevideo, Uruguay
One month, September 1985—October 1985

Ting, Lee-Hsia
Professor, Learning Resources, Western Illinois University, Macomb, IL 61455
Lecturing in Library Science
Wuhan University, Wuhan, China
Eleven months, September 1985—August 1986
Linguistics

Bartelt, H. G.
Instructor, Department of English, Yavapai College, Prescott, AZ 86301
Research in Linguistics
Gesamthochschule Kassel, Germany
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Demuth, Katherine A.
Postdoctoral Fellow, Department of Psychology, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720
Lecturing in Linguistics
Universidade Eduardo Mondlane, Maputo, Mozambique
Ten months, February 1986—December 1986

Frankel, Richard M.
Assistant Professor, Department of Medicine, Wayne State University, Detroit, MI 48201
Research in Sociolinguistics
Uppsala University, Uppsala, and Linkoping University, Linkoping, Sweden
Three months, March 1986—May 1986

Frawley, William J.
Associate Professor, English and Linguistics, University of Delaware, Newark, DE 19716
Lecturing in Linguistics
Jagiellonian University, Krakow, Poland
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Gibb, Daryl K.
Computational Linguist, Department of Analysis, Automated Language Processing Systems, Provo, UT 84601
Lecturing in Computational Linguistics
University of Tampere, Tampere, Finland
Nine months, September 1985—May 1986

Jarvela, Robert J.
Associate Professor, Linguistics and Phonetics, University of Umea, Umea, Sweden
Lecturing in Linguistics
University of Lodz, Lodz, Poland
Ten months, September 1985—June 1986

Johnson, Theodore C.
Lecturer, Linguistics Department, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195
Lecturing in Linguistics
Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznan, Poland
Ten months, September 1985—June 1986

Lipski, John M.
Associate Professor, Department of Spanish, University of Houston, Houston, TX 77004
Research in Vestigial Spanish in the Philippines
University of Western Mindanao, Zamboanga City, Philippines
Three months, May 1985—August 1985

Makkai, Adam
Professor, Department of Linguistics, University of Illinois, Chicago, IL 60680
Lecturing and Research in Linguistics
National University of Singapore, Singapore
Twelve months, June 1985—June 1986

Schulz, Muriel R.
Assistant Professor, North American Studies, Freie Universität Berlin, Berlin, Germany
Lecturing in Linguistics
University of Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Smalley, William A.
Professor, Department of Linguistics, Bethel College, St. Paul, MN 55112
Research in Language Diversity and National Unity in Thailand
Chulalongkorn University, Mahidol University, Thailand
Eleven months, August 1985—June 1986

Voeltz, Erhard F.K.
Research Fellow, Minneapolis, MN 55414
Lecturing in Linguistics
University of Burundi, Bujumbura, Burundi
Twelve months, September 1985—September 1986

Mathematics

Amelin, Charles F.
Professor of Mathematics, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona, CA 91768
Lecturing in Mathematics
University of Iasi, Iasi, Romania
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Bressoud, David
Associate Professor, Department of Mathematics, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802
Lecturing and Research in Mathematics
University Louis Pasteur, Strasbourg, France
Ten months, September 1985—June 1986

Burton, Theodore A.
Professor, Department of Mathematics, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL 62901
Lecturing in Mathematics
Bolyai Institute, Szeged, Hungary
Four months, September 1985—December 1985

Johnson, Diane
Assistant Professor, Department of Mathematics, University of San Diego, San Diego, CA 92109
Lecturing in Mathematics
Babes-Bolyai University, Cluj, Romania
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986
Mathematics

May, Warren L.
Professor, Department of Mathematics, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721
Research in Mathematics
University of Essen, Essen, Germany
Six months, September 1985—March 1986

Melter, Robert A.
Professor, Mathematics Department, Center for Automation Research, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742
Lecturing in Mathematics
University of Abidjan, Abidjan, Ivory Coast
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Nevai, Paul G.
Professor, Department of Mathematics, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43220
Research in Mathematics
Mathematics Institute, Academy of Sciences, Budapest, Hungary
Six months, September 1985—March 1986

Rubin, Leonard R.
Interim Chairman, Department of Mathematics, University of Oklahoma, Norman, OK 73069
Lecturing in Mathematics
University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Yugoslavia
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Senft, James R.
Associate Professor, Mathematics and Computer Science, University of Wisconsin, River Falls, WI 54022
Research in Impact of the Stirling Engine on Energy Balances
University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Yugoslavia
Three months, March 1986—June 1986

Siegmund, David O.
Professor, Department of Statistics, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305
Research in Mathematics
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Israel
Four and one-half months, November 1985—March 1986

Smith, Harry F.
Associate Professor, Department of Mathematics, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011
Lecturing in Algebra
Ateneo University Consortium, Manila, Philippines
Ten months, June 1985—May 1986

Smith, James
Professor, Department of Environmental Engineering, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD 21218
Research in Statistical Inference for Models of Rainfall Stichting Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam, Netherlands
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Watkins, David S.
Associate Professor, Department of Mathematics, Washington State University, Pullman, WA 99164-2930
Research in Mathematics
University of Bielefeld, Bielefeld, Germany
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Medical Sciences

Bender, Deborah E.
Assistant Director and Assistant Professor, Andean Rural Health Project, Department of Community and Family Medicine, Medical Center, Duke University, Durham, NC 27710
Lecturing in Family Medicine
Escuela Colombiana de Medicina, Bogota, Colombia
Three months, June 1985—September 1985

Bennett, Michael
Chairman, Department of Neuroscience, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Yeshiva University, Bronx, NY 10035
Lecturing in Cellular Neurophysiology
University of Belgrade, Medical School, Belgrade, Yugoslavia
One month, September 1985—October 1985

Calvert, John F.
Associate Professor and Chair, Department of Clinical Sciences and Practice, Albany College of Pharmacy, Albany, NY 12208
Lecturing in Pharmacy
University of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
Four months, May 1985—September 1985

Campagne, Barbara N.
Research Assistant and Professor, Department of Internal Medicine, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 45267
Research in Biomedicine
Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden
Three months, between September 1985—June 1986

Csaky, Karl G.
Resident Physician, Department of Medicine, Medical Center, Duke University, Durham, NC 27706
Research in Medicine
University of Essen, Essen, Germany
Eleven months, March 1985—February 1986

Dichter, Marc A.
Associate in Neurology, Children's Hospital/Medical School, Harvard University, Boston, MA 02115
Research in Neurophysiology
University of Rome, Rome, Italy
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986
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Hall, John B.
Professor, Department of Microbiology, University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, HI 96822
Lecturing in Microbiology
Hacettepe University, Ankara, Turkey
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Hochster, Howard S.
Physician/Fellow, Department of Medicine, New York University School of Medicine, New York, NY 10016
Research in Oncology
Institute Jules Bordet, Brussels, Belgium
Twelve months, July 1985—July 1986

Hodes, Richard M.
Postdoctoral Fellow, Department of Medicine, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD 21224
Lecturing in Medicine
Addis Ababa University, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Jekel, James F.
Professor, Department of Epidemiology and Public Health, School of Medicine, Yale University New Haven, CT 06510
Lecturing and Research in Epidemiology/Public Health
Sandilands Psychiatric Facility, Nassau, Bahamas
Two months, June 1985—August 1985

Kent, John N.
Professor and Head, Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, Medical Center, Louisiana State University, New Orleans, LA 70003
Lecturing in Oral Surgery
Asociacion Latinoamericana de Cirugia y Tramatologia Buco-Mazilo-Facial, Quito, Ecuador
One month, July 1985—August 1985

King, Floris E.
Professor, Department of Nursing, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455
Lecturing in Nursing
University of Kuopio, Kuopio, Finland
Four months, September 1985—December 1985

Linker, David T.
Postdoctoral Fellow, Department of Pediatrics, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305
Research in Bioengineering
Institute of Biomedical Engineering, Trondheim, Norway
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Madewell, Bruce R.
Professor, Veterinary Surgery, University of California, Davis, CA 95616
Research in Veterinary Science
IVITA, INIPA, and San Marcos University, Lima, Peru
Six months, January 1986—June 1986

Manschreck, Theo C.
Associate Professor, Department of Psychiatry, Medical School, Harvard University, Boston, MA 02114
Lecturing and Research in Psychiatry
Sandilands Psychiatric Facility, Nassau, Bahamas
Three months, August 1985—November 1985

Mill, Walter C.
Chairperson and Professor, Department of Osteopathic Medicine, Michigan State University, College of Osteopathic Medicine, East Lansing, MI 48824
Lecturing in Obstetrics and Gynecology
University of Zambia, Lusaka, Zambia
Six months, April 1985—October 1985

Partridge, L. Donald
Associate Professor, Department of Physiology, School of Medicine, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131
Research in Neurophysiology
Max Planck Institute for Psychiatry, Munich, Germany
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Pomerantz, Seymour H.
Professor, Department of Biochemistry, University of Maryland, Baltimore, MD 21201
Lecturing in Medical Sciences
Ben Gurion University of Negev, Beersheva, Israel
Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

Roth, John G.
Associate Professor, EEG/EMG Laboratory, Oregon Health Sciences University, Portland, OR 97201
Lecturing in Neurophysiology
Ain Shams University, Cairo, Egypt
Nine months, October 1985—June 1986

Shannon, Edward J.
Microbiologist-Immunologist, Pharmacology Research, National Hansen's Disease Center, Carville, LA 70721
Research in Immunology
University of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
Three months, August 1985—October 1985

Smith, Barrie D.
Associate Professor, Department of Anatomy, University of Missouri, Columbia, MO 65201
Lecturing in Medicine
Jordan University, Amman, Jordan
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Sondheimer, Henry M.
Professor, Department of Pediatrics, Upstate Medical Center, State University of New York at Syracuse, Syracuse, NY 13210
Lecturing in Pediatric Cardiology
University of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
Three months, August 1986—October 1986

Troyer, Henry
Associate Professor, Department of Anatomy, University of Missouri, Kansas City, MO 64108
Lecturing in Anatomy
University of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
Five months, May 1985—October 1985

Van Der Ven, Peter E.
Staff Dental Fellow, Clinical Investigations Section, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD 20892
Research in Dentistry
Institute for Experimental Gerontology, Rijswijk, Netherlands
Ten months, October 1985—July 1986
Warren, H. Shaw  
Instructor, Department of Infectious Diseases, Medical School, Harvard University, Boston, MA 02115  
Research in Infectious Diseases  
Institut Pasteur, Paris, France  
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Weymouth, Richard J.  
Professor, Department of Anatomy, University of South Carolina, Columbia, SC 29208  
Lecturing in Microscopic Anatomy  
Hacettepe University, Ankara, Turkey  
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Boe, John M.  
Professor, Department of Music, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721  
Research in Musicology  
Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden  
Three months, between September 1985—June 1986

de la Vega, Aurelio  
Professor, Department of Music, California State University, Northridge, CA 91330  
Lecturing and Research in Music Composition  
University of Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil  
Four months, August 1985—November 1985

Gomez, Vincent  
Professor, Department of Performing Arts, Cabrillo College, Aptos, CA 95003  
Lecturing in Teaching Methods for Vocal Music and String Instruments  
National Conservatory of Music, Cuenca, Ecuador  
Two months, June 1985—August 1985

Harrison, Daphne  
Associate Professor and Chair, Department of African American Studies, University of Maryland—Baltimore County, Catonsville, MD 21228  
Research on Black Women Singers in Europe  
University of Paris III, Paris, France  
Six months, January 1986—June 1986

Heck, Thomas F.  
Head, Music/Dance Library, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43210  
Research in Musicology  
University of Florence, Florence, Italy  
Six months, between September 1985—June 1986

Korte, Karl  
Professor, Department of Music, University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712  
Lecturing and Conducting Master Classes in Music  
Multiple university affiliations, Wellington, New Zealand  
Six months, May 1985—October 1985

Williams, Louis  
Associate Professor, Medicinal Chemistry and Pharmacognosy, College of Pharmacy, University of Houston, Houston, TX 77004  
Lecturing in Pharmacognosy  
University of Lagos, Lagos, Nigeria  
Three months, June 1985—August 1985

Yourtee, David M.  
Associate Professor, Toxicology Programs, University of Missouri, Kansas City, MO 64108  
Research in Pharmaceutical Chemistry-Molecular Toxicology  
University of Lagos, Lagos, Nigeria  
Four months, October 1985—January 1986

Le Bovit, Judit Bretan  
Director, Latin for the Modern School, McLean, VA 22102  
Research in Musicology  
Babes-Bolyai University, Cluj, Romania  
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Marshall, Robert  
Professor, Department of Music, Brandeis University, Waltham, MA 02254  
Lecturing in Music  
University of Adelaide, Adelaide, Australia  
One month, July 1985—August 1985

Miller, Franklin S.  
Associate Professor, Department of Music, University of Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI 53201  
Lecturing in Musicology  
University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany  
Four months, March 1986—July 1986

Peterson, William J.  
Assistant Professor, Department of Music, Pomona College, Claremont, CA 91711  
Research in Music  
Conservatoire Royal de Musique, Brussels, Belgium  
Ten months, October 1985—July 1986

Reimer, Bennett  
Chairman, Department of Music Education, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL 60201  
Participate in Music Education Conference  
New Zealand Society for Music Education, Auckland, New Zealand  
One month, August 1985—September 1985

Sandor, Edward P.  
Professor, School of Music, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602  
Lecturing in Music: Trumpet Performance/Brass Pedagogy  
National Taiwan Academy of Arts, Taipei, Taiwan  
Ten months, August 1985—June 1986
Music

Senders, Warren R.
Director, Cambridge Community Performances, Cambridge, MA 02139
Research in Stylistic Variants in a Vocal Tradition
University of Poona, India
Ten months, September 1985—June 1986
(Indo-American Fellowship Program)

Philosophy and Religion

Burtchaell, James T.
Professor, Department of Theology, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN 46556
Research in Theology
University of Cambridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Erickson, Glenn W.
Lecturer, Division of Liberal Arts, Rhode Island School of Design, Providence, RI 02903
Lecturing in Philosophy
University of Calabar, Calabar, Nigeria
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Garcia-Gomez, Jorge
Professor, Department of Philosophy, Long Island University, Southampton, NY 11968
Lecturing in Philosophy
Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre, Brazil
Two months, August 1985—October 1985

Gert, Bernard
Professor, Department of Philosophy, Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH 03755
Lecturing in Philosophy
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Israel
Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

Goulet, Denis A.
O'Neill Professor in Education for Justice, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN 46556
Lecturing in Ethics of Development
Fundacao Joaquin Nabuco, Institute of Social Research, Recife, Brazil
Two months, June 1985—August 1985

Hess, Richard S.
Lecturer, Department of Theology, Loyola University, Chicago, IL 60626
Research in Religion
Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel
Six months, January 1986—June 1986

Janowitz, Naomi
Visiting Assistant Professor, Department of Religion, Emory University, Atlanta, GA 30322
Research in Religion
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Israel
Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

Ledoux, Arthur O.
Assistant Professor, Department of Philosophy, Merrimack College, North Andover, MA 01845
Lecturing in American Philosophy
University of Peradeniya, Peradeniya, Sri Lanka
Four months, January 1986—May 1986

Luckert, Karl W.
Professor, Religious Studies, Southwest Missouri State University, Springfield, MO 65804
Lecturing in History of Religion
University of Aarhus, Aarhus, Denmark
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

MacCormac, Earl R.
Professor and Chairman, Philosophy, Davidson College, Davidson, NC 28036
Lecturing in Philosophy
University of Madras, Madras, India
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

McInerny, Ralph M.
Professor, Medieval Institute, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN 46556
Research in Philosophy
Multiple affiliations, Argentina
Two months, July 1985—September 1985

Misner, Paul
Associate Professor, Department of Theology, Marquette University, Milwaukee, WI 53233
Research in Theology
University of Mainz, Mainz, Germany
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

O'Malley, Joseph J.
Professor, Department of Philosophy, Marquette University, Milwaukee, WI 53233
Research in Philosophy
University of Bayreuth, Bayreuth, Germany
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Olson, Alan M.
Associate Professor, Department of Religion, Boston University, Boston, MA 02215
Research in Religion
University of Tubingen, Tubingen, Germany
Four months, March 1986—July 1986

Schutte, Ofelia M.
Associate Professor, Department of Philosophy, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611
Research in Philosophy
National University of Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico
Six months, August 1985—February 1986

Washburn, Robert B.
Dean, Department of Music, State University College, Potsdam, NY 13676
Lecturing in Music
Academy of Arts, Cairo, Egypt
Four months, January 1986—April 1986
### Philosophy and Religion

**Shuler, Philip L.**  
Professor, Department of Religion, McMurry College, Abilene, TX 79697  
Lecturing and Research in Encomium Bios and the Gospels  
University of Trondheim, Trondheim, Norway  
Two months, between September 1985—June 1986

**Sullivan, Lawrence E.**  
Associate Professor, Religious Studies, University of Missouri, Columbia, MO 65211  
Research in History of Religion: History of Paritta and Rites for Sick in Japan  
Nanzan Institute for Religion and Culture, Japan  
Six months, July 1985—January 1986

**Barcus, James R.**  
Professor, Department of Physics, University of Denver, Denver, CO 80208  
Lecturing and Research in Thunderstorm Coupling in Global Electricity  
Catholic University, Lima, Peru  
Five months, January 1985—June 1985

**Bitler, William R.**  
Professor, Materials Science and Engineering, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802  
Research in Critical Currents in Type II Superconductors  
University of Oslo, Institute of Physics, Oslo, Norway  
Four months, between September 1985—June 1986

**Bowen, Jeffrey M.**  
Assistant Professor, Department of Physics, Bucknell University, Lewisburg, PA 17837  
Research in Physics  
Max Planck Institute for Physics and Astrophysics, Munich, Germany  
Seven months, January 1986—July 1986

**Cassinelli, Joseph P.**  
Professor, Department of Astronomy, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706  
Research in Astronomy (Stellar Atmospheres)  
Astronomical Research Institute, Utrecht, Netherlands  
Four and one-half months, September 1985—January 1986

**Crum, Lawrence A.**  
Professor, Department of Physics, University of Mississippi, Oxford, MS 38677  
Research in the Biological Effects of Ultrasound  
Guy's Hospital Medical and Dental Schools, London, United Kingdom  
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

**Heller, Leon**  
Staff Member, Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545  
Research in Physics  
University of Adelaide, Adelaide, Australia  
Six months, December 1985—May 1986

**White, James D., Jr.**  
Lecturer, Religious Studies, University of North Carolina, Charlotte, NC 28223  
Lecturing in Philosophy  
University of Madras, Madras, India  
Five months, August 1985—January 1986

### Physics and Astronomy

**Holland, Douglas F.**  
Senior Engineer, Fusion Safety Research Program, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, Idaho Falls, ID 83403  
Lecturing in Engineering/Physics  
University of Zambia, Lusaka, Zambia  
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

**Houpis, Harry L.F.**  
Assistant Research Physicist, Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92033  
Research in Physics  
Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest, Hungary  
Six months, January 1986—July 1986

**Hunt, Allen G.**  
Lecturer, Department of Physics, California State University, Fullerton, CA 92634  
Research in Physics  
University of Marburg, Marburg, Germany  
Eleven months, June 1985—May 1986

**Katz, Jonathan I.**  
Associate Professor, Department of Physics, Washington University, St. Louis, MO 63130  
Research in Physics  
Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel  
Nine months, October 1985—June 1986

**Kennel, Charles F.**  
Professor and Chairman, Department of Physics, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024  
Lecturing in Space and Astrophysical Plasmas  
Institute of Space Research, Sao Jose, Brazil  
One month, August 1985—September 1985

**Moscatelli, Frank A.**  
Assistant Professor, Department of Physics, Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, PA 43188  
Research in Physics  
University of Pisa, Pisa, Italy  
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986
Physics and Astronomy

Prober, Daniel E.
Associate Professor, Department of Applied Physics, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520
Lecturing in Physics
Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel
Four months, September 1985—January 1986

Sarracino, Robert S.
Lecturer, Department of Physics, National University of Lesotho, Lesotho, Africa (CA)
Lecturing in Physics
National University of Lesotho, Roma, Lesotho
Ten months, August 1985—June 1986

Smith, Paul L.
Director, Institute of Atmospheric Sciences, South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, SD 57701
Lecturing in Radar Meteorology
University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland
Five months, January 1986—May 1986

Political Science

Balk, Walter L.
Associate Professor, Public Administration, State University of New York at Albany, NY 12054
Lecturing and Presenting Seminars on Government Organization
University of Brasilia, Brasilia, Brazil
One month, May 1985—June 1985

Beer, Lawrence W.
Professor, Department of Government and Law, Lafayette College, Easton, PA 18042
Lecturing in Comparative Law and Politics
Hokkaido University, Hokkaido, Japan
Ten months, September 1986—June 1987

Engstrom, Richard L.
Professor, Department of Political Science, University of New Orleans, New Orleans, LA 70148
Research in Political Science
University College, Galway, Ireland
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Chang, Leo S.
Professor, Department of Political Science, Regis College, Weston, MA 02193
Lecturing in Political Science
Beijing University, Beijing, China
Eleven months, September 1985—August 1986

Berger, Suzanne
Professor, Department of Political Science, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02138
Lecturing in U.S.-European Comparative Politics
Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, Paris, France
Ten months, September 1985—June 1986

Balk, Walter L.
Associate Professor, Public Administration, State University of New York at Albany, NY 12054
Lecturing and Presenting Seminars on Government Organization
University of Brasilia, Brasilia, Brazil
One month, May 1985—June 1985

Blank, Robert H.
Professor, Political Science, University of Idaho, Moscow, ID 83843
Lecturing in Public Policy and Politics
University of Canterbury, Canterbury, New Zealand
Six months, May 1985—November 1985

Blank, Robert H.
Professor, Political Science, University of Idaho, Moscow, ID 83843
Lecturing in Public Policy and Politics
University of Canterbury, Canterbury, New Zealand
Six months, May 1985—November 1985

Berger, Suzanne
Professor, Department of Political Science, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02138
Lecturing in U.S.-European Comparative Politics
Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, Paris, France
Ten months, September 1985—June 1986

Blank, Robert H.
Professor, Political Science, University of Idaho, Moscow, ID 83843
Lecturing in Public Policy and Politics
University of Canterbury, Canterbury, New Zealand
Six months, May 1985—November 1985

Bruneau, Thomas C.
Professor Department of Political Science, McGill University, Montreal, Canada
Research in Political Science
IUPERJ/IBRADES, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Six months, November 1985—April 1986

Brown, Richard M.
Professor, Department of Political Science, West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV 26505
Lecturing in Politics
University of the Republic, Montevideo, Uruguay
Eleven months, September 1985—August 1986

Calder, Kent E.
Assistant Professor, Department of Politics, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544
Research in Equity and Japanese Public Policy
Tokyo University, Tokyo, Japan
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Cefkin, J. Leo
Professor, Department of Political Science, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO 80523
Lecturing and Research in Political Science
University of Lesotho, Maseru, Lesotho
Three months, June 1985—September 1985

Guess, George M.
Associate Professor, Politics and Public Affairs, University of Miami, Coral Gables, FL 33124
Lecturing in Finance
University of the Republic, Montevideo, Uruguay
Three months, June 1985—September 1985

Hamilton, Christopher R.
Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science, West Georgia College, Carrollton, GA 30118
Lecturing in Political Science
Central School for Planning and Statistics, Warsaw, Poland
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986
Harkavy, Robert E.
Professor, Department of Political Science, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802
Lecturing in Political Science (Foreign Military Presence)
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, Stockholm, Sweden
Three months, June 1985—August 1985

Hartwig, Charles
Associate Professor, Department of Political Science, Arkansas State University, State University, AR 72467-1890
Lecturing in Political Science
Cuttington University College, Suacoco, Liberia
Twelve months, July 1985—July 1986

Iatrides, John O.
Professor, Department of Political Science, Southern Connecticut State University, New Haven, CT 06515
Research in International Relations
United Kingdom, Greece
Four months, June 1985—October 1985

Kim, Samuel S.
Professor, Department of Political Science, Monmouth College, West Long Branch, NJ 07764
Lecturing in International Relations
Beijing Foreign Affairs Institute, Beijing, China
Eleven months, September 1985—August 1986

Kleemeier, Lizz L.
Independent Scholar, Washington, DC 20016
Research in Political Science
University of Dar es Salaam, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
Nine months, January 1986—September 1986

Kramer, John F.
Professor, Department of Political Science, Sonoma State University, Rohnert Park, CA 94928
Research in Political Science
Italy, Spain
Nine months, December 1985—September 1986

Krane, Dale A.
Associate Professor, Political Science, Mississippi State University, Mississippi State, MS 39762
Lecturing and Research in Political Economy and Public Policy
Federal University of Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte, Brazil
Five months, July 1985—December 1985

Lange, Peter
Associate Professor, Department of Political Science, Duke University, Durham, NC 27706
Research in Political Science
University of Milan, Milan, Italy
Six months, between September 1985—June 1986

Leonard, David K.
Associate Professor, Department of Political Science, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720
Research in Political Science
University of Nairobi, Nairobi, Kenya
Six months, January 1986—July 1986

Liddle, R. William
Professor, Department of Political Science, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43210
Lecturing in Political Science
Social Science Institute, Banda Aceh, Indonesia
Twelve months, August 1985—August 1986

Lincoln, Jennie K.
Visiting Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science, Miami University, Oxford, OH 45056
Lecturing in Political Science
University of Costa Rica, San Jose, Costa Rica
Four months, July 1985—November 1985

Liu, Alan P.
Professor, Department of Political Science, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106
Research in Leadership and Entrepreneurship in Taiwan
Tunghai University, Chung-hua Institute for Economic Research, Taiwan
Five months, January 1986—May 1986

Marenin, Otwin
Visiting Professor, Department of Political Science, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309
Research in Political Science
Bayero University, Kano, Nigeria

Martz, John D.
Head, Department of Political Science, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802
Lecturing in Political Science
University of Antioquia, University of Medellin, and others, Bogota, Colombia
Three months, May 1986—August 1986

Monroe, Alan D.
Professor, Department of Political Science, Illinois State University, Normal, IL 61761
Lecturing in Political Science: Public Opinion and Research Methods
Tamkang University and Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan
Ten months, August 1985—June 1986

Neher, Clark D.
Professor, Department of Political Science, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL 60115
Research in Political Clientelism in Thailand
Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, Thailand
Eight months, December 1985—July 1986

O'Neill, Timothy
Assistant Professor, Political Science, Wellesley College, Wellesley, MA 02181
Research in the Meanings of Equality: Legal Language in Two Constitutional Regimes
Indian Law Institute, New Delhi, India
Two months, December 1985—February 1986
(Indo-American Fellowship Program)

Parente, William J.
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences, University of Scranton, Scranton, PA 18510
Lecturing in American Government and Diplomacy
Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, Thailand
Nine months, August 1985—May 1986
Park, Tong Whan
Associate Professor, Department of Political Science, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL 60201
Lecturing in Political Science
Seoul National University, Seoul, Korea
Eleven months, July 1985—June 1986

Pastor, Robert A.
Faculty Research Associate, School of Public Affairs, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742
Lecturing in U.S. Foreign Policy
El Colegio de Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico
Six months, January 1986—July 1986

Pearson, Frederic S.
Professor and Associate Director, Center for International Studies, University of Missouri, St. Louis, MO 63121
Lecturing in Priorities of Arms-Purchasing Countries
University of Lancaster, Lancaster, United Kingdom
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Perry, James L.
Professor, Graduate School of Management, University of California, Irvine, CA 92717
Lecturing in Political Science
Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Five and one-half months, January 1986—June 1986

Ranis, Peter
Professor, Department of Political Science, York College, CUNY, Jamaica, NY 11451
Research in Peronism and the Roots of Argentine Anti-Socialism
Instituto de Desarrollo Economico/Social, Buenos Aires, Argentina
Five months, July 1985—December 1985

Rosenau, James N.
Director, Institute for Transnational Studies, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089
Lecturing in International Relations
El Colegio de Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico
Two weeks, January 1985

Rouyer, Alwyn R.
Head, Political Science Department, University of Idaho, Moscow, ID 83843
Lecturing in Political Science
Marmara University, Istanbul, Turkey
Four months, February 1986—June 1986

Saltman, Richard B.
Associate Professor, Division of Public Health, School of Health Sciences, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003
Research in Health Policy and Management
National Public Health Institute, Helsinki, Finland
Four months, February 1986—May 1986

Shull, Steven A.
Professor, Department of Political Science, University of New Orleans, New Orleans, LA 70148
Lecturing in Political Science: The American Presidency
Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Four months, September 1985—December 1985

Sims, Elizabeth H.
Department of Political Science, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720
Lecturing in Public Administration
Government College, Lahore, and University of Agriculture, Pakistan
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Tarrow, Sidney G.
Professor, Department of Government, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853
Research in Political Science
Spain, France, Italy
Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

Thompson, Carol B.
Associate Professor, Department of Political Science, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089-0044
Research in Political Science
University of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
Five months, October 1985—March 1986

Travis, Tom A.
Professor, Political Science, Bucknell University, Lewisburg, PA 17837
Lecturing in Political Science and International Relations
Jamia Millia Islamia, M.S. University of Baroda, New Delhi and Baroda, India
Nine months, August 1985—May 1986

Ward, Dana
Assistant Professor, Department of Political Studies, Pitzer College, Claremont, CA 91711
Lecturing in Political Science
Ankara University, Ankara, Turkey
Three and one-half months, March 1986—July 1986

Wilson, Melford A., Jr.
Professor, Political Science, Winthrop College, Rock Hill, SC 29733
Lecturing in Political Science
Shanghai Foreign Language Institute, Shanghai, China
Eleven months, September 1985—August 1986

Yamada, David T.
Professor, Department of Political Science, Monterey Peninsula College, Monterey, CA 93940
Lecturing in Political Science
Hiroshima University, Hiroshima, Japan
Ten months, April 1986—January 1987

Zuckerman, Alan S.
Professor, Department of Political Science, Brown University, Providence, RI 02912
Research in Political Science
Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel
Nine months, October 1985—July 1986
Bitterman, M.E.
Professor, Department of Psychology, Bekesy Laboratory of Neurobiology, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822
Research in Comparative Psychology
National University of Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires, Argentina
One month, June 1985—July 1985

Blachman, Benita A.
Assistant Professor, Division of Special Education and Rehabilitation, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY 13210
Lecturing in Special Education
Institute of Education, Singapore
Two and one-half months, June 1985—August 1985

de Casper, Anthony
Associate Professor of Psychology, University of North Carolina, Greensboro, NC 27412
Research in Developmental Psychology
University of Paris V, Paris, France
Twelve months, July 1985—July 1986

Fromme, Donald K.
Professor, Department of Psychology, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK 74078
Lecturing and Research in Psychology
University of Rome, Rome, Italy
Six months, between September 1985—June 1986

Gaines, Rosslyn
Professor in Residence, Psychiatry and Psychology, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024
Research in Psychology
University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy
Six months, between September 1985—June 1986

Heifetz, Louis J.
Associate Professor, Division of Special Education and Rehabilitation, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY 13210
Research in Special Education
Institute of Education, Singapore
Two and one-half months, June 1985—August 1985

Juola, James F.
Professor, Department of Psychology, University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66045
Research in Cognitive Psychology and Human-Computer Interaction
Technical University, Eindhoven, Netherlands
Four and one-half months, September 1985—January 1986

Katz, Leonard
Professor, Department of Psychology, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06268
Research in Psychology
University of Belgrade, Belgrade, Yugoslavia
Five months, February 1986—July 1986

Liberman, Alvin M.
Professor of Linguistics, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06268
Lecturing in Linguistics (Perception of Speech)
Lund University, Lund, and Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden
Three months, between September 1985—June 1986

Liberman, Isabelle Y.
Professor, Educational Psychology, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06268
Research in Educational Psychology
Lund University, Lund, and Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden
Three months, between September 1985—June 1986

May, James G.
Professor, Psychology, University of New Orleans, New Orleans, LA 70148
Research in Physiological Psychology
University of Tasmania, Hobart, Tasmania, Australia
Four and one-half months, January 1985—June 1985

Mendez, Roque V.
Ph.D. Candidate, Department of Psychology, University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712-7789
Lecturing in Psychology
University of Chihuahua, Chihuahua, Mexico
Ten months, September 1985—June 1986

Milkman, Harvey B.
Professor, Department of Psychology, Metropolitan State College, Denver, CO 80204
Lecturing in Counseling
Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Ten months, July 1985—May 1986

Norman, Kent L.
Associate Professor, Psychology, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742
Research in Assessment of Factors of High Technology
Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad, India
Six months, January 1986—June 1986
(Indo-American Fellowship Program)

Ruback, Richard B.
Assistant Professor, Psychology, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA 30329
Lecturing in Social Psychology
Andhra University, Waltair, India
Six months, September 1985—March 1986

Saxe, Geoffrey B.
Associate Professor, Graduate School of Education, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024
Lecturing and Research in Psychology
Federal University of Pernambuco, Pernambuco, Brazil
Six months, June 1985—December 1985

Seagull, Elizabeth A.W.
Professor, Pediatrics and Human Development, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824
Research in Psychology
Technion University and University of Haifa, Haifa, Israel
Nine months, October 1985—June 1986

Temmer, Helena W.
Psychologist, Department of Psychology, North Princeton Development Center, Princeton, NJ 08534
Lecturing in Psychology
Catholic University of Lublin, Lublin, Poland
Five months, February 1986—July 1986

Tobacyk, Jerome J.
Associate Professor, Department of Behavioral Sciences, Louisiana Tech University, Ruston, LA 71270
Lecturing in Psychology
Catholic University of Lublin, Lublin, Poland
Five months, September 1985—February 1986
Psychology

Tulkin, Steven R.
Chief Psychologist, Department of Psychiatry, Kaiser-Permanente Medical Center, Hayward, CA 94545
Lecturing in Psychology
Chiang Mai University, Chiang Mai, Thailand
Nine months, June 1985—March 1986

Vaid, Jyotsna
Research Associate, Psychology, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92039
Research in Brain Bases of Language Processing in Bilinguals
All-India Institute of Speech and Hearing, Mysore, India
Ten months, January 1986—November 1986
(Indo-American Fellowship Program)

Sociology and Social Work

Bank, Barbara J.
Associate Professor, Sociology, University of Missouri-Columbia, Columbia, MO 65211
Lecturing in Sociology
Australian National University, Canberra, Australia
Six months, January 1985—June 1985

Fischer, Claude S.
Professor, Department of Sociology, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720
Lecturing in Sociology
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Israel
Five months, February 1986—July 1986

Benson, Jerry K.
Professor, Department of Sociology, University of Missouri, Columbia, MO 65211
Research in Industrial Policy Development
Gothenburg University, Gothenburg, Sweden
Three months, between September 1985—June 1986

Fiegel, Frederick C.
Professor, Agricultural Economics, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801
Research in the Impact of Technology in Cacao Region of Brazil
CEPEC/CEPLAC, Itabuna, Brazil
Six months, January 1985—July 1985

Berkman, Lisa F.
Associate Professor, Department of Epidemiology, School of Medicine, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520
Lecturing and Research in Epidemiology
University College, London, United Kingdom
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Gochros, Harvey L.
Professor, Department of Sociology, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822
Lecturing in Human Sexuality
Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland
Four months, September 1985—December 1985

Boocock, Sarane S.
Professor, Department of Sociology, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ 08903
Research in Child Care in Japan
Fuku University, Tokyo, Japan
Seven months, July 1985—February 1986

Gore, Jane S.
Associate Professor, Center for Human Resources, State University of New York, Plattsburgh, NY 12901
Lecturing in Home Economics Education, Rural Development
Haryana Agricultural University, Hisar, India
Six months, August 1985—January 1986

Brown, Richard H.
Associate Professor, Department of Sociology, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742
Lecturing in Sociology
University of the Valley, Cali, and Pontifical University Bolivariana, Medellin, Colombia
Three months, May 1985—August 1985

Gottdiener, Mark D.
Associate Professor, Department of Sociology, University of California, Riverside, CA 92521
Research in the Socio-Semiotic Approach to Urban Space
University of Thessaloniki, Thessaloniki, Greece
Nine months, August 1985—April 1986

Burmeister, Larry L.
Independent Scholar, Ithaca, NY 14850
Research in Interindustry Linkage Effects of ROK Agricultural Policies
Busan National University, Busan, Korea
Ten months, August 1985—June 1986

Hill, Reuben L.
Professor, Family Study Center, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455
Lecturing and Research in Sociology and Social Psychology of the Family
University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway
Four months, between September 1985—June 1986

Collinwood, Dean W.
Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology, MacMurray College, Jacksonville, FL 32650
Lecturing in Sociology/Cultural Anthropology
Tokyo University, Tokyo, Japan
Ten months, April 1986—January 1987

Corrigan, Eileen M.
Distinguished Professor, School of Social Work, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ 08903
Research in Social Work
Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland
Three months, April 1986—July 1986

Gocheros, Harvey L.
Professor, Department of Sociology, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720
Lecturing in Sociology
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Israel
Five months, February 1986—July 1986

Fliegel, Terry L.
Professor, Center for Human Resources, State University of New York, Plattsburgh, NY 12901
Lecturing in Home Economics Education, Rural Development
Haryana Agricultural University, Hisar, India
Six months, August 1985—January 1986

Corrigan, Eileen M.
Distinguished Professor, School of Social Work, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ 08903
Research in Social Work
Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland
Three months, April 1986—July 1986

Fliegel, Frederick C.
Professor, Agricultural Economics, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801
Research in the Impact of Technology in Cacao Region of Brazil
CEPEC/CEPLAC, Itabuna, Brazil
Six months, January 1985—July 1985

Gochros, Harvey L.
Professor, Department of Sociology, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822
Lecturing in Human Sexuality
Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland
Four months, September 1985—December 1985

Core, Jane S.
Associate Professor, Center for Human Resources, State University of New York, Plattsburgh, NY 12901
Lecturing in Home Economics Education, Rural Development
Haryana Agricultural University, Hisar, India
Six months, August 1985—January 1986

Gottdiener, Mark D.
Associate Professor, Department of Sociology, University of California, Riverside, CA 92521
Research in the Socio-Semiotic Approach to Urban Space
University of Thessaloniki, Thessaloniki, Greece
Nine months, August 1985—April 1986

Hill, Reuben L.
Professor, Family Study Center, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455
Lecturing and Research in Sociology and Social Psychology of the Family
University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway
Four months, between September 1985—June 1986
Hodgdon, Linwood L.
Professor, Department of Sociology, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO 80523
Lecturing in Sociology
Universiti Kebangsaan, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Ten months, July 1985—May 1986

Horan, Patrick M.
Professor, Department of Sociology, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602
Research in Sociology
University of Trondheim, Trondheim, Norway
Six months, between September 1985—June 1986

Kipp, Rita S.
Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology and Sociology, Kenyon College, Gambier, OH 43022
Research in Karo Batak Muslims
Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, Singapore
Four months, May 1986—August 1986

Kuo, Wen-Hsiung
Professor, Department of Sociology, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84112
Lecturing in Sociology
Beijing University, Beijing, China
Eleven months, September 1985—August 1986

Lagay, Bruce W.
Associate Professor, School of Social Work, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ 08903
Lecturing in Social Work
University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia
Nine months, January 1985—October 1985

Lemel, Harold W.
Independent Scholar, Madison, WI 53703
Research in Rural Sociology
Turkey
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Lyson, Thomas A.
Associate Professor, Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, Clemson University, Clemson, SC 29631
Lecturing and Research in Sociology
University of Canterbury, Canterbury, New Zealand
Six months, April 1985—October 1985

Martinez-Brawley, Emilia
Associate Professor, Social Welfare, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802
Lecturing in Social Welfare
University of Western Australia, Perth, Australia
Six weeks, July 1985—August 1985

Maypole, Donald E.
Associate Professor, Department of Social Work, University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, IA 50614
Lecturing in Evaluation of Drug Abuse Treatment and Prevention
Ministry of Justice, Lisbon, Portugal
Three months, October 1985—December 1985

Mookherjee, Harsha N.
Professor, Sociology, Tennessee Technological University, Cookeville, TN 38505
Lecturing in Demography
University of Papua New Guinea, Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea
Five months, February 1985—July 1985

Nabinet, Karie
Professor, School of Social Welfare, SUNY at Stony Brook, Stony Brook, NY 11794
Lecturing in Social Policy
University of Ghana, Accra, Ghana
Ten months, September 1985—June 1986

Nagel, Joane P.
Associate Professor, Department of Sociology, University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66045
Lecturing in Sociology
University of Liberia, Monrovia, Liberia
Five months, August 1985—December 1985

Oberschall, Anthony R.
Professor, Department of Sociology, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27514
Lecturing in Sociology
Beijing Foreign Languages Institute, Beijing, China
Eleven months, September 1985—August 1986

Pepinsky, Harold E.
Professor, Forensic Studies, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405
Research in Criminal Control Theory
University of Oslo, Institute for Criminology, Oslo, Norway
Five months, between September 1985—June 1986

Popenoe, David
Professor, Department of Sociology, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ 08903
Research in Sociology
Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden
Three months, between September 1985—June 1986

Quinney, Richard
Professor, Department of Sociology, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL 60115
Lecturing in Sociology
University College—Galway, Galway, Ireland
Four months, January 1986—April 1986

Roberts, Robert E. T.
Professor, Sociology and Anthropology, Roosevelt University, Chicago, IL 60605
Lecturing in Social Anthropology
Rajasthan University, Jaipur, India
Nine months, July 1985—April 1986

Rosenthal, Lawrence A.
Ph.D., Department of Sociology, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720
Research in Sociology
University of Naples, Naples, Italy
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986
Segal, Steven P.  
Professor, Department of Social Welfare, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720  
Research in Social Welfare  
United Kingdom, Italy  
Six months, January 1986—July 1986  

Stykos, Joseph M.  
Professor, Department of Sociology, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853  
Research in Sociology  
University of Costa Rica, San Jose, Costa Rica  
Six months, January 1986—July 1986  

TEN/ALPLIED LINGUISTICS  

Ackermann, Erich J.  
Lecturer, Center for English as a Second Language/Linguistics, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL 62901  
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language  
Niksic Teachers College, Titograd, Yugoslavia  
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986  

Becker, Helene E.  
Teacher, Foreign Languages, Conard High School, West Hartford, CT 06107  
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language  
Italian Public School System, Florence, Italy  
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986  

Blot, Richard K.  
Adjunct Assistant Professor, TESOL/M.S. in Education Program, Long Island University, Westchester Branch, Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522  
Lecturing in TESOL  
ESPOL, Guayaquil, Ecuador  
Six months, May 1985—November 1985  

Borsvold, Joan E.  
Instructor, English as a Second Language, Monterey Peninsula College, Monterey, CA 93940  
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language  
Gdansk University, Gdansk, Poland  
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986  

Card, Patricia A.  
Graduate Teaching Assistant, English as a Second Language, University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, HI 96822  
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language  
Italian Public School System, Rome or Naples, Italy  
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986  

Conrad, Timothy R.  
Instructor, Department of English, Webster State College, Ogden, UT 84404  
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language  
University of Mostar, Mostar, Yugoslavia  
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986  

Converse, Carol L.  
Master Teacher, American Language Institute, Porto, Portugal (CA)  
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language  
Italian Public School System, Rome, Venice, or Trieste, Italy  
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986  

Valdez, Ramiro  
Assistant Professor, Sociology and Social Work, Texas Woman's University, Denton, TX 76204  
Lecturing in Social Service  
University affiliation to be determined, Montevideo, Uruguay  
One month, August 1985—September 1985  

Weber, Robert P.  
Statistical Consultant, Office for Information Technology, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138  
Research in Mass Communication  
Gothenburg University, Gothenburg, Sweden  
Three months, between September 1985—June 1986  

Eggers, Ellen K.  
Lecturer, Department of Linguistics, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802  
Lecturing in Applied Linguistics/TESL  
University of Burundi, Bujumbura, Burundi  
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986  

Ellis, Tracey L.  
Teaching Assistant, TESL/Applied Linguistics Programs, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024  
Lecturing in TESL/Applied Linguistics  
Italian Public School System, Florence, Italy  
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986  

Field, Mary Lee  
Assistant Professor, Weekend College, Humanities, Wayne State University, Detroit, MI 48202  
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language  
University of Novi Sad, Novi Sad, Yugoslavia  
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986  

Finnan, Robert W.  
Adjunct Lecturer, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721  
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language  
Institute of Higher Learning, Sibiu, Romania  
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986  

Fluit, Jan M.  
Instructor, Department of English, University of New Orleans, New Orleans, LA 70119  
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language  
Italian Public School System, Naples or Rome, Italy  
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986  

Garlow, Stephen P.  
Instructor, Intensive English, Arkansas State University, State University, AR 72487  
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language  
Charles University, Prague, Czechoslovakia  
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986  

Goodell, Elizabeth W.  
Ph.D. Candidate, Department of Linguistics, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109  
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language  
University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Yugoslavia  
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986  
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Greenberg, William J.
Postdoctoral Scholar, Linguistics Department, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language, Applied Linguistics, Philosophical Semantics
Marie Curie Sklodowska University, Lublin, Poland
Ten months, September 1985—June 1986

Harman, Pamela M.
Teaching Associate, Department of English, Nanzan Junior College, Showa-ku, Nagoya, Japan (MD)
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language
University of Wroclaw, Wroclaw, Poland
Ten months, September 1985—June 1986

Harman, Richard W., Jr.
English Teaching Associate, Department of English, Nanzan Junior College, Showa-ku, Nagoya, Japan (MD)
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language
Polytechnic Institute of Wroclaw, Wroclaw, Poland
Ten months, September 1985—June 1986

Harrell, Elizabeth F.
Instructor, English Language Unit, Gulf Polytechnic, Isa Town, Bahrain
Lecturing in TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Ege University, Izmir, Turkey
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Hatch, Evelyn R.
Professor, Department of Applied Linguistics, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024
Lecturing in Applied Linguistics
Australian National University, Canberra, Australia
Five weeks, August 1985—September 1985

Helmick, Pamela S.
Instructor, Language Services, Experiment in International Living, Brattleboro, VT 05301
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language
Italian Public School System, Milan, Italy
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Hendrickson, James M.
Professor, Department of Communications, Lansing Community College, Lansing, MI 48901
Lecturing in English Language
Binational Center, Santa Cruz and Cochabamba, Bolivia
Three months, June 1985—September 1985

Hildenbrand, Joan Lee
Adjunct Instructor, English Language Center, LaGuardia Community College, Long Island City, NY 11101
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language
Comenius University, Bratislava, Czechoslovakia
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Hodson, Joel C.
Instructor, Department of English as a Second Language, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA 30303
Lecturing in TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Ankara University, Ankara, Turkey
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Huizenga, Jann H.
Instructor, English Language Center, LaGuardia Community College, Long Island City, NY 11101
Lecturing in TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Marmara University, Ankara, Turkey
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Johnson, Dennis
ESL Instructor, Department of Foundation Studies, Navajo Community College, Tsaile, AZ 86556
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language
University of Craiova, Craiova, Romania
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Kaplan, Jeffrey
EFL Instructor, Robert Ventre Associates, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia (CO)
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language
Graduate Union/Hebron Polytechnic, Hebron, West Bank
Nine months, September 1985—May 1986

Kaplan, Robert B.
Professor, Department of Linguistics, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089-1693
Lecturing in Linguistics
Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Seven months, January 1986—July 1986

Kriz, Gerard A.
Lecturer, Department of Foreign Languages, Ghubu University, Kasugaim Aichi, Japan (OH)
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language
University of Nis, Nis, Yugoslavia
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Lee, Lillian F.
Assistant Program Coordinator, English as a Second Language, Columbia University, New York, NY 10027
Lecturing in TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Cukurova University, Adana, Turkey
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Leonhardt, Nancy L.
Lead Teacher, Center for Intensive English Studies, Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL 32306
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language
Yarmouk University, Irbid, Jordan
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Lim, Phyllis L.
Adjunct Lecturer, Center for English as a Second Language, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85720
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language
University of Maribor, Maribor, Yugoslavia
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Lindsay, Diane B.
Lecturer, Department of English, California State University, Carson, CA 90405
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language
Italian Public School System, Rome, Italy
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986
Lindsey, Robert L.
Teaching Assistant, Department of English, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language
Italian Public School System, Rome, Italy
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Lynch, Brian K.
Teaching Associate, Department of TESL/Applied Linguistics, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024
Lecturing in TESL/Linguistics
University of Guadalajara, Guadalajara, Mexico
Twelve months, August 1985—August 1986

Marwin, Nancy L.
Associate Instructor, Department of Linguistics, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language
University of Split, Zadar, Yugoslavia
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Matthies, Barbara F.
Associate Professor, Department of English, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011
Lecturing in TESL/TEFL
Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu, Nepal
Four months, January 1986—May 1985

Miller, Margo E.
Instructor, American Language and Culture, Monterey Institute of International Studies, Monterey, CA 93940
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language
University of Sarajevo, Sarajevo, Yugoslavia
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Newcomb-Baic, Mary L.
Instructor, American Language Institute, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90007
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language
University of Osijek, Osijek, Yugoslavia
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Palermino, Maria L.
Instructor, Department of ESL, ESL Language Service, Boston, MA 02215
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language
Italian Public School System, Palermo, Italy
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Parish, Charles
Professor, Department of Linguistics, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL 62901
Lecturing in TESL
University of Colombo and Ministry of Education, Colombo, Sri Lanka
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Paulston, Christina B.
Professor, General Linguistics, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15260
Lecturing in English Language Teaching
Council of Secondary Education, Montevideo, Uruguay
One month, July 1985—August 1985

Schmandt, Linda M.
Graduate Teaching Assistant, Department of General Linguistics, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15260
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language
Italian Public School System, Milan, Italy
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Slater, James R.
Teacher, Aramco Central Area Training, Professional English Language Center, Dhahran, Saudi Arabia (CA)
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language
Ecole Normale Superieure, Nouakchott, Mauritania
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Snow, Marguerite A.
Ph.D. Candidate, Department of Applied Linguistics, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024
Lecturing in Linguistics
Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Four months, September 1985—December 1985

Sparkman, Alan
Instructor, English Language Institute, Department of Communication and Language, Azusa Pacific University, Azusa, CA 91702
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language
Polytechnic Institute, Timisoara, Romania
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Stern, Jody L.
Lecturer, English as a Second Language, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WI 53206
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language
University of Skopje, Skopje, Yugoslavia
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986

Strain, Jeris
Independent Scholar, Hixon, TN 37343
Lecturing in Applied Linguistics, English Usage
University of Sofia, Sofia, Bulgaria
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Tumposky, Daniel L.
Independent Scholar, Albany, NY 12222
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language
University of Silesia, Sosnowiec, Poland
Ten months, July 1985—April 1986

Ulrych, Richard
Lecturer, Foreign Language Center, Tokai University, Fukuoka Campus, Munakata-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan (PA)
Lecturing in English as a Foreign Language
University of Silesia, Sosnowiec, Poland
Ten months, September 1985—June 1986

Williams, Terry N.
Teaching Assistant, Department of Linguistics, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15260
Lecturing in TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Selcuk University, Konya, Turkey
Nine months, September 1985—June 1986
Browne, Terry W.
Associate Professor, Dramatic Arts, State University College, Geneseo, NY 14454
Lecturing in Theatre
Nepean College of Advanced Education, Sydney, Australia
Eleven months, July 1985—June 1986

Cressler, Thomas H.
Director, Department of Communications, Linfield College, McMinnville, OR 97128
Research in Foundations of Contemporary Greek Theatre
Various archives, Athens, Greece
Nine months, October 1985—July 1986

Morgan, Clyde W.
Assistant Professor, Theatre and Dance, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WI 53201
Lecturing and Research in Modern Dance Techniques and Choreographic Composition
Federal University of Bahia, Bahia, Brazil
Eleven months, January 1985—November 1985

Newlin, Forrest A.
Associate Professor, Department of Theatre Arts, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX 79409
Lecturing in Theatre Arts: Stage Design
National Institute of the Arts, Taipei, Taiwan
Ten months, August 1985—June 1986

Peary, Gerald M.
Assistant Professor, Department of Journalism, Suffolk University, Boston, MA 02108
Research in Yugoslav Film Comedy
University of Belgrade, Belgrade, Yugoslavia
Five months, January 1986—June 1986

Rinker, Kenneth
Choreographer, Rinker/Cervetti Dance and Music, Inc., Kenneth Rinker Dance Company, Brooklyn, NY 11217
Lecturing in Dance
National School of Dance, Montevideo, Uruguay
Two months, September 1985—October 1985

Ririe, Shirley R.
Professor, Department of Modern Dance, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84147
Participate in Conference on International Dance and the Child
Dance and the Child Trust, Auckland, New Zealand
Three months, August 1985—October 1985

Roy, Ratna
Instructor, Humanities, South Seattle Community College, Seattle, WA 98106
Research in Oddissi Dance and Its Corollary Art Forms
Utkal University, Bhubaneswar, India
Six months, July 1985—December 1985

Smith, Joan A.
Assistant Professor, Department of Dance, University of South Florida, Tampa, FL 33620
Lecturing in Dance
Theatre Academy of Finland, Helsinki, Finland
Nine months, September 1985—May 1986

Wimmer, Lynne A.
Assistant Professor, Department of Dance, University of South Florida, Tampa, FL 33620
Lecturing in Dance
Instituto de Bellas Artes, Mexico City, Mexico
Ten months, September 1985—July 1986

Woodbury, Joan J.
Professor, Department of Dance, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84112
Participate in Conference on International Dance and the Child
Dance and the Child Trust, Auckland, New Zealand
Three months, August 1985—October 1985
German Foreign Student Administrators

Arum, Stephen M.
Director, International Education and Services, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242

Blankenship, Edward S.
Director, Center for International Education, California State University, Long Beach, CA 90840

Bradford, Robert L.
Director, International Education, Susquehanna University, Selinsgrove, PA 17870

Carey, Thomas E.
International Student Advisor, Department of Student Services, North Hennepin Community College, Minneapolis, MN 55445

Carn, Maureen A.
Assistant Dean, International Student Advisor, St. John’s University, Jamaica, NY 11439

Cooper, Scott Francis
Associate Dean, International Student and Scholar Services, University of Illinois, Chicago, IL 60680

Crownhart, LaNell
Manager, International Student Services, Auraria Student Assistance Center, University of Colorado, Denver, CO 80202

Dhooge, Mary Louise
Dean, International Education, UCSD International Center, San Diego, CA 92093

Durham, Marvin L.
Foreign Student Advisor, International Education, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 97331

Garate, Elena Marie
Assistant Director, Office for International Students and Scholars, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90033

Gehlhar, James N.
Director, International Center, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109

Hanson, Dorothea B.
Foreign Student Advisor, Dean’s Office, Williams College, Williamstown, MA 01267

Holcomb, Michael
Associate Director, Graduate Admissions, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ 08903

Ladd, Sharon B.
Associate Director, Harvard International Office, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138

Liddle, Patricia J.
Coordinator, Academic Programs Abroad, University Center for International Studies, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43210

Lynch, James F., Jr.
Senior Assistant Director, Office of International Students, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16801

Smith, Fred W.
Vice President, Student Affairs, Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, NY 14618

Turner, William H.
Director, Admissions and Scholarships, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824-1035

Walton, Vernon O.
Coordinator, International Studies, Department of Continuing Education, Essex Community College, Baltimore, MD 21237

Williams, Peter D.
Associate Director, Center for International Education, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996

Young, Judy C.
Director, International Office, University of Texas, Arlington, TX 76019

Seminar in German Civilization and Society

Andereggen, Anton
Associate Professor, Department of Foreign Languages and Literature, Lewis and Clark College, Portland, OR 97219

Blaisdell, Foster W.
Professor, Department of Germanic Studies, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405

Cayard, Leonora B.
Professor, Department of Foreign Languages, Bethany College, Bethany, WV 26032

Dickens, David B.
Associate Professor, Department of German, Washington and Lee University, Lexington, VA 24450

Franzoi, Barbara Anne
Associate Professor, Department of History, College of Saint Elizabeth, Convent Station, NJ 07961

Gommermann, Andreas
Associate Professor, Department of Classics and Modern Languages, Creighton University, Omaha, NE 68127

Harrison, James W.
Associate Professor, Department of Languages, Southern Utah State College, Cedar City, UT 84720

Head, Carole A.
Associate Professor, Department of Modern Foreign Languages, High Point College, High Point, NC 27262

Herkstroeter, Lynn H.
Professor, Department of Modern Foreign Languages, Saginaw Valley State College, University Center, MI 48710

Hirschbach, Frank D.
Professor, Department of German, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455
Seminar in German Civilization and Society

Kath, Ruth R.  
Assistant Professor of German, Department of Modern Languages, Luther College, Decorah, IA 52101

Kramer, Robert Roy  
Associate Professor, Department of Modern Languages, Mars Hill College, Mars Hill, NC 28754

Krawutschke, Peter  
Associate Professor, Department of Languages and Linguistics, Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, MI 49008

Lamse, James L.  
Professor, Department of German, Calvin College, Grand Rapids, MI 49506

Locher, Caroline R.H.  
Associate Professor, Department of Foreign Languages, Pacific University, Forest Grove, OR 97116

Maxwell, John Allen  
Associate Professor, Department of History, West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV 26506

McConegly, Patrick M.  
Associate Professor, Department of Linguistics and Languages, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824

Newton, Olin E.  
Professor, Department of Modern Languages, Stephen F. Austin State University, Nacogdoches, TX 75962

Peischl, Margaret Theresa  
Assistant Professor, Department of Foreign Languages, Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, VA 23284

Ternes, Hans  
Associate Professor, Department of German, Lawrence University, Appleton, WI 54911

Thornton, Lawrence J.  
Director, Department of Humanities, St. Anselm College, Manchester, NH 03102

Timpe, Eugene Frank  
Professor, Department of Foreign Languages and Literature, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL 62901

Treadway, John David  
Assistant Professor, Department of History, University of Richmond, Richmond, VA 23173

Wannamaker, Patricia W.  
Associate Professor, Department of Languages, Clemson University, Clemson, SC 29631

Winkle, Sally Anne  
Assistant Professor, Department of Modern Languages and Literature, Eastern Washington University, Cheney, WA 99004

1985 Summer Seminars on South America Today

Seminar I: Argentina, Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador

Agosin, Marjorie  
Assistant Professor, Department of Spanish, Wellesley College, Wellesley, MA 02181

Baver, Sherrie L.  
Assistant Professor, Department of Puerto Rican Studies, City College-CUNY, New York, NY 19931

Beezley, William H.  
Professor, Department of History, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC 27650

Calder, Bruce  
Associate Professor, Department of History, University of Illinois, Chicago, IL 60680

Camp, Roderic A.  
Director, Latin American Studies, Central College, Pella, IA 50219

Herz, Theda M.  
Associate Professor, Department of Spanish, Grinnell College, Grinnell, IA 50112

Martinez, Oscar J.  
Associate Professor, Center for Inter-American and Border Studies, University of Texas, El Paso, TX 79968

Pastor, Manuel J.  
Assistant Professor, Department of Economics, Occidental College, Los Angeles, CA 90041

Place, Susan E.  
Assistant Professor, Department of Geography, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131

Scott, Nina M.  
Professor, Department of Spanish and Portuguese, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003

Volek, Emil  
Professor, Department of Foreign Languages, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85287
1985 Summer Seminars on South America Today
Seminar II: Brazil, Peru, Uruguay

Chaffee, Wilber A.
Associate Professor, Government, Saint Mary's College of California, Moraga, CA 94595

Conaghan, Catherine M.
Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43210-1373

Hansen, Garth M.
Assistant Director, Center for Latin American Studies, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM 88003

Hansis, Richard A.
Associate Professor, Department of Geography, Valparaiso University, Valparaiso, IN 46383

Johnson, Peter T.
Lecturer, Program in Latin American Studies, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544

Little, William T.
Professor of Foreign Languages and Department Head, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407

O'Connor, Kevin J.
Assistant Professor of Spanish, University of Missouri, Kansas City, MO 64110

Share, Donald
Assistant Professor, Department of Politics and Government, University of Puget Sound, Tacoma, WA 98416

Suarez, Jose I.
Assistant Professor, Department of Foreign Languages and Literature, University of South Carolina, Columbia, SC 29208

Suarez-Vella, Luis
Assistant Professor, Department of Social Ecology, University of California, Irvine, CA 92717

Williams, Jerry R.
Professor, Department of Geography, California State University, Chico, CA 95926

Postdoctoral Research Grants Under the Agreement of Friendship, Defense, and Cooperation Between the United States and Spain

Amelang, James S.
Assistant Professor, History Department, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611

Brandes, Stanley H.
Professor, Department of Anthropology, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720

Clamurro, William H.
Assistant Professor, Division of Arts and Letters, St. Mary's College of Maryland, St. Mary's City, MD 20686

Emmi, Philip C.
Assistant Professor, Department of Geography, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84112

Ewbank, Michael B.
Assistant Professor, Department of Philosophy, Stonehill College, North Easton, MA 02357

Fish, Janet E.
Associate Professor, Child Development, California State University, Northridge, CA 91330

Fox, Dian
Assistant Professor, Department of Spanish and Portuguese, Columbia University, New York, NY 10027

Galanes, Adriana Lewis
Professor, Department of Spanish and Portuguese, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA 19122

Gonzalez, Shirley Mangini
Associate Professor, Department of Spanish and Portuguese, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520

Gregg, Karl Curtiss
Associate Professor, Department of Spanish and Portuguese, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721

Mintz, Jerome R.
Professor, Department of Anthropology, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405

Monter, E. William
Professor, Department of History, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL 60201

Neugaard, Edward J.
Professor, Division of Language, University of South Florida, Tampa, FL 33620

Prado, Angeline
Professor, Department of Modern Languages and Comparative Literature, Indiana University Northwest, Gary, IN 46408

Primavera, Elizabeth Rhodes
Assistant Professor, Department of Foreign Languages and Literature, University of Puget Sound, Tacoma, WA 98416

Rohrer, Judith C.
Visiting Assistant Professor, University of Rhode Island, Kingston, RI 02881

Schurlknight, Donald E.
Associate Professor, Department of Romance and Germanic Languages, Wayne State University, Detroit, MI 48202

Sconza, M. Jean
Visiting Assistant Professor, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ 08903

Selsor, Marcia
Associate Professor, Art Department, Eastern Montana College, Billings, MT 59101

Spires, Robert C.
Professor, Department of Spanish and Portuguese, University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66045

Valis, Noel M.
Associate Professor, Department of Romance Languages, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602
Scholars in Alphabetical Order
### Alphabetical Index

#### A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abrams, Burton A.</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ackermann, Erich J.</td>
<td>TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adams, Donald K.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adelman, Charles M.</td>
<td>Art and Art History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed, Saleem</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akita, George</td>
<td>History (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander, William R.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen, David B.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen, Philip M.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alschuler, Alfred S.</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amelin, Charles F.</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Barbara J.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Douglas D.</td>
<td>Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Stanley E.</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Timothy J.</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antreasian, Garo A.</td>
<td>Art and Art History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple, Michael W.</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atwood, Joyce</td>
<td>Communications and Journalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auchard, John F.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azzam, Rasheed M.A.</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baker, Frederick J.</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balk, Walter L.</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballendorf, Dirk A.</td>
<td>History (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank, Barbara J.</td>
<td>Sociology and Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barany, George</td>
<td>History (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barcus, James R.</td>
<td>Physics and Astronomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barisas, B. George</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barlow, Aaron J.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnard Hall, Caroline K.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnes, Sandra T.</td>
<td>Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barraga, Natalie C.</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bartlett, H.G.</td>
<td>Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bartenstein, Edwin</td>
<td>Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bartlett, Grant R.</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bartlett, Jeffrey M.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barton, Josef J.</td>
<td>Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baye, Michael R.</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beach, Robert H.</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam, Patricia Simila</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaudry, Marilyn P.</td>
<td>Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becker, Helene E.</td>
<td>TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beede, Elizabeth R.</td>
<td>Art and Art History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beeman, William</td>
<td>Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beer, Lawrence W.</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bell, Leland V.</td>
<td>American History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bender, Deborah E.</td>
<td>Medical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benedict, Larry G.</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin, Mark M.</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bennett, Michael</td>
<td>Medical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benson, Jerry K.</td>
<td>Sociology and Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benson, Peter E.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berget, Suzanne</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman, Edward M.</td>
<td>Architecture and Urban Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergum, Christian O.</td>
<td>Architecture and Urban Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berkman, Lisa F.</td>
<td>Sociology and Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berman, Hyman</td>
<td>American History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry, Ralph M.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binder, Shirley</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisho, Michael P.</td>
<td>Art and Art History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitter, William R.</td>
<td>Physics and Astronomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitterman, M.E.</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackman, Benita A.</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blachowicz, Camille L.Z.</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blakely, Edward J.</td>
<td>Architecture and Urban Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blank, Frederick M.</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blank, Robert H.</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blier, Suzanne P.</td>
<td>Art and Art History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blot, Richard K.</td>
<td>TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boczkaj, Bohdan K.</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boe, John M.</td>
<td>Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolsterli, Margaret J.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boocock, Sarane S.</td>
<td>Sociology and Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boos, Florence S.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borgen, Robert</td>
<td>History (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borsvold, Joan E.</td>
<td>TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boulton, William R.</td>
<td>Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowen, Jeffrey M.</td>
<td>Physics and Astronomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowes, Stephen G.</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradshaw, William E.</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bray, William R.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bressoud, David</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bro, Ronald D.</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brock, Phillip L.</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brockhaus, Robert H.</td>
<td>Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown, Richard H.</td>
<td>Sociology and Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown, Suzanne H.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browne, Sean K.L.</td>
<td>Art and Art History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browne, Terry W.</td>
<td>Theatre and Dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browning, Reed S.</td>
<td>History (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruneau, Thomas C.</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brzelius, Caroline A.</td>
<td>Art and Art History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buettner, Garry R.</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burg, Barbara A.</td>
<td>Library Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burke, Martin J.</td>
<td>American History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burke, Melvin</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burmeister, Larry L.</td>
<td>Sociology and Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns, Thomas S.</td>
<td>History (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burtchaell, James T.</td>
<td>Philosophy and Religion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burton, Theodore A.</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butters, Ronald R.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byer, Ronald B.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caesar, Judith C.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calder, Kent E.</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calvert, John F.</td>
<td>Medical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campagne, Barbara N.</td>
<td>Medical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campbell, Penelope</td>
<td>American History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canning, Susan M.</td>
<td>Art and Art History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Card, Patricia A.</td>
<td>TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnoy, Martin</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter, Arthur E.</td>
<td>Art and Art History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrillo, Loretta</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassinelli, Joseph P.</td>
<td>Physics and Astronomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cefkin, J. Leo</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chang, Leo S.</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chang, Peter T.</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheek, Charles D.</td>
<td>Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christensen, A. Kent</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christie, George C.</td>
<td>Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chuang, Che</td>
<td>Art and Art History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cioffi, Frank L.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark, Edward W.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland, David A.</td>
<td>Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coatsworth, John H.</td>
<td>History (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cochran, Robert B.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen, Herbert G.</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cole, John R.</td>
<td>History (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collinwood, Dean W.</td>
<td>Sociology and Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conlin, Joseph R.</td>
<td>American History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connolly, Michael B.</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conrad, Timothy R.</td>
<td>TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converse, Carol L.</td>
<td>TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooper, Donald</td>
<td>Art and Art History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooper, Edwin L.</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrao, John C.</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrigan, Eileen M.</td>
<td>Sociology and Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C randall, Jack</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crane, Robert I.</td>
<td>History (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creamer, Winifred M.</td>
<td>Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crippen, Gordon M.</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crosby, Alfred W.</td>
<td>American History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cruickshank, Donald R.</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crum, Lawrence A.</td>
<td>Physics and Astronomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Csaky, Karl G.</td>
<td>Medical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cunningham, Clark</td>
<td>Law</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>da Silva, Ednaldo A.</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dagel, Gena E.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daher, Michael A.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damon, George H., Jr.</td>
<td>Communications and Journalism</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dandridge, Thomas C.; Business Administration
Dassin, Joan R.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Dathorne, Oscar R.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Davis, Charles N.; American Literature
Davis, Donald D.; Biological Sciences
de Casper, Anthony; Psychology
de la Vega, Aurelio; Music
de Saint Victor, Carol; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Dean, David M.; American History
DeLancey, Virginia H.; Economics
Dellwig, Louis F.; Geology
Demuth, Katherine A.; Linguistics
Dennis, Michael J.; Chemistry
Dennetline, Jerry P.; History (non-U.S.)
Dichter, Marc A.; Medical Sciences
Dienner, Urban L.; Biological Sciences
Diggins, John P.; American History
Dixon, Heriberto R.; Business Administration
Dixon, Melvin W.; American Literature
Dordick, Herbert S.; Communications and Journalism
Dowdall, Stephen B.; American Literature
Duclos, Gloria S.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Dunleavy, Janet E.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Dunn, Bruce S.; Engineering
Dunn, Ron R.J.; Communications and Journalism
DuPlessis, Rachel B.; American Literature
DuPlessis, Robert S.; History (non-U.S.)

E

Eamon, William; History (non-U.S.)
Early, Daniel; Anthropology and Archaeology
Ebrecht, Ann B.; American Literature
Eckroad, James C.; Computer Science
Edelstein, Arnold S.; American Literature
Eggers, Ellen K.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Eichen, Marc A.; Geography
Elam, Helen R.; American Literature
Ellis, Tracey L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Ellison, Charles E.; Architecture and Urban Planning
Ellison, John W.; Library Science
Elterich, G. Joachim; Economics
Endres, Clifford W.; American Literature
Engels, John D.; American Literature
Engstrom, Richard L.; Political Science
Enteen, George; History (non-U.S.)
Erickson, Glenn W.; Philosophy and Religion
Erisman, H. Michael; Political Science
Evans, J. Dennis; American Literature

F

Fabos, Julius G.; Architecture and Urban Planning

Fakhouri, Hani I.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Falk, Armand E.; American Literature
Farah, Caesar E.; History (non-U.S.)
Feineman, James V.; Law
Field, Mary Lee; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Fine, David M.; American Literature
Finnan, Robert W.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Fischer, Claude S.; Sociology and Social Work
Fisher, James F.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Fisher, William S.; Biological Sciences
Fitting, Majorie; Computer Science
Fitzgerald, Thomas K.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Fleming, Bruce E.; American Literature
Fliegel, Frederick C.; Sociology and Social Work
Flint, Marcha P.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Flutt, Jan M.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Foote, Joe S.; Communications and Journalism
Ford, Warren T.; Chemistry
Forgey, Benjamin F.; Architecture and Urban Planning
Foster, David W.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Foster, Edward H.; American Literature
Foster, Lawrence; American History
Fowlkes, Diane L.; Political Science
Fox, Stanley F.; Biological Sciences
Frenk, Peter G.; Economics
Frankel, Richard M.; Linguistics
Fratianni, Michele U.; Economics
Frawley, William J.; Linguistics
Frazier, John G.; Biological Sciences
Freedman, Martin; Business Administration
Freedman, Sanford A.; American Literature
Frey, David G.; Biological Sciences
Frijters, Robert E.; Biological Sciences
Friedmann, Herbert C.; Biological Sciences
Fromme, Donald K.; Psychology
Fry, Edward B.; Education
Fugler, Charles M.; Biological Sciences
Fuller, John W.; Economics
Furnish, Dale; Law

Geer, Billy W.; Biological Sciences
Gert, Bernard; Philosophy and Religion
Gibb, Daryl K.; Linguistics
Gillespie, Angus K.; American Literature
Glade, William; Economics
Glasser, David E.; Architecture and Urban Planning
Glickman, Norman J.; Economics
Gluck, Carol N.; History (non-U.S.)
Gochros, Harvey L.; Sociology and Social Work
Godsave, Bruce F.; Education
Golany, Gideon S.; Architecture and Urban Planning
Golding, Martin P.; Law
Goldstein, Joseph; Law
Gomez, Vincent; Music
Goodell, Elizabeth W.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Goodman, Jeffrey A.; American Literature
Goodman-Gould, Jill M.; American Literature
Gore, Jane S.; Sociology and Social Work
Gottfried, Mark D.; Sociology and Social Work
Goulet, Denis A.; Philosophy and Religion
Graber, Richard A.; Education
Green, Michael H.; Biological Sciences
Greenberg, Leibert L.; Law
Greenberg, William J.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Gregory, Eileen; Biological Sciences
Gressler, Thomas H.; Theatre and Dance
Grinstead, Karen E.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Gudmundson, Barbara J.R.; Environmental Sciences
Guess, George M.; Political Science
Gunterman, Karen M.; Art and Art History
Gup, Theodore S.; Communications and Journalism

H

Haber-Schaim, Uri; Education
Hafez, Youssef S.; Biological Sciences
Hafner, John H.; American Literature
Hager, Wayne R.; Engineering
Hahnel, Robin E.; Economics
Hall, John B.; Medical Sciences
Halling, Kristin; Economics
Hamilton, Christopher R.; Political Science
Hammitt, William E.; Environmental Sciences
Hansen, Arlen J.; American Literature
Harkavy, Robert E.; Political Science
Harman, Pamela M.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Harman, Richard W., Jr.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Harrell, Elizabeth F.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Harris, Edward D.; Biological Sciences
Harrison, Daphne; Music
Harrison, James P.; History (non-U.S.)
Hartman, Geoffrey H.; American Literature
Hartwig, Charles; Political Science
Alphabetical Index

Hatch, Evelyn R.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Hauptman, Ronald W.; Economics
Haukkanen, Larry L.; Education
Hay, James W.; American Literature
Hayes, Robert E.; Biological Sciences
Hazzlett, John D.; American Literature
Hebden, William D.; Education
Heidt, Louis J.; Psychology
Helfand, Michael S.; American Literature
Heller, Leon; Physics and Astronomy
Helmick, Pamela S.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Hendrickson, James M.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Hernandez, Sam; Art and Art History
Hess, Richard S.; Philosophy and Religion
Hewitt, Elizabeth K.; American Literature
Hildenbrand, Joan Lee; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Hill, Reuben L.; Sociology and Social Work
Hinds, David S.; Biological Sciences
Hirth, Kenneth G.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Hitchner, Robert; History (non-U.S.)
Hochster, Howard S.; Medical Sciences
Hodes, Richard M.; Medical Sciences
Hoggan, Linwood L.; Sociology and Social Work
Hodges, Norman E.; History (non-U.S.)
Hodson, Joel C.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Hollman, Dennis R.; American Literature
Holland, Douglas F.; Physics and Astronomy
Hollos, Marida C.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Holmquist, Gerald; Biological Sciences
Holsinger, Donald B.; Education
Holst, Timothy B.; Geology
Hope, Barney F.; Economics
Hope, Kempe R.; Economics
Horne, Patrick M.; Sociology and Social Work
Houck, John E.; Education
Howard, James R.; Political Science
Howe, Marita K.; History
Huang, Ching-I; Physics and Astronomy
Huggett, Peter; Sociology
Hui, Jack; American Literature
Hull, Gloria; American Literature
Hunt, Allen G.; Physics and Astronomy
Hunter, Carol A.; American Literature
Hurd, John, II; Economics
Hutner, Gordon N.; American Literature

Jackson, Carlton; American History
Jackson, Richard; American Literature
Jacobson, Harry A.; Biological Sciences
Jager, Alfred M.; Business Administration
Jaher, Frederic C.; American History
Janda, Kenneth C.; Chemistry
Janowitz, Naomi; Philosophy and Religion
Jarvela, Robert J.; Linguistics
Jekel, James F.; Medical Sciences
Jensen, Erik G.; Law
Jewell, Keala J.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Johnson, Dennis; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Johnson, Diane; Mathematics
Johnson, Theodore C.; Linguistics
Jones, Carol C.; Geology
Jones, David R.; History (non-U.S.)
Jones, Harold Y.; Communications and Journalism
Jones, Kristine L.; History (non-U.S.)
Jungck, John B.; Education
Juda, James F.; Psychology
Kahl, Sy M.; American Literature
Kaiser, Henry F.; Computer Science
Kalendin, Eugenia; American Literature
Kalinke, Marianne E.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Kamara, Jemadar.; Architecture and Urban Planning
Kang, Hugh H.W.; History (non-U.S.)
Kannappan, Subbiah; Economics
Kaplan, Jeffrey; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Kaplan, Robert B.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Kass, Thomas B.; Architecture and Urban Planning
Kat, Eli; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Katz, Jonathan I.; Physics and Astronomy
Katz, Leonard; Psychology
Kaufs, Matti E.; Geography
Kaye, Jeanne C.; Geography
Kaye, Frederick J.; Biological Sciences
Kelle, Marlene E.; Biological Sciences
Keltz, Stephen R.; Environmental Sciences
Kellner, Barry S.; Law
Kendall, George P.; Communications and Journalism
Kennel, Charles F.; Physics and Astronomy
Kent, Alfred L., III; Engineering
Kent, George O.; History (non-U.S.)
Kent, John N.; Medical Sciences
Keeler, William R.; History (non-U.S.)
Kicza, John; History (non-U.S.)
Kim, Samuel S.; Political Science
Kimball, Jane A.; Library Science
King, Floris E.; Medical Sciences
Kipp, Rita S.; Sociology and Social Work
Kirsch, Anthony T.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Kirschnick, Leonard B.; Biological Sciences
Kleemeier, Lizz L.; Political Science
Klein, Marcus N.; American Literature
Kleine, Paul F.; Education
Korte, Karl; Music
Kraft, Richard J.; Education
Kramer, John F.; Political Science
Krause, Dale A.; Political Science
Krim, Seymour; American Literature
Krueger, Terry K.; American Literature
Krze, Gerard A.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Ku, David N.; Engineering
Kuhawey, Fred H.; Engineering
Kuo, Wen-Hsiung; Sociology and Social Work
Kwiat, Lawrence D.; Chemistry
Kwon, Yung-Hee K.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)

L

Lagay, Bruce W.; Sociology and Social Work
Lambe, Robert C.; Biological Sciences
Lambert, Donald H.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Lancaster, William W.; Law
Lange, Peter; Political Science
Lank, David B.; Biological Sciences
Larson, James F.; Communications and Journalism
Larson, Lawrence T.; Geology
Lavalley, David K.; Chemistry
Lavers, Norman; American Literature
Lawson, Creonice; Education
Le Bovit, Judith; Music
Ledoux, Arthur O.; Philosophy and Religion
Lee, Hong Y.; Economics
Lee, Lillian F.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Leinbach, Thomas R.; Geography
Lemel, Harold W.; Sociology and Social Work
Lenfest, Donald E.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Leonard, David K.; Political Science
Leonhardt, Nancy L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Letteri, Charles A.; Education
LeVan, Evans; Engineering
Levine, Susan; American Literature
Levis, Alan J.; Biological Sciences
Lewis, Donald J.; Law
Liberman, Alvina; Psychology
Liberman, Isabelle Y.; Psychology
Liddle, R. William; Political Science
Liebes, Bernard H.; Communications and Journalism
Lilly, Paul R.; American Literature
Lim, Phyllis L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Lin, Kuan-Pin; Economics
Lincoln, Jennie K.; Political Science
Lind, Alice; Geography
Lindsay, Diane B.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics

I

Iatrides, John O.; Political Science
Igers, Georg C.; History (non-U.S.)
Iverson, Barry L.; History (non-U.S.)
Iyer, Hariharaiyer; Geology
Alphabetical Index

Lindsey, Robert L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Linker, David T.; Medical Sciences
Lin, William J.; American Literature
Lipsius, Stephen L.; Biological Sciences
Lipsky, John M.; Linguistics
Lisa, Peter; American Literature
Littrell, John M.; Education
Liu, Alan P.; Political Science
Locke, Robert R.; History (non-U.S.)
Lockridge, Kenneth A.; American History
Logan, Kathleen; Anthropology and Archaeology
Loiseaux, Pierre R.; Law
London, Gloria; Anthropology and Archaeology
Lopez, Angel A.; Computer Science
Lopez, Henry P.; Language and Literature
Makkai, Adam; Linguistics
Maes, Wayne R.; Education
Lynch, John D.; Biological Sciences
Lynch, Brian K.; History
Maciel, David R.; American Literature
Madden, Theodore M.; Education
Madden, Bruce R.; Medical Sciences
Maes, Wayne R.; Education
Makai, Adam; Linguistics
Mammen, David; Architecture and Urban Planning
Mandle, Jay R.; American History
Manschreck, Theo C.; Medical Sciences
Marenin, Otwin; Political Science
Marino, John A.; History (non-U.S.)
Marino, Joseph P.; Chemistry
Marshall, Robert; Music
Martin, William E.; Environmental Sciences
Martinez-Brawley, Emilia; Sociology and Social Work
Martz, John D.; Political Science
Marwin, Nancy L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Mathur, Vijay K.; Economics
Mathews, Barbara F.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Matzureff, George D.; Law
Maunez-Cuadra, Jose M.S.; Communications and Journalism
Maxwell, Allen R.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Maxwell, Elliot E.; Law
May, James G.; Psychology
May, Sheldon W.; Chemistry
May, Warren L.; Mathematics
Maypole, Donald E.; Sociology and Social Work
McCay, Mary A.; American Literature
McChesney, James D.; Chemistry
McClellan, Murray C.; Anthropology and Archaeology
McClenon, Carmen; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
McCracken, J. David; Education
McCullough, Joseph B.; American Literature
McCusker, Paul D.; Law
McGaughey, Russell W.; American Literature
McInerney, Ralph M.; Philosophy and Religion
McIsaac, Hugh G.; Law
McIver, Bruce J.S.; American Literature
McIver, Alan G.; Education
McKim, Wayne L.; Geography
McPherson, David C.; American Literature
Mehta, Dhes P.; Engineering
Meiser, John H.; Chemistry
Melbado, Evan M.; History (non-U.S.)
Melter, Robert A.; Mathematics
Mendels, Franklin F.; History (non-U.S.)
Mendez, Roque V.; Psychology
Mendicino, Joseph F.; Biological Sciences
Meriwether, Margaret L.; History (non-U.S.)
Merritt, Richard W.; Biological Sciences
Mersmann, James F.; American Literature
Meyer, Richard; Chemistry
Meyering, Ralph A.; Education
Middleton, Phillip B.; American Literature
Midgett, Douglas K.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Milbank, Harvey B.; Psychology
Mill, Walter C.; Medical Sciences
Miller, Beth; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Miller, Franklin S.; Music
Miller, J. Hilles; American Literature
Miller, James A.; Geography
Miller, Margo E.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Miller, Robert L.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Miller, Sally M.; American History
Miller, Thomas E.; Geology
Miner, Earl R.; American Literature
Misner, Paul; Philosophy and Religion
Moellerken, Wolfgang W.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Moermond, Timothy C.; Biological Sciences
Molloy, B.; Medical Sciences
Montes, Alan D.; Political Science
Mookherjee, Harsha N.; Sociology and Social Work
Moores, Kathy M.; Education
Morace, Robert A.; American Literature
Morgan, Clyde W.; Theatre and Dance
Morrill, Robert W.; Geography
Moscatelli, Frank A.; Physics and Astronomy
Moskowitz, Herbert; Business Administration
Moss, Leonard J.; American Literature
Mullin, John R.; Architecture and Urban Planning
Murray, Donald M.; American Literature

N

Nabinet, Karie; Sociology and Social Work
Nagel, Joane P.; Sociology and Social Work
Nakayama, Kay S.; Chemistry
Narasimham, Gorti V.L.; Economics
Nauman, Robert V.; Chemistry
Neef, William B.; Library Science
Neher, Clark D.; Political Science
Neinstein, Raymond L.; American Literature
Nesom, Marcella B.; Art and Art History
Nevai, Paul G.; Mathematics
Newcomb-Baic, Mary L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Newlin, Forrest A.; Theatre and Dance
Nichols, Charles H.; American Literature
Nitecki, Matthew H.; Geology
Nolte, Sharon H.; History (non-U.S.)
Norman, Kent L.; Psychology
Norris, Daniel H.; Biological Sciences
Nosco, Peter E.; History (non-U.S.)
Nurs, Joanne R.; Education

O

O'Grady, Emmett P.; Engineering
O'Malley, Joseph J.; Philosophy and Religion
O'Neill, Timothy; Political Science
Oakes, Elizabeth H.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Ober, Kenneth H.; American Literature
Oberschall, Anthony R.; Sociology and Social Work
Olpin, Larry; American Literature
Olszewski, Deborah I.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Orentlicher, John; Art and Art History
Orlow, Dietrich O.; History (non-U.S.)
Orsi, Robert A.; American History
Osteryoung, Janet G.; Chemistry
Overly, Norman V.; Education

P

Pacileo, Dolores M.; Art and Art History
Palermino, Maria L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Palmer, James K.; Chemistry
Parente, William J.; Political Science
Parish, Charles; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Park, Tong Whan; Political Science
Parke, Anthony C.; Art and Art History
Parker, Elliott S.; Communications and Journalism
Parker, James A.; Education
Partridge, L. Donald; Medical Sciences
### Alphabetical Index

| A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L | M | N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | X | Y | Z |

---

| Q | Qualls, Corethia; Anthropology and Archaeology | Quinney, Richard; Sociology and Social Work | Quint, Peter E.; Law |

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tabb, John R.</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tait, Pearl E.</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tardanico, Richard</td>
<td>History (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarlow, Sidney G.</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarrow, Susan R.</td>
<td>Language and Literature (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor, Carole A.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teague, Lavette C.</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teldick, Dennis</td>
<td>Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temmer, Helena W.</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tengerdy, Robert P.</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrrell, Timothy P.</td>
<td>Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tharaud, Barry C.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theisen, Gerald A.</td>
<td>American History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas, Franklin R.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson, Albert G.</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson, Carol B.</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson, James R.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson, Michael L.</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorsen, James L.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ting, Lee-Hsia</td>
<td>Library Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacyk, Jerome J.</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobin, Farley</td>
<td>Art and History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Towey, Thomas F.</td>
<td>Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trachinger, Robert</td>
<td>Communications and Journalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travis, Tom A.</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traweek, Sharon</td>
<td>Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troyer, Henry</td>
<td>Medical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulkin, Steven R.</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuma, Elias H.</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumposky, Daniel L.</td>
<td>TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunnell, John</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner, Arthur N.</td>
<td>Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulych, Richard</td>
<td>TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaid, Jyotsna</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valdez, Ramiro</td>
<td>Sociology and Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Der Ven, Peter E.</td>
<td>Medical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Demark, Paul J.</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venable, William B.</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vergara, Lisa</td>
<td>Art and Art History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitoz, Stanley H.</td>
<td>American History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voeltz, Erhard F.K.</td>
<td>Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vogel, Lester I.</td>
<td>American History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vogel, Ronald J.</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vondreele, Robert B.</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wahle, Roy P.</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waldron, Sidney R.</td>
<td>Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward, Dana</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward, Donald J.</td>
<td>Language and Literature (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward, Robert J.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren, H. Shaw</td>
<td>Medical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren, Kenneth W.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washburn, Robert B.</td>
<td>Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watkins, David S.</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watrous, Livingston V.</td>
<td>Art and Art History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webb, Michael A.</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber, Robert P.</td>
<td>Sociology and Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weeks, Richard R.</td>
<td>Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well, Raymond R.</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weir, Sybil B.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welch, David J.</td>
<td>Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells, John R.</td>
<td>Architecture and Urban Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West, James L.W., III</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westey, Richard J.</td>
<td>Medical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheatley, Bruce P.</td>
<td>Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whisler, William D.</td>
<td>Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitaker, John R.</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, James D., Jr.</td>
<td>Philosophy and Religion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiemann, John M.</td>
<td>Communications and Journalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiersma, Stanley M.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiggins, Thomas W.</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilborn, Steven L.</td>
<td>Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willeford, Bennett R.</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Donald E.</td>
<td>Communications and Journalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Louis</td>
<td>Medical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Terry N.</td>
<td>TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson, Melford A., Jr.</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilz, John E.</td>
<td>American History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wimmer, Lynne A.</td>
<td>Theatre and Dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winzeler, Robert L.</td>
<td>Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witt, Mary Ann F.</td>
<td>Language and Literature (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witt, Ronald G.</td>
<td>History (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolcott, Harry F.</td>
<td>Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolf, Jack S.</td>
<td>Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walk, Bruce A.</td>
<td>Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wollons, Roberta L.</td>
<td>American History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood, Kurt A.</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodbury, Joan J.</td>
<td>Theatre and Dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woolridge, Blue M.</td>
<td>Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, James C.</td>
<td>Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Robin M.</td>
<td>Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu, I-Pai</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yamada, David T.</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yamamoto, Kaoru</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaser, Betty S.</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yee, Carole Z.</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yourtee, David M.</td>
<td>Medical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zackula, Sharon K.</td>
<td>Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zamora, Mario D.</td>
<td>Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoglin, Larry</td>
<td>Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuckerman, Alan S.</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Scholars by Host Country
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Host Country Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Algeria**
- Allen, Philip M.; American Literature
- Sklepovich, Edward A.; American Literature
- Antreasian, Garo A.; Art and Art History
- Apple, Michael W.; Education
- Balk, Walter L.; Political Science
- Bartlett, Grant R.; Biological Sciences
- Bray, William R.; American Literature
- Bruneau, Thomas C.; Political Science
- Carnoy, Martin; Economics
- Cruickshank, Donald R.; Education
- da Silva, Ednaldo A.; Economics
- Dassin, Joan R.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- de la Vega, Aurelio; Music
- Diener, Urban L.; Biological Sciences
- Fliegel, Frederick C.; Sociology and Social Work
- Foster, David W.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Gage, Nathaniel L.; Education
- Garcia-Gomez, Jorge; Philosophy and Religion
- Goulet, Denis A.; Philosophy and Religion
- Holsinger, Donald B.; Education
- Jaeger, Alfred M.; Business Administration
- Kennel, Charles F.; Physics and Astronomy
- Krane, Dale A.; Political Science
- Love, Joseph L.; History (non-U.S.)
- Lugar, Catherine; History (non-U.S.)
- Marino, Joseph P.; Chemistry
- McChesney, James D.; Chemistry
- McClendon, Carmen; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Mersmann, James F.; American Literature
- Miller, Beth; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Moore, Kathryn M.; Education
- Morgan, Clyde W.; Theatre and Dance
- Palmer, James K.; Chemistry
- Petry, Alice; American Literature
- Rabinow, Paul M.; Anthropology and Archaeology
- Rajer, Anton W.; Art and Art History
- Bassner, Ronald M.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Romer, Grant; Art and Art History
- Saxe, Geoffrey B.; Psychology
- Shann, Mary H.; Education
- Silberger, Kathryn K.; Library Science
- Springer, Allan M.; Engineering
- Stam, Robert P.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Storper, Michael L.; Geography
- Tedlock, Dennis; Anthropology and Archaeology
- Whitaker, John R.; Chemistry
- Wiggins, Thomas W.; Education
- Wright, Robin M.; Anthropology and Archaeology

**Argentina**
- Bitterman, M.E.; Psychology
- Coatsworth, John H.; History (non-U.S.)
- Eckroad, James C.; Computer Science
- Ranis, Ruth, Stephen R.; Computer Science
- Australia
- Bitterman, M.E.; Psychology
- Coatsworth, John H.; History (non-U.S.)
- Eckroad, James C.; Computer Science
- Ranis, Ruth, Stephen R.; Computer Science

**Bahamas**
- Jekel, James F.; Medical Sciences
- Manschreck, Theo C.; Medical Sciences

**Bahrain**
- Qualls, Corethia; Anthropology and Archaeology

**Bangladesh**
- Foote, Joe S.; Communications and Journalism
- Jackson, Carlton; American History

**Barbados**
- Midgett, Douglas K.; Anthropology and Archaeology

**Belgium**
- Canning, Susan M.; Art and Art History
- Hilden, Patricia J.; History (non-U.S.)
- Hochster, Howard S.; Medical Sciences
- Hutner, Gordon N.; American Literature
- Lilly, Paul R.; American Literature
- Lipstus, Stephen L.; Biological Sciences
- Polasky, Janet L.; History (non-U.S.)

**Belize**
- Miller, Thomas E.; Geology

**Benin**
- Blier, Suzanne P.; Art and Art History
- Kamara, Jemadari; Architecture and Urban Planning

**Bolivia**
- Hendrickson, James M.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics

**Botswana**
- McKim, Wayne L.; Geography
| Host Country Index |

### Bulgaria
- Miatzuris, George D.; Law
- Perry, Duncan M.; History (non-U.S.)
- Rubinstein, Leonard S.; American Literature
- Strain, Jeris; TEFL/Applied Linguistics

### Burkina Faso
- Barlow, Aaron J.; American Literature

### Burundi
- Corrao, John C.; Economics
- Eggers, Ellen K.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
- Voeltz, Erhard F.K.; Linguistics

### Cameroon
- Fugler, Charles M.; Biological Sciences
- Linn, William J.; American Literature
- Rada, Stephen E.; Communications and Journalism

### Chile
- Brock, Philip L.; Economics
- Fox, Stanley F.; Biological Sciences
- Lenfest, Donald E.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Nauman, Robert V.; Chemistry
- Schofer, Jerry P.; Geography
- Stern, Charles R.; Geology

### China
- Abrams, Burton A.; Economics
- Chang, Leo S.; Political Science
- Chang, Peter T.; Economics
- Edelstein, Arnold S.; American Literature
- Evans, J. Dennis; American Literature
- Gup, Theodore S.; Communications and Journalism
- Haulman, Clyde A.; Economics
- Hefland, Michael S.; American Literature
- Kaledin, Eugenia; American Literature
- Keilmann, Barry S.; Law
- Kim, Samuel S.; Political Science
- Kuo, Wen-Hsiung; Sociology and Social Work
- Lancaster, William W.; Law
- Lewis, Donald J.; Law
- Liebes, Bernard H.; Communications and Journalism
- Mandle, Jay R.; American History
- Moss, Leonard J.; American Literature
- Oberschall, Anthony R.; Sociology and Social Work

### Colombia
- Bender, Deborah E.; Medical Sciences
- Brown, Richard H.; Sociology and Social Work
- Hallberg, Kristin; Economics
- Lynch, John D.; Biological Sciences
- Martz, John D.; Political Science
- Orentlicher, John; Art and Art History
- Santos, Sheryl L.; Education
- Siemens, William L.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Venable, William R.; Education

### Congo
- Rioux, Robert; American Literature

### Costa Rica
- Benjamin, Mark M.; Engineering
- Lincoln, Jennie K.; Political Science
- Stycos, Joseph M.; Sociology and Social Work
- Tardanico, Richard; History (non-U.S.)
- Webb, Michael A.; Economics

### Cyprus
- Gaber-Saletan, Pamela; Anthropology and Archaeology
- London, Gloria; Anthropology and Archaeology
- McClellan, Murray C.; Anthropology and Archaeology
- Sharps, Donald K.; Education

### Czechoslovakia
- Garrow, Stephen P.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
- Hildenbrand, Joan Lee; TEFL/Applied Linguistics

### Denmark
- Barnard Hall, Caroline K.; American Literature
- Dennerline, Jerry P.; History (non-U.S.)
- Kirschner, Leonard B.; Biological Sciences
- Luckert, Karl W.; Philosophy and Religion
- Thomas, Franklin R.; American Literature

### Ecuador
- Blot, Richard K.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
- Early, Daniel; Anthropology and Archaeology
- Glasser, David E.; Architecture and Urban Planning
- Gomez, Vincent; Music
- Kent, John N.; Medical Sciences
- Kraft, Richard J.; Education
- Lopez, Angel A.; Computer Science
- Stothert, Karen E.; Anthropology and Archaeology
- Whistler, William D.; Business Administration

### Egypt
- Bro, Ronald D.; Education
- Caesar, Judith C.; American Literature
- Cleveland, David A.; Anthropology and Archaeology
- Cole, John R.; History (non-U.S.)
- Cooper, Edwin L.; Biological Sciences
- Eichen, Marc A.; Geography
- Fakhouri, Hani I.; Anthropology and Archaeology
- Iverson, Barry L.; History (non-U.S.)
- Poon, Calvin P.; Environmental Sciences
- Roth, John G.; Medical Sciences
- Washburn, Robert B.; Music

### Ethiopia
- Hodes, Richard M.; Medical Sciences

### Fiji
- Charle, Edwin G.; Economics

### Finland
- Crosby, Alfred W.; American History
- Gibb, Daryl K.; Linguistics
- Hollman, Dennis R.; American Literature
- Kaups, Matti E.; Geography
- King, Floris E.; Medical Sciences
- Lank, David B.; Biological Sciences
- Letteri, Charles A.; Education
- Morrill, Robert W.; Geography
- Norris, Daniel H.; Biological Sciences
- Powers, John J.; Biological Sciences
- Purves, Alan C.; Education
- Saltman, Richard B.; Political Science
- Smith, Joan A.; Theatre and Dance
- Smith, Paul L.; Physics and Astronomy

### France
- Anderson, Timothy J.; Engineering
Host Country Index

Azzam, Rasheed M.A.; Engineering
Berger, Suzanne; Political Science
Berry, Ralph M.; American Literature
Bressoud, David; Mathematics
Charo, R. Alta; Law
Christensen, A. Kent; Biological Sciences
Crandall, Jack; Chemistry
de Casper, Anthony; Psychology
de Saint Victor, Carol; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
de Casper, Anthony; Psychology
Dunn, Bruce S.; Engineering
Fisher, William S.; Biological Sciences
Harrison, Daphne; Music
Hitchner, Robert; History (non-U.S.)
Hunter, Carol A.; American Literature
Janda, Kenneth C.; Chemistry
Keylor, William R.; History (non-U.S.)
Lavallee, David K.; Chemistry
Lopez, Henry P.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Neff, William B.; Library Science
Pincett, Stephanie S.; Architecture and Urban Planning
Rapp, Robert A.; Engineering
Richardson, Randall; Geology
Rosenthal, Gerald A.; Biological Sciences
Salholz, Miriam; Law
Schwerin, Karl H.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Smith, David R.; American Literature
Springer, Haskell; American Literature
Thompson, Michael L.; Agriculture
Warren, H. Shaw; Medical Sciences

Love, Glen A.; American Literature
O’Malley, Joseph J.; Philosophy and Religion
Nichols, Charles H.; American Literature
O'Malley, Joseph J.; Philosophy and Religion
Olson, Alan M.; Philosophy and Religion
Partridge, L. Donald; Medical Sciences
Pope, Marvin H.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Quint, Peter E.; Law
Scharnhorst, Gary F.; American Literature
Scharnhorst, Gary F.; American Literature
Schnieirov, Richard S.; American History
Schulz, Rockwell I.; Business Administration
Skopp, Douglas R.; History (non-U.S.)
Stevenson, Robert L.; Communications and Journalism
Thorson, James L.; American Literature
Trachinger, Robert ; Communications and Journalism
Ward, Donald J.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Watkins, David S.; Mathematics
Weir, Sybil B.; American Literature
Wolk, Bruce A.; Law

Ghana

Nabinet, Karie; Sociology and Social Work

Greece

Gottidiener, Mark D.; Sociology and Social Work
Gressler, Thomas H.; Theatre and Dance
Jones, Carol C.; Geology
McCullough, Joseph B.; American Literature
Sands, Kathleen M.; American Literature
Wright, James C.; Anthropology and Archaeology

Grenada

Oakes, Elizabeth H.; Anthropology and Archaeology

Guatemala

Bowes, Stephen G.; Education
Dunn, Jon R.J.; Communications and Journalism
Mues, Wayne R.; Education
Thompson, Albert G.; Education

Haiti

Davis, Charles N.; American Literature

Honduras

Beaudry, Marilyn P.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Cheek, Charles D.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Creamer, Winifred M.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Hirth, Kenneth G.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Spink, Mary L.; Anthropology and Archaeology

Hong Kong

Kaplan, Robert B.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Miner, Earl R.; American Literature
Perry, James L.; Political Science
Shull, Steven A.; Political Science
Snow, Marguerite A.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics

Hungary

Barany, George; History (non-U.S.)
Beede, Elizabeth R.; Art and Art History
Burton, Theodore A.; Mathematics
Houpis, Harry L.F.; Physics and Astronomy
Nevai, Paul G.; Mathematics
Shepherd, A. Ross; Economics
Szehely, Victor G.; Engineering

Iceland

Boos, Florence S.; American Literature
Grimstad, Kaaren E.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Gudmundson, Barbara J.R.; Environmental Sciences
Yamamoto, Kaoru; Education

India

Ahmed, Saleem; Agriculture
Beeman, William; Anthropology and Archaeology
Campbell, Penelope; American History
Crane, Robert I.; History (non-U.S.)
Cunningham, Clark; Law
Frazier, John G.; Biological Sciences
Gajjar, Jagdish T.; Computer Science
Gore, Jane S.; Sociology and Social Work
Gupta, Bhupender S.; Chemistry
Host Country Index

Israel

Dieniro, Michael J.; Chemistry
Dunleavy, Janet E.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Fischer, Claude S.; Sociology and Social Work
Freedman, Martin; Business Administration
Gert, Bernard; Philosophy and Religion
Hess, Richard S.; Philosophy and Religion
Jaher, Frederic C.; American History
Janowitz, Naomi; Philosophy and Religion
Katz, Jonathan I.; Physics and Astronomy
Kay, Jeanne C.; Geography
Klein, Marcus N.; American Literature
Krim, Seymour; American Literature
May, Sheldon W.; Chemistry
Perry, Theodore A.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)

Pomerantz, Seymour H.; Medical Sciences
Prober, Daniel E.; Physics and Astronomy
Rubinstein, Bernard; Biological Sciences
Seagull, Elizabeth A.W.; Psychology
Siegmund, David O.; Mathematics
Vogel, Lester I.; American History
Vogel, Ronald J.; Economics
Wu, I-Pai; Engineering
Zuckerman, Alan S.; Political Science

Italy

Auchard, John F.; American Literature
Becker, Helene E.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Blachowicz, Camille L.Z.; Education
Brzezinski, Caroline A.; Art and Art History
Burke, Martin J.; American History
Card, Patricia A.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Chapman, William R.; Architecture and Urban Planning
Converse, Carol L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Dichter, Marc A.; Medical Sciences
Ellis, Tracey L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Ellison, Charles E.; Architecture and Urban Planning
Fluit, Jan M.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Fratianni, Michele U.; Economics
Fromme, Donald K.; Psychology
Gaines, Rosslyn; Psychology
Hay, James W.; American Literature
Heck, Thomas F.; Music
Helmick, Pamela S.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Jewell, Keala J.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Lange, Peter; Political Science
Lindsay, Diane B.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Lindsey, Robert L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
McCusker, Paul D.; Law

Moscattelli, Frank A.; Physics and Astronomy
Orsi, Robert A.; American History
Palermino, Maria L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Rosenthal, Lawrence A.; Sociology and Social Work
Schmandt, Linda M.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Slater, Paul B.; Geography
Tarrow, Susan R.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)

Ivory Coast

Falk, Armand E.; American Literature
Melter, Robert A.; Mathematics
Roberts, Tyson R.; Biological Sciences

Jamaica

Ellison, John W.; Library Science
Hope, Kempe R.; Economics
Hull, Gloria; American Literature
Phleger, Charles F.; Biological Sciences

Japan

Akita, George; History (non-U.S.)
Beer, Lawrence W.; Political Science
Boocock, Sarane S.; Sociology and Social Work
Borgen, Robert; History (non-U.S.)
Boulton, William R.; Business Administration
Browne, Sean K.L.; Art and Art History
Calder, Kent E.; Political Science
Collinwood, Dean W.; Sociology and Social Work
Feinerman, James V.; Law
Forgery, Benjamin F.; Architecture and Urban Planning
Gluck, Carol N.; History (non-U.S.)
Greenberg, Leibert L.; Law
Kellert, Stephen R.; Environmental Sciences
Luxenberg, Mitchell A.; Environmental Sciences
Mammen, David; Architecture and Urban Planning
Maxwell, Elliot E.; Law
Nolte, Sharon H.; History (non-U.S.)
Nosco, Peter E.; History (non-U.S.)
Overly, Norman V.; Education
Peterson, Mark F.; Business Administration
Forges, Amelia B.; Law
Fugel, Thomas A.; Economics
Robinson, Forrest G.; American Literature
Stanaway, B. Anne; Communications and Journalism
Sullivan, Lawrence E.; Philosophy and Religion
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Morocco
Damon, George H., Jr.; Communications and Journalism
Kent, Alired L., III; Engineering
Miller, James A.; Geography
Wood, Kurt A.; Chemistry

Mozambique
Demuth, Katherine A.; Linguistics

Netherlands
Baye, Michael R.; Economics
Cassinelli, Joseph P.; Physics and Astronomy
DuFlessis, Rachel B.; American Literature
Juola, James F.; Psychology
Rydell, Robert W.; American History
Smith, James; Mathematics
Van Der Ven, Peter E.; Medical Sciences
Vergara, Lisa; Art and Art History

New Zealand
Blank, Robert H.; Political Science
Brockhaus, Robert H.; Business Administration
Carpenter, Arthur E.; Art and Art History
Carrillo, Loretta; American Literature
Christie, George C.; Law
Dandridge, Thomas C.; Business Administration
Dordick, Herbert S.; Communications and Journalism
Fine, David M.; American Literature
Fitzgerald, Thomas K.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Jones, David R.; History (non-U.S.)
Kennedy, George P.; Communications and Journalism
Korte, Karl; Music
Lyson, Thomas A.; Sociology and Social Work
Mclsaac, Hugh G.; Law
Miller, Sally M.; American History
Reimer, Bennett; Music
Ririe, Shirley R.; Theatre and Dance
Turner, Arthur N.; Business Administration
Woodbury, Joan J.; Theatre and Dance

Jordan
Gregory, Eileen; Biological Sciences
Hafez, Youssef S.; Biological Sciences
Leonhardt, Nancy L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Miller, Robert L.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Smith, Barrie D.; Medical Sciences

Kenya
Benson, Peter E.; American Literature
Leonard, David K.; Political Science
Scotton, James F.; Communications and Journalism

Korea
Leonhardt, Nancy L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Miller, Robert L.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Smith, Walter L.; Education
Stemming, Walter F.; Education

Kuwait
Traweek, Sharon; Anthropology and Archaeology
Wollons, Roberta L.; American History
Zoglin, Larry; Law

Lesotho
Cefkin, J. Leo; Political Science
Dean, David M.; American History
Sarracino, Robert S.; Physics and Astronomy

Liberia
Hartwig, Charles; Political Science
Nagel, Joane P.; Sociology and Social Work
Pratt, James; Communications and Journalism
Siegmund, William C.; History (non-U.S.)

Libya
Beach, Robert H.; Education
Dudlos, Gloria S.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)

Malaysia
Atwood, Joyce; Communications and Journalism
Hodgdon, Linwood L.; Sociology and Social Work
Lambert, Donald H.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Littrell, John M.; Education
Maxwell, Allen R.; Anthropology and Archaeology
McCacken, J. David; Education
Milkman, Harvey B.; Psychology
Parker, Elliott S.; Communications and Journalism
Swetz, Frank J.; Education
Winzeler, Robert L.; Anthropology and Archaeology

Malta
Psimitis, Van D.; Business Administration

Mauritania
Slater, James R.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics

Mauritius
Hager, Wayne R.; Engineering

Mexico
Barton, Josef J.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Burke, Melvin; Economics
Connolly, Michael B.; Economics
Glickman, Norman J.; Economics
Koza, John; History (non-U.S.)
Lambe, Robert C.; Biological Sciences
Logan, Kathleen; Anthropology and Archaeology
Lynch, Brian K.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Maciel, David R.; History (non-U.S.)
Mendez, Roque V.; Psychology
Pastor, Robert A.; Political Science
Perry, Eugene C.; Geology
Rosenau, James N.; Political Science
Rovner, Irvin; Anthropology and Archaeology
Schutte, Ofeila M.; Philosophy and Religion
South, Robert B.; Geography
Theisen, Gerald A.; American History
Tunnell, John; Biological Sciences
Wimmer, Lynne A.; Theatre and Dance

Morocco
Damon, George H., Jr.; Communications and Journalism
Kent, Alfred L., III; Engineering
Miller, James A.; Geography
Wood, Kurt A.; Chemistry

Mozambique
Demuth, Katherine A.; Linguistics

Netherlands
Baye, Michael R.; Economics
Cassinelli, Joseph P.; Physics and Astronomy
DuFlessis, Rachel B.; American Literature
Juola, James F.; Psychology
Rydell, Robert W.; American History
Smith, James; Mathematics
Van Der Ven, Peter E.; Medical Sciences
Vergara, Lisa; Art and Art History

New Zealand
Blank, Robert H.; Political Science
Brockhaus, Robert H.; Business Administration
Carpenter, Arthur E.; Art and Art History
Carrillo, Loretta; American Literature
Christie, George C.; Law
Dandridge, Thomas C.; Business Administration
Dordick, Herbert S.; Communications and Journalism
Fine, David M.; American Literature
Fitzgerald, Thomas K.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Jones, David R.; History (non-U.S.)
Kennedy, George P.; Communications and Journalism
Korte, Karl; Music
Lyson, Thomas A.; Sociology and Social Work
Mclsaac, Hugh G.; Law
Miller, Sally M.; American History
Reimer, Bennett; Music
Ririe, Shirley R.; Theatre and Dance
Turner, Arthur N.; Business Administration
Woodbury, Joan J.; Theatre and Dance

Malawi
Beach, Robert H.; Education
Dudlos, Gloria S.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)

Mexico
Barton, Josef J.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Burke, Melvin; Economics
Connolly, Michael B.; Economics
Glickman, Norman J.; Economics
Koza, John; History (non-U.S.)
Lambe, Robert C.; Biological Sciences
Logan, Kathleen; Anthropology and Archaeology
Lynch, Brian K.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Maciel, David R.; History (non-U.S.)
Mendez, Roque V.; Psychology
Pastor, Robert A.; Political Science
Perry, Eugene C.; Geology
Rosenau, James N.; Political Science
Rovner, Irvin; Anthropology and Archaeology
Schutte, Ofeila M.; Philosophy and Religion
South, Robert B.; Geography
Theisen, Gerald A.; American History
Tunnell, John; Biological Sciences
Wimmer, Lynne A.; Theatre and Dance

Morocco
Damon, George H., Jr.; Communications and Journalism
Kent, Alfred L., III; Engineering
Miller, James A.; Geography
Wood, Kurt A.; Chemistry

Mozambique
Demuth, Katherine A.; Linguistics

Netherlands
Baye, Michael R.; Economics
Cassinelli, Joseph P.; Physics and Astronomy
DuFlessis, Rachel B.; American Literature
Juola, James F.; Psychology
Rydell, Robert W.; American History
Smith, James; Mathematics
Van Der Ven, Peter E.; Medical Sciences
Vergara, Lisa; Art and Art History

New Zealand
Blank, Robert H.; Political Science
Brockhaus, Robert H.; Business Administration
Carpenter, Arthur E.; Art and Art History
Carrillo, Loretta; American Literature
Christie, George C.; Law
Dandridge, Thomas C.; Business Administration
Dordick, Herbert S.; Communications and Journalism
Fine, David M.; American Literature
Fitzgerald, Thomas K.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Jones, David R.; History (non-U.S.)
Kennedy, George P.; Communications and Journalism
Korte, Karl; Music
Lyson, Thomas A.; Sociology and Social Work
Mclsaac, Hugh G.; Law
Miller, Sally M.; American History
Reimer, Bennett; Music
Ririe, Shirley R.; Theatre and Dance
Turner, Arthur N.; Business Administration
Woodbury, Joan J.; Theatre and Dance

Malawi
Beach, Robert H.; Education
Dudlos, Gloria S.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Nigeria

Barnes, Sandra T.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Dowdall, Stephen B.; American Literature
Erickson, Glenn W.; Philosophy and Religion
Hodges, Norman E.; History (non-U.S.)
Hollos, Marida C.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Marenin, Otwin; Political Science
Roberts, Ted E.; Communications and Journalism
Wesler, Kit W.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Williams, Louis; Medical Sciences
Yourtee, David M.; Medical Sciences

Norway

Alschuler, Alfred S.; Education
Bitler, William R.; Physics and Astronomy
Cassaway, Alexander R.; Geography
Green, Michael H.; Biological Sciences
Hill, Reuben L.; Sociology and Social Work
Horan, Patrick M.; Sociology and Social Work
Linker, David T.; Medical Sciences
Nitecki, Matthew H.; Geology
Nurss, Joanne R.; Education
Paiciele, Dolores M.; Art and Art History
Peepinsky, Harold E.; Sociology and Social Work
Seifert, Richard D.; Engineering
Shuler, Philip L.; Philosophy and Religion
Yee, Carole Z.; American Literature
Zamora, Mario D.; Anthropology and Archaeology

Pakistan

Nesom, Marcella B.; Art and Art History
Sims, Elizabeth H.; Political Science

Panama

Read, Robert G.; Environmental Sciences

Papua New Guinea

Blank, Frederick M.; Economics
Lewis, Alan J.; Biological Sciences
Mookherjee, Harsha N.; Sociology and Social Work

Paraguay

Levine, Susan; American Literature

Peru

Alexander, William H.R.; American Literature
Barcus, James R.; Physics and Astronomy
Binder, Shirley; Education
Furnish, Dale; Law
Glade, William; Economics
Gunderson, Karen M.; Art and Art History
Hahnel, Robin E.; Economics
Hammitt, William E.; Environmental Sciences
Jones, Harold Y.; Communications and Journalism
Lawson, Creonice; Education
Madewell, Bruce R.; Medical Sciences
Rockland, Michael; American History
Saulnier, Alfred; Economics
Tengerdy, Robert P.; Biological Sciences
Wells, John R.; Architecture and Urban Planning

Philippines

Gillespie, Angus K.; American Literature
Lipski, John M.; Linguistics
Meiser, John H.; Chemistry
Smith, Harry F.; Mathematics

Poland

Borsvold, Joan E.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Cioffi, Frank L.; American Literature
Frawley, William J.; Linguistics
Goodman-Gould, Jill M.; American Literature
Greenberg, William J.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Hamilton, Christopher R.; Political Science
Harman, Pamela M.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Harman, Richard W., Jr.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Jarvella, Robert J.; Linguistics
Johnson, Theodore C.; Linguistics
Morace, Robert A.; American Literature
Neinstein, Raymond L.; American Literature
Shepherd, Susan C.; Linguistics
Temmer, Helena W.; Psychology
Tobacyk, Jerome J.; Psychology
Ulych, Richard; TEFL/Applied Linguistics

Portugal

Bolsterli, Margaret J.; American Literature
Fabos, Julius G.; Architecture and Urban Planning
Fitting, Majorie; Computer Science
Heward, William L.; Education
Kahn, Sy M.; American Literature

Romania

Amelin, Charles F.; Mathematics
Cochran, Robert B.; American Literature
Finnan, Robert W.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Johnson, Dennis; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Johnson, Diane; Mathematics
Le Bovit, Judit; American Literature
Madden, Theodore M.; Education
Parker, Anthony C.; Art and Art History
Ratner, Marc; American Literature
Sparkman, Alan; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Ward, Robert J.; American Literature

Rwanda

Fleming, Bruce E.; American Literature
Moermond, Timothy C.; Biological Sciences

Senegal

Dixon, Melvin W.; American Literature

Sierra Leone

Bell, Leland V.; American History

Singapore

Blachman, Benita A.; Psychology
Freeman, Donald M.; Political Science
Heifetz, Louis J.; Psychology
Kipp, Rita S.; Sociology and Social Work
Leinbach, Thomas R.; Geography
Lin, Kuan-Pin; Economics
Makkai, Adam; Linguistics

Somalia

DeLancey, Virginia H.; Economics
Tumphosky, Daniel L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
### Host Country Index

#### Spain

- Allen, David B.; American Literature
- Bartlett, Jeffrey M.; American Literature
- Dagel, Gena E.; American Literature
- Hazlett, John D.; American Literature

#### Sri Lanka

- Jensen, Erik G.; Law
- Ledoux, Arthur O.; Philosophy and Religion
- Parish, Charles; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
- Sarracone, Carmine T.; American Literature
- Stoddard, Robert H.; Geography

#### Sweden

- Adelman, Charles M.; Art and Art History
- Benson, Jerry K.; Sociology and Social Work
- Blakely, Edward J.; Architecture and Urban Planning
- Boe, John M.; Music
- Campaigne, Barbara N.; Medical Sciences
- Enteen, George; History (non-U.S.)
- Frankel, Richard M.; Linguistics
- Harkavy, Robert E.; Political Science
- Liberman, Alvin M.; Psychology
- Liberman, Isabelle Y.; Psychology
- Melhado, Evan M.; History (non-U.S.)
- Popenoe, David; Sociology and Social Work
- Weber, Robert P.; Sociology and Social Work

#### Sudan

- Anderson, Stanley E.; Chemistry
- Friar, Robert E.; Biological Sciences
- Middleton, Phillip B.; American Literature

#### Tanzania

- Kleemeier, Lizz L.; Political Science
- Schmidt, Peter R.; Anthropology and Archaeology
- Tabb, John R.; Economics
- Woolridge, Blue M.; Business Administration

#### Thailand

- Anderson, Douglas D.; Anthropology and Archaeology
- Baker, Frederick J.; Education
- Hope, Barney F.; Economics
- Jungck, John R.; Education
- Kirsch, Anthony T.; Anthropology and Archaeology
- Lavers, Norman; American Literature
- Lind, Aulis; Geography
- Meyer, Ralph A.; Education
- Neher, Clark D.; Political Science
- Parente, William J.; Political Science
- Smalley, William A.; Linguistics
- Swierczek, Fredric W.; Business Administration
- Tullkin, Steven R.; Psychology
- Welch, David J.; Anthropology and Archaeology
- Wolcott, Harry F.; Anthropology and Archaeology

#### Togo

- Steier, Saul; American Literature

#### Trinidad/Tobago

- Dathorne, Oscar R.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Erisman, H. Michael; Political Science
- Godsae, Bruce F.; Education

#### Tunisia

- Franck, Peter G.; Economics

#### Turkey

- Bishop, Michael E.; Art and Art History
- Cohen, Herbert G.; Education
- Endres, Clifford W.; American Literature
- Farah, Caesar E.; History (non-U.S.)
- Foster, Edward H.; American Literature
- Golany, Gideon S.; Architecture and Urban Planning
- Hall, John B.; Medical Sciences
- Harrell, Elizabeth F.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics

#### United Kingdom

- Benedict, Larry G.; Education
- Berkman, Lisa F.; Sociology and Social Work
- Bradshaw, William E.; Biological Sciences
- Burg, Barbara A.; Library Science
- Burdach, James T.; Philosophy and Religion
- Cooper, Donald; Art and Art History
- Crum, Lawrence A.; Physics and Astronomy
- Fowlkes, Diane L.; Political Science
- Kimball, Jane A.; Library Science
- Kulhawy, Fred H.; Engineering
- McCay, Mary A.; American Literature
- McIvor, Alan G.; Education
- Merritt, Richard W.; Biological Sciences
- Pearson, Frederic S.; Political Science
- Radin, Eric L.; Engineering
- Szasz, Ferenc M.; American History
- Terrell, Timothy P.; Law
- Vandreele, Robert B.; Chemistry
- Waldron, Sidney R.; Anthropology and Archaeology
- West, James L.W., III; American Literature
- Willborn, Steven L.; Law

#### Uruguay

- Guess, George M.; Political Science
- Hartman, Geoffrey H.; American Literature
- Holmquist, Gerald; Biological Sciences
- Hudlicky, Tomas; Chemistry
- Kwart, Lawrence D.; Chemistry
- Maunez-Cuadra, Jose M.S.; Communications and Journalism
- Miller, J. Hills; American Literature
- Paulston, Christina B.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
- Rinker, Kenneth; Theatre and Dance
- Rodriguez-Monegal, Emir; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Host Country Index

Venezuela

Diggins, John P.; American History
Dixon, Heriberto R.; Business Administration
Fuller, John W.; Economics

Zambia

Bartenstein, Edwin; Business Administration
Hayes, Robert E.; Biological Sciences
Holland, Douglas F.; Physics and Astronomy
Mill, Walter C.; Medical Sciences
Narasimham, Gorti V.L.; Economics
Sondheimer, Henry M.; Medical Sciences

Zimbabwe

Calvert, John F.; Medical Sciences
Fry, Edward B.; Education
Lundquist, Richard O.; Business Administration
Roller, Cathy M.; Education
Shannon, Edward J.; Medical Sciences
Thompson, Carol B.; Political Science
Troyer, Henry; Medical Sciences
Weil, Raymond R.; Agriculture
Williams, Donald E.; Communications and Journalism

Yemen

Beam, Patricia Simila; American Literature

Multicountry Awards

Anderson, Barbara J.; American Literature
Browning, Reed S.; History (non-U.S.)
DuPlessis, Robert S.; History (non-U.S.)
Elam, Helen R.; American Literature
Gaylord-Ross, Robert J.; Education
Iatrides, John O.; Political Science
Kalinke, Marianne E.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Kramer, John F.; Political Science
Locke, Robert R.; History (non-U.S.)
Loiseaux, Pierre R.; Law
Marino, John A.; History (non-U.S.)
Mendels, Franklin F.; History (non-U.S.)
Meriwether, Margaret L.; History (non-U.S.)
Moskowitz, Herbert; Business Administration
Ober, Kenneth H.; American Literature
Orlow, Dietrich O.; History (non-U.S.)
Roberts, Ann M.; Art and Art History
Schoker, Stephen A.; History (non-U.S.)
Segal, Steven P.; Sociology and Social Work
Tarrow, Sidney G.; Political Science
Witt, Mary Ann F.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Witt, Ronald G.; History (non-U.S.)

Yugoslavia

Ackermann, Erich J.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Barraga, Natalie C.; Education
Bennett, Michael; Medical Sciences
Conrad, Timothy R.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Ebrecht, Ann B.; American Literature
Engels, John D.; American Literature
Field, Mary Lee; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Goodell, Elizabeth W.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Haber-Schaim, Uri; Education
Hernandez, Sam; Art and Art History
Jackson, Richard; American Literature
Kaiser, Henry F.; Computer Science
Katz, Leonard; Psychology
Krzic, Gerard A.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Lim, Phyllis L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Marwin, Nancy L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
McIver, Bruce J.S.; American Literature
Meyer, Richard; Chemistry
Miller, Margo E.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Newcomb-Baic, Mary L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Peary, Gerald M.; Theatre and Dance
Polensiek, Anton; Engineering
Pollitt, Katha; American Literature
Rubin, Leonard R.; Mathematics
Senft, James R.; Mathematics
Shiner, Vernon J.; Chemistry
Stern, Jody L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Szporer, Michael; American Literature
Wolf, Jack S.; Business Administration

West Bank

Bergum, Christian O.; Architecture and Urban Planning
Boczkaj, Bohdan K.; Engineering
Kaplan, Jeffrey; TEFL/Applied Linguistics

Zambia

Bartenstein, Edwin; Business Administration
Hayes, Robert E.; Biological Sciences
Holland, Douglas F.; Physics and Astronomy
Mill, Walter C.; Medical Sciences
Narasimham, Gorti V.L.; Economics
Sondheimer, Henry M.; Medical Sciences

Zimbabwe

Calvert, John F.; Medical Sciences
Fry, Edward B.; Education
Lundquist, Richard O.; Business Administration
Roller, Cathy M.; Education
Shannon, Edward J.; Medical Sciences
Thompson, Carol B.; Political Science
Troyer, Henry; Medical Sciences
Weil, Raymond R.; Agriculture
Williams, Donald E.; Communications and Journalism

Yemen

Beam, Patricia Simila; American Literature

Multicountry Awards

Anderson, Barbara J.; American Literature
Browning, Reed S.; History (non-U.S.)
DuPlessis, Robert S.; History (non-U.S.)
Elam, Helen R.; American Literature
Gaylord-Ross, Robert J.; Education
Iatrides, John O.; Political Science
Kalinke, Marianne E.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Kramer, John F.; Political Science
Locke, Robert R.; History (non-U.S.)
Loiseaux, Pierre R.; Law
Marino, John A.; History (non-U.S.)
Mendels, Franklin F.; History (non-U.S.)
Meriwether, Margaret L.; History (non-U.S.)
Moskowitz, Herbert; Business Administration
Ober, Kenneth H.; American Literature
Orlow, Dietrich O.; History (non-U.S.)
Roberts, Ann M.; Art and Art History
Schoker, Stephen A.; History (non-U.S.)
Segal, Steven P.; Sociology and Social Work
Tarrow, Sidney G.; Political Science
Witt, Mary Ann F.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Witt, Ronald G.; History (non-U.S.)

Yugoslavia

Ackermann, Erich J.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Barraga, Natalie C.; Education
Bennett, Michael; Medical Sciences
Conrad, Timothy R.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Ebrecht, Ann B.; American Literature
Engels, John D.; American Literature
Field, Mary Lee; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Goodell, Elizabeth W.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Haber-Schaim, Uri; Education
Hernandez, Sam; Art and Art History
Jackson, Richard; American Literature
Kaiser, Henry F.; Computer Science
Katz, Leonard; Psychology
Krzic, Gerard A.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Lim, Phyllis L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Marwin, Nancy L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
McIver, Bruce J.S.; American Literature
Meyer, Richard; Chemistry
Miller, Margo E.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Newcomb-Baic, Mary L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Peary, Gerald M.; Theatre and Dance
Polensiek, Anton; Engineering
Pollitt, Katha; American Literature
Rubin, Leonard R.; Mathematics
Senft, James R.; Mathematics
Shiner, Vernon J.; Chemistry
Stern, Jody L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Szporer, Michael; American Literature
Wolf, Jack S.; Business Administration

West Bank

Bergum, Christian O.; Architecture and Urban Planning
Boczkaj, Bohdan K.; Engineering
Kaplan, Jeffrey; TEFL/Applied Linguistics

Zambia

Bartenstein, Edwin; Business Administration
Hayes, Robert E.; Biological Sciences
Holland, Douglas F.; Physics and Astronomy
Mill, Walter C.; Medical Sciences
Narasimham, Gorti V.L.; Economics
Sondheimer, Henry M.; Medical Sciences

Zimbabwe

Calvert, John F.; Medical Sciences
Fry, Edward B.; Education
Lundquist, Richard O.; Business Administration
Roller, Cathy M.; Education
Shannon, Edward J.; Medical Sciences
Thompson, Carol B.; Political Science
Troyer, Henry; Medical Sciences
Weil, Raymond R.; Agriculture
Williams, Donald E.; Communications and Journalism

Yemen

Beam, Patricia Simila; American Literature

Multicountry Awards

Anderson, Barbara J.; American Literature
Browning, Reed S.; History (non-U.S.)
DuPlessis, Robert S.; History (non-U.S.)
Elam, Helen R.; American Literature
Gaylord-Ross, Robert J.; Education
Iatrides, John O.; Political Science
Kalinke, Marianne E.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Kramer, John F.; Political Science
Locke, Robert R.; History (non-U.S.)
Loiseaux, Pierre R.; Law
Marino, John A.; History (non-U.S.)
Mendels, Franklin F.; History (non-U.S.)
Meriwether, Margaret L.; History (non-U.S.)
Moskowitz, Herbert; Business Administration
Ober, Kenneth H.; American Literature
Orlow, Dietrich O.; History (non-U.S.)
Roberts, Ann M.; Art and Art History
Schoker, Stephen A.; History (non-U.S.)
Segal, Steven P.; Sociology and Social Work
Tarrow, Sidney G.; Political Science
Witt, Mary Ann F.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Witt, Ronald G.; History (non-U.S.)

Yugoslavia

Ackermann, Erich J.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Barraga, Natalie C.; Education
Bennett, Michael; Medical Sciences
Conrad, Timothy R.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Ebrecht, Ann B.; American Literature
Engels, John D.; American Literature
Field, Mary Lee; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Goodell, Elizabeth W.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Haber-Schaim, Uri; Education
Hernandez, Sam; Art and Art History
Jackson, Richard; American Literature
Kaiser, Henry F.; Computer Science
Katz, Leonard; Psychology
Krzic, Gerard A.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Lim, Phyllis L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Marwin, Nancy L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
McIver, Bruce J.S.; American Literature
Meyer, Richard; Chemistry
Miller, Margo E.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Newcomb-Baic, Mary L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Peary, Gerald M.; Theatre and Dance
Polensiek, Anton; Engineering
Pollitt, Katha; American Literature
Rubin, Leonard R.; Mathematics
Senft, James R.; Mathematics
Shiner, Vernon J.; Chemistry
Stern, Jody L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Szporer, Michael; American Literature
Wolf, Jack S.; Business Administration

West Bank

Bergum, Christian O.; Architecture and Urban Planning
Boczkaj, Bohdan K.; Engineering
Kaplan, Jeffrey; TEFL/Applied Linguistics

Zambia

Bartenstein, Edwin; Business Administration
Hayes, Robert E.; Biological Sciences
Holland, Douglas F.; Physics and Astronomy
Mill, Walter C.; Medical Sciences
Narasimham, Gorti V.L.; Economics
Sondheimer, Henry M.; Medical Sciences

Zimbabwe

Calvert, John F.; Medical Sciences
Fry, Edward B.; Education
Lundquist, Richard O.; Business Administration
Roller, Cathy M.; Education
Shannon, Edward J.; Medical Sciences
Thompson, Carol B.; Political Science
Troyer, Henry; Medical Sciences
Weil, Raymond R.; Agriculture
Williams, Donald E.; Communications and Journalism

Yemen

Beam, Patricia Simila; American Literature

Multicountry Awards

Anderson, Barbara J.; American Literature
Browning, Reed S.; History (non-U.S.)
DuPlessis, Robert S.; History (non-U.S.)
Elam, Helen R.; American Literature
Gaylord-Ross, Robert J.; Education
Iatrides, John O.; Political Science
Kalinke, Marianne E.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Kramer, John F.; Political Science
Locke, Robert R.; History (non-U.S.)
Loiseaux, Pierre R.; Law
Marino, John A.; History (non-U.S.)
Mendels, Franklin F.; History (non-U.S.)
Meriwether, Margaret L.; History (non-U.S.)
Moskowitz, Herbert; Business Administration
Ober, Kenneth H.; American Literature
Orlow, Dietrich O.; History (non-U.S.)
Roberts, Ann M.; Art and Art History
Schoker, Stephen A.; History (non-U.S.)
Segal, Steven P.; Sociology and Social Work
Tarrow, Sidney G.; Political Science
Witt, Mary Ann F.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Witt, Ronald G.; History (non-U.S.)
Scholars
by Home State
### Home State Index

#### Alabama

- Beach, Robert H.; Education
- Chang, Peter T.; Economics
- Diener, Urban L.; Biological Sciences
- Hafner, John H.; American Literature
- Logan, Kathleen; Anthropology and Archaeology
- Maxwell, Allen R.; Anthropology and Archaeology
- Mersmann, James F.; American Literature
- Wheatley, Bruce P.; Anthropology and Archaeology

#### Alaska

- Seifert, Richard D.; Engineering

#### Arizona

- Bartelt, H.G.; Linguistics
- Boe, John M.; Music
- Cleveland, David A.; Anthropology and Archaeology
- Cohen, Herbert G.; Education
- Dowdall, Stephen B.; American Literature
- Finnan, Robert W.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
- Foster, David W.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Furnish, Dale; Law
- Johnson, Dennis; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
- Lim, Phyllis L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
- Martin, William E.; Environmental Sciences
- May, Warren L.; Mathematics
- O'Grady, Emmett P.; Engineering
- Richardson, Randall; Geology
- Sands, Kathleen M.; American Literature
- Scadron, Arlene R.; American History
- Vogel, Ronald J.; Economics
- Vondreele, Robert B.; Chemistry
- Yamamoto, Kaoru; Education

#### Arkansas

- Bolsterli, Margaret J.; American Literature
- Cochran, Robert B.; American Literature
- Garrow, Stephen P.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
- Hartwig, Charles; Political Science
- Lancaster, William W.; Law
- Lavers, Norman; American Literature

#### California

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[ ] Adams, Donald K.; American Literature</th>
<th>[ ] Amelin, Charles F.; Mathematics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Stanley E.; Chemistry</td>
<td>Baker, Frederick J.; Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bartenstein, Edwin; Business Administration</td>
<td>Bartlett, Grant R.; Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bartlett, Jeffrey M.; American Literature</td>
<td>Bishop, Michael E.; Art and Art History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blakely, Edward J.; Architecture and Urban Planning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borsvold, Joan E.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
<td>Carnoy, Martin; Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter, Arthur E.; Art and Art History</td>
<td>Conlin, Joseph R.; American History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converse, Carol L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
<td>Cooper, Edwin L.; Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis, Charles N.; American Literature de la Vega, Aurelio; Music</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demuth, Katherine A.; Linguistics</td>
<td>Deniro, Michael J.; Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diggins, John F.; American History</td>
<td>Dordick, Herbert S.; Communications and Journalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunn, Bruce S.; Engineering</td>
<td>Ellis, Tracey L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine, David M.; American Literature</td>
<td>Fischer, Claude S.; Sociology and Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitting, Majorie; Computer Science</td>
<td>Gage, Nathaniel L.; Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaines, Rosslyn; Psychology</td>
<td>Gaylord-Ross, Robert J.; Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gomez, Vincent; Music</td>
<td>Gottfried, Mark D.; Sociology and Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenberg, William J.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hansen, Arlen J.; American Literature</td>
<td>Hatch, Evelyn R.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazlett, John D.; American Literature</td>
<td>Hernandez, Sam; Art and Art History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinds, David S.; Biological Sciences</td>
<td>Holmquist, Gerald; Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope, Barney F.; Economics</td>
<td>Houpis, Barry L.F.; Physics and Astronomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunt, Allen G.; Physics and Astronomy</td>
<td>Iyer, Harithaary; Geology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janda, Kenneth C.; Chemistry</td>
<td>Jewell, Keala J.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, Harold Y.; Communications and Journalism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kahn, Sy M.; American Literature</td>
<td>Kaiser, Henry F.; Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaplan, Robert B.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
<td>Katz, Eli; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennel, Charles F.; Physics and Astronomy</td>
<td>Kimball, Jane A.; Library Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kramer, John F.; Political Science</td>
<td>Leonard, David K.; Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liebes, Bernard H.; Communications and Journalism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsay, Diane B.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
<td>Lindley, Robert L.; American History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linker, David T.; Medical Sciences</td>
<td>Liu, Alan P.; Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loiseaux, Pierre R.; Law</td>
<td>López, Henry P.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch, Brian K.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
<td>Madewell, Bruce B.; Medical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marino, John A.; History (non-U.S.)</td>
<td>Marvin, Nancy L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Richard; Chemistry</td>
<td>Mcclure, Bruce J.S.; American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Margo E.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
<td>Melsaack, Hugh G.; Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Sally M.; American History</td>
<td>McVey, James L.; Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nesom, Marcella B.; Art and Art History</td>
<td>Newcomb-Baic, Mary L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newcomb-Baic, Mary L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norris, Daniel H.; Biological Sciences</td>
<td>Perry, James L.; Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson, William J.; Music</td>
<td>Phleger, Charles F.; Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pincetl, Stephanie S.; Architecture and Urban Planning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabinow, Paul M.; Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapp, Marc; American Literature</td>
<td>Read, Robert G.; Environmental Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read, Robert G.; Environmental Sciences</td>
<td>Roberts, Tyson R.; Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson, Forrest G.; American Literature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosenau, James N.; Political Science</td>
<td>Rosenthal, Lawrence A.; Sociology and Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarracino, Robert S.; Physics and Astronomy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saxe, Geoffrey B.; Psychology</td>
<td>Schery, Terris K.; Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schulz, Muriel R.; Linguistics</td>
<td>Segal, Steven P.; Sociology and Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigg, David O.; Mathematics</td>
<td>Siegmund, William C.; History (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sims, Elizabeth H.; Political Science</td>
<td>Slater, James R.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slater, Paul B.; Geography</td>
<td>Smith, David B.; American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snow, Margaret E.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
<td>Sparkman, Alan; TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steier, Saul; American Literature</td>
<td>Storper, Michael L.; Geography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teague, Lavette C.; Computer Science</td>
<td>Thompson, Carol B.; Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trachinger, Robert; Communications and Journalism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Delaware

- Abrams, Burton A.; Economics
- Elterich, G. Joachim; Economics
- Frawley, William J.; Linguistics
- Hull, Gloria; American Literature

District of Columbia

- Beaudry, Marilyn P.; Anthropology and Archaeology
- Forney, Benjamin F.; Architecture and Urban Planning
- Frazier, John G.; Biological Sciences
- Gup, Theodore S.; Communications and Journalism
- Hahn, Robin E.; Economics
- Keene, Liz L.; Political Science
- Luxenberg, Mitchell A.; Environmental Sciences
- Nasir, Gorti V.L.; Economics
- Neff, William B.; Library Science
- Forges, Amelia B.; Law
- Roberts, Ted E.; Communications and Journalism
- Vogel, Lester I.; American History
- Zackula, Sharon K.; Law
- Zoglin, Larry; Law

Florida

- Anderson, Barbara J.; American Literature
- Anderson, Timothy J.; Engineering
- Collinson, Dean W.; Sociology and Social Work
- Dathorne, Oscar R.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Goodman, Jill M.; American Literature
- Gregory, Eileen; Biological Sciences
- Guess, George M.; Political Science
- Hedges, William D.; Education
- Leonhardt, Nancy L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
- Liska, Peter; American Literature
- Parker, James A.; Education
- Schutte, Ofelia M.; Philosophy and Religion
- Smith, Walter L.; Education
- Swierczek, Fredric W.; Business Administration
- Tait, Pearl E.; Education
- Williams, Donald E.; Communications and Journalism
- Wimmer, Lynne A.; Theatre and Dance

Georgia

- Boulton, William R.; Business Administration
- Burns, Thomas S.; History (non-U.S.)
- Campbell, Penelope; American History
- Cooper, Donald; Art and Art History

Foster, Lawrence; American History
- Fowlkes, Diane L.; Political Science
- Hamilton, Christopher R.; Political Science
- Hilden, Patricia J.; History (non-U.S.)
- Hodson, Joel C.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
- Horan, Patrick M.; Sociology and Social Work
- Janowitz, Naomi; Philosophy and Religion
- May, Sheldon W.; Chemistry
- McClendon, Carmen; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Mendicino, Joseph F.; Biological Sciences
- Middleton, Phillip B.; American Literature
- Nurs, Joanne R.; Education
- Powers, John J.; Biological Sciences
- Ruback, Richard B.; Psychology
- Sandor, Edward P.; Music
- Terrell, Timothy P.; Law

Guam

- Ballendorf, Dirk A.; History (non-U.S.)

Hawaii

- Ahmed, Saleem; Agriculture
- Akita, George; History (non-U.S.)
- Bitterman, M. E.; Psychology
- Borgen, Robert; History (non-U.S.)
- Brown, Sean K.L.; Art and Art History
- Card, Patricia A.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
- Edelstein, Arnold S.; American Literature
- Gochos, Harvey L.; Sociology and Social Work
- Hall, John B.; Medical Sciences
- Kang, Hugh H.W.; History (non-U.S.)
- Lewis, Donald J.; Law
- Locke, Robert R.; History (non-U.S.)
- Welch, David J.; Anthropology and Archaeology
- Wu, I-Pai; Engineering

Idaho

- Blank, Robert H.; Political Science
- Hager, Wayne R.; Engineering
- Holland, Douglas F.; Physics and Astronomy
- Rouyer, Alwyn R.; Political Science

Illinois

- Ackermann, Erich J.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
- Atwood, Joyce; Communications and Journalism
- Barton, Joseph J.; Anthropology and Archaeology
- Blachowicz, Camille L.Z.; Education
- Burton, Theodore A.; Mathematics
- Coatsworth, John H.; History (non-U.S.)
### Home State Index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Contributions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Iowa</strong></td>
<td>Adelman, Charles M.; Art and Art History Barlow, Aaron J.; American Literature Berry, Ralph M.; American Literature Boos, Florence S.; American Literature Bro, Ronald D.; Education Brule, Saint Victor; Carol; Language and Literature (non-U.S.) Fuller, John W.; Economics Krueger, Terry K.; American Literature Littrell, John M.; Education Matthews, Barbara F.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics Maypole, Donald E.; Sociology and Social Work Midgett, Douglas K.; Anthropology and Archeology Roberts, Ann M.; Art and Art History Roller, Cathy M.; Education Smith, Harry F.; Mathematics Thompson, Michael L.; Agriculture Ward, Robert J.; American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kansas</strong></td>
<td>Dellwig, Louis F.; Geology Havlicek, Larry L.; Education Juola, James F.; Psychology Levine, Susan; American Literature Nagel, Joane F.; Sociology and Social Work Springer, Haskell; American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kentucky</strong></td>
<td>Baye, Michael R.; Economics Dunn, Jon R.J.; Communications and Journalism Hirth, Kenneth G.; Anthropology and Archeology Jackson, Carlton; American History Leinbach, Thomas R.; Geography Rosenthal, Gerald A.; Biological Sciences Webb, Michael A.; Economics Wesler, Kit W.; Anthropology and Archeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Louisiana</strong></td>
<td>Azzam, Rasheed M.A.; Engineering Barnard Hall, Caroline K.; American Literature Ebrecht, Ann B.; American Literature Engstrom, Richard L.; Political Science Fluit, Jan M.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics Kent, John N.; Medical Sciences May, James G.; Psychology Nauman, Robert V.; Chemistry Shannon, Edward J.; Medical Sciences Shull, Steven A.; Political Science Tardanico, Richard; History (non-U.S.) Tobacyk, Jerome J.; Psychology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Maine**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contributions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burke, Melvin; Economics Duclos, Gloria S.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.) Freedman, Sanford A.; American Literature Hallberg, Kristin; Economics Jones, Kristine L.; History (non-U.S.) Lewis, Alan J.; Biological Sciences Neinstein, Raymond L.; American Literature Rioux, Robert; American Literature Taylor, Carole A.; American Literature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Maryland**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contributions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auchard, John F.; American Literature Brown, Richard H.; Sociology and Social Work Dean, David M.; American History Fisher, William S.; Biological Sciences Fleming, Bruce E.; American Literature Haefz, Youssef S.; Biological Sciences Harman, Pamela M.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics Harman, Richard W., Jr.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics Harrison, Daphne; Music Hodes, Richard M.; Medical Sciences Kent, George O.; History (non-U.S.) McKim, Wayne L.; Geography Meller, Robert A.; Mathematics Mendels, Franklin F.; Geography Norman, Kent L.; Psychology Pastor, Robert A.; Political Science Perry, Duncan M.; History (non-U.S.) Pomerantz, Seymour H.; Medical Sciences Quint, Peter E.; Law Rubin, Marc; Economics Smith, James; Mathematics Van Der Ven, Peter E.; Medical Sciences Weil, Raymond R.; Agriculture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Massachusetts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contributions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allen, David B.; American Literature Alschuler, Alfred S.; Education Beede, Elizabeth R.; Art and Art History Benedict, Larry G.; Education Berger, Suzanne; Political Science Burg, Barbara A.; Library Science Chang, Leo S.; Political Science Damon, George H., Jr.; Communications and Journalism Dennerline, Jerry P.; History (non-U.S.) Dichter, Marc A.; Medical Sciences Fanford, Julius G.; Architecture and Urban Planning Feinerman, James V.; Law Franck, Peter G.; Economics Geerh, Richard S.; History (non-U.S.) Haber-Schaim, Uri; Education Iverson, Barry L.; History (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Keylor, William R.; History (non-U.S.)
Ledoux, Arthur O.; Philosophy and Religion
Manschreck, Theo C.; Medical Sciences
 Marshall, Robert; Music
McCoy, Mary A.; American Literature
Mullin, John R.; Architecture and Urban Planning
O'Neill, Timothy; Political Science
Oakes, Elizabeth H.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Orlow, Alan M.; Philosophy and Religion
Orlew, Dietrich O.; History (non-U.S.)
Palermino, Maria L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Peary, Geral M.; Theatre and Dance
Preis, Douglas; Engineering
Rubinstein, Bernard; Biological Sciences
Saltman, Richard B.; Political Science
Schuler, Stephen A.; History (non-U.S.)
Senders, Warren R.; Music
Smith, Barrie D.; Medical Sciences
Thomas, Franklin R.; American Literature
Wiersma, Stanley M.; American Literature

Minnesota

Berman, Hyman; American History
Falk, Armand E.; American Literature
Fah, Caesar E.; History (non-U.S.)
Fisher, James F.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Grinnell, Kaaren E.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Gudmundson, Barbara J.R.; Environmental Sciences
Hill, Reuben L.; Sociology and Social Work
Holst, Timothy B.; Geology
Jensen, Erik G.; Law
Kaups, Matt E.; Geography
King, Floris E.; Medical Sciences
Lopez, Angel A.; Computer Science
Smalley, William A.; Linguistics
Voeltz, Ehrard F.K.; Linguistics

Missouri

Bank, Barbara J.; Sociology and Social Work
Benson, Jerry K.; Sociology and Social Work
Brockhaus, Robert H.; Business Administration
Katz, Jonathan I.; Physics and Astronomy
Kennedy, George P.; Communications and Journalism
Lawson, Creonice; Education
Luckert, Karl W.; Philosophy and Religion
Olpin, Larry; American Literature
Paulson, Stanley L.; Law
Pearson, Frederic S.; Political Science
Primitis, Van D.; Business Administration
Shepherd, A. Ross; Economics
Smith, Barrie D.; Medical Sciences
Sullivan, Lawrence E.; Philosophy and Religion
Troyer, Henry; Medical Sciences
Youette, David M.; Medical Sciences

Mississippi

Crum, Lawrence A.; Physics and Astronomy
Jacobson, Harry A.; Biological Sciences
Krae, Dale A.; Political Science
McChesney, James D.; Chemistry
Pratt, James; Communications and Journalism

Montana

Bergum, Christian O.; Architecture and Urban Planning
Rydel, Robert W.; American History

Nebraska

Lynch, John D.; Biological Sciences
Stoddard, Robert H.; Geography
Willborn, Steven L.; Law

New Hampshire

Brown, Suzanne H.; American Literature
Gaber-Saletan, Pamela; Anthropology and Archaeology
Gert, Bernard; Philosophy and Religion
Polasky, Janet L.; History (non-U.S.)

New Jersey

Boocock, Sarane S.; Sociology and Social Work
Calder, Kent E.; Political Science
Corrigan, Eileen M.; Sociology and Social Work
Flint, Marcha P.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Foster, Edward H.; American Literature
Fry, Edward B.; Education
Gillespie, Angus K.; American Literature
Kayne, Marlene E.; Biological Sciences
Kim, Samuel S.; Political Science
Lagay, Bruce W.; Sociology and Social Work
Miner, Earl R.; American Literature
Pollitt, Katha; American Literature
Popeneo, David; Sociology and Social Work
Rockland, Michael; American History
Schofer, Jerry P.; Geography
Temmer, Helena W.; Psychology

New Mexico

Antreasian, Garo A.; Art and Art History
Bowes, Stephen G.; Education
Cioffi, Frank L.; American Literature
Creamer, Winifred M.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Eamon, William; History (non-U.S.)
Goodman, Jeffrey A.; American Literature
Heller, Leon; Physics and Astronomy
Maciel, David R.; History (non-U.S.)
Maes, Wayne R.; Education
McPherson, David C.; American Literature
Moles, Manuel C.; Biological Sciences
Partridge, L. Donald; Medical Sciences
Schwerin, Karl H.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Szasz, Ferenc M.; American History
Theisen, Gerald A.; American History
Thorson, James L.; American Literature
Yee, Carole Z.; American Literature

New York

Balk, Walter L.; Political Science
Bennett, Michael; Medical Sciences
Benson, Peter E.; American Literature
Blachman, Benita A.; Psychology
Blier, Suzanne F.; Art and Art History
Blot, Richard K.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Browne, Terry W.; Theatre and Dance
Burmeister, Larry L.; Sociology and Social Work
Calvert, John F.; Medical Sciences
Charo, R. Alta; Law
Crane, Robert I.; History (non-U.S.)
da Silva, Ednaldo A.; Economics
Dandridge, Thomas C.; Business Administration
Dassin, Joan R.; Language and Literature
Dixon, Heriberto R.; Business Administration
Dixon, Melvin W.; American Literature
Eichen, Marc A.; Geography
Elam, Helen R.; American Literature
Ellison, John W.; Library Science
Foote, Joe S.; Communications and Journalism
Freedman, Martin; Business Administration
Gabaccia, Donna R.; American History
Gajjar, Jagdish T.; Computer Science
Garcia-Gomez, Jorge; Philosophy and Religion
Gluck, Carol N.; History (non-U.S.)
Godsave, Bruce F.; Education
Gore, Jane S.; Sociology and Social Work
Greenberg, Leibert L.; Law
Harrison, James P.; History (non-U.S.)
Heifetz, Louis J.; Psychology
Hewitt, Elizabeth K.; American Literature
Hildenbrand, Joan Lee; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Hochster, Howard S.; Medical Sciences
 Hodges, Norman E.; History (non-U.S.)
Holsinger, Donald B.; Education
Hope, Kempe R.; Economics
Huizenga, Jann H.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Jiggers, Georg C.; History (non-U.S.)
Jones, David R.; History (non-U.S.)
Kirsch, Anthony T.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Klein, Marcus N.; American Literature
Krim, Seymour; American Literature
Kulhawy, Fred H.; Engineering
Lavallee, David K.; Chemistry
Lee, Lillian F.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Lilly, Paul R.; American Literature
Lundquist, Richard O.; Business Administration
Mammen, David; Architecture and Urban Planning
McCusker, Paul D.; Law
Moellekens, Wolfgang W.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Morse, Robert A.; American Literature
Moss, Leonard J.; American Literature
Nabney, Karie; Sociology and Social Work
Noce, Peter E.; History (non-U.S.)
Orentlicher, John; Art and Art History
Orsi, Robert A.; American History
Osteryoung, Janet G.; Chemistry
Pacileo, Dolores M.; Art and Art History
Pennington, Kenneth J.; History (non-U.S.)
Pollack, David; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Pugel, Thomas A.; Economics
Ranis, Peter; Political Science
Reitan, Paul H.; Geology
Rinker, Kenneth; Theatre and Dance
Roberts, Donald W.; Biological Sciences
Romer, Grant; Art and Art History
Rovit, Earl H.; American Literature
Silberger, Kathryn K.; Library Science
Sklepowich, Edward A.; American Literature
Skopp, Douglas R.; History (non-U.S.)
Smith, Joan A.; Theatre and Dance
Sontheimer, Henry M.; Medical Sciences
Stam, Robert P.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Stycos, Joseph M.; Sociology and Social Work
Tarrow, Sidney G.; Political Science
Tarrow, Susan R.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Tobin, Farley; Art and Art History
Towey, Thomas F.; Law
Tumposky, Daniel L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
VanDeMark, Paul J.; Biological Sciences
Vergara, Lisa; Art and Art History
Waldron, Sidney R.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Washburn, Robert B.; Music
Watrous, Livingston V.; Art and Art History

North Carolina

Bender, Deborah E.; Medical Sciences
Bergman, Edward M.; Architecture and Urban Planning
Brock, Philip L.; Economics
Bruzelius, Caroline A.; Art and Art History
Buettner, Garry R.; Chemistry
Butters, Ronald R.; American Literature
Canning, Susan M.; Art and Art History
Christie, George C.; Law
Cisney, Karl G.; Medical Sciences
de Casper, Anthony; Psychology
Fitzgerald, Thomas K.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Fugler, Charles M.; Biological Sciences
Golding, Martin P.; Law
Gupta, Bhupender S.; Chemistry
Lange, Peter; Political Science
MacCormac, Earl R.; Philosophy and Religion
Oberschall, Anthony R.; Sociology and Social Work
Rovner, Irwin; Anthropology and Archaeology
Stevenson, Robert L.; Communications and Journalism
White, James D., Jr.; Philosophy and Religion
Witt, Mary Ann F.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Witt, Ronald G.; History (non-U.S.)

Ohio

Bell, Leland V.; American History
Browning, Reed S.; History (non-U.S.)
Campagne, Barbara N.; Medical Sciences
Charlie, Edwin G.; Economics
Cruckshank, Donald R.; Education
Ellison, Charles E.; Architecture and Urban Planning
Heck, Thomas F.; Music
Heddens, James W.; Education
Hess, Gary B.; American History
Heward, William L.; Education
Kellman, Barry S.; Law
Kipp, Rita S.; Sociology and Social Work
Kritz, Gerard A.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Kwon, Yung-Hee K.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Lenfest, Donald E.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Liddle, R. William; Political Science
Lincoln, Jennie K.; Political Science
Mathur, Vijay K.; Economics
McCcracken, J. David; Education
Meriwether, Margaret L.; History (non-U.S.)
Nevsail, Paul G.; Mathematics
Pierce, Sidney L., Jr.; Law
Poirier, Frank E.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Rapp, Robert A.; Engineering
South, Robert B.; Geography
Springer, Allan M.; Engineering
Szporer, Michael; American Literature
Thompson, James R.; American Literature
Wollons, Roberta L.; American History

Oklahoma

Ford, Warren T.; Chemistry
Fox, Stanley F.; Biological Sciences
Fromme, Donald K.; Psychology
Hunter, Carol A.; American Literature
Kleine, Paul F.; Education
Rubin, Leonard R.; Mathematics
Venable, William R.; Education
Wiggins, Thomas W.; Education
Oregon

Bradshaw, William E.; Biological Sciences
Early, Daniel; Anthropology and Archaeology
Evans, J. Dennis; American Literature
Gassaway, Alexander R.; Geography
Gressler, Thomas H.; Theatre and Dance
Lin, Kuan-Pin; Economics
Love, Glen A.; American Literature
Madden, Theodore M.; Education
Parker, Anthony C.; Art and Art History
Popeniek, Anton; Engineering
Rickson, Fred R.; Biological Sciences
Roth, John G.; Medical Sciences
Wolcott, Harry F.; Anthropology and Archaeology

Schmandt, Linda M.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Spink, Mary L.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Stanaway, B. Anne; Communications and Journalism
Swetz, Frank J.; Education
Travis, Tom A.; Political Science
Ulrich, Richard; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Vittoz, Stanley H.; American History
Williams, Terry N.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Wright, James C.; Anthropology and Archaeology

Puerto Rico

Maunez-Cuadra, Jose M.S.; Communications and Journalism

Rhode Island

Anderson, Douglas D.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Beeman, William; Anthropology and Archaeology
Erickson, Glenn W.; Philosophy and Religion
Hollos, Marida C.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Nichols, Charles H.; American Literature
Petry, Alice; American Literature
Poon, Calvin P.C.; Environmental Sciences
Schmidt, Peter R.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Weeks, Richard R.; Business Administration
Zuckerman, Alan S.; Political Science

South Carolina

Beam, Patricia Simila; American Literature
Carrillo, Loretta; American Literature
Clark, Edward W.; American Literature
Connolly, Michael B.; Economics
DeLancey, Virginia H.; Economics
Lyson, Thomas A.; Sociology and Social Work
Miller, James A.; Geography
Weymouth, Richard J.; Medical Sciences
Wilson, Melford A., Jr.; Political Science

South Dakota

Smith, Paul L.; Physics and Astronomy

Tennessee

Bray, William R.; American Literature
Hammitt, William E.; Environmental Sciences
Jackson, Richard; American Literature
Mookherjee, Harsha N.; Sociology and Social Work
Strain, Jeris; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Home State Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vermont</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen, Philip M.: American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engels, John D.: American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helmick, Pamela S.: TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurd, John, II: Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letteri, Charles A.: Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lind, Aulis: Geography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Virginia</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haulman, Clyde A.: Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitchner, Robert: History (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hudlicky, Tomas: Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwart, Lawrence D.: Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambe, Robert C.: Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeBovit, Judith Breitman: Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeVan, M. Douglas: Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morrill, Robert W.: Geography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer, James K.: Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth, Stephen R.: Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samli, A. Coskun: Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabb, John R.: Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West, James L.W., III: American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zamora, Mario D.: Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Washington</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin, Mark M.: Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haughton, Ronald W.: Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Theodore C.: Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kicz, John: History (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirschner, Leonard B.: Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larson, James F.: Communications and Journalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London, Gloria: Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Thomas E.: Geology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakamaye, Kay L.: Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy, Ratna: Theatre and Dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swartz, Roderick G.: Library Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wahle, Roy P.: Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watkins, David S.: Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>West Virginia</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radin, Eric L.: Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siemens, William L.: Language and Literature (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wisconsin</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple, Michael W.: Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blank, Frederick M.: Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassinelli, Joseph P.: Physics and Astronomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunleavy, Janet E.: Language and Literature (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glasser, David E.: Architecture and Urban Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunderman, Karen M.: Art and Art History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hutner, Gordon N.: American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jungck, John R.: Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemel, Harold W.: Sociology and Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McIvor, Alan G.: Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Franklin S.: Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misner, Paul: Philosophy and Religion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moermond, Timothy C.: Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan, Clyde W.: Theatre and Dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Malley, Joseph J.: Philosophy and Religion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schulz, Rockwell I.: Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotton, James F.: Communications and Journalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senft, James R.: Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stern, Jody L.: TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson, Albert G.: Education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>